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FOREWORD
This Final Report for the "Study of Direct Versus Orbital
Encry for Mars Missions" (NASA Contract NASI-7976) is provided
in accordance with Part III A.4 of the contract schedule as
amended. The report is in six volumes as follows:
NASA CR-66659 - Volume I - Summary;
NASA CR-66660 - Volume II
- Parametric Studies, Final Analyses,
and Conceptual Designs;
NASA CR-66661 - Volume III - Appendix A - Launch Vehicle
Performance and Flight Mechanics;
NASA CR-66662 - Volume IV
- Appendix B - Entry and Terminal
Phase Performance Analysis;
NASA CR-66663 - Volume V
- Appendix C - Entry Configuration
Analysis;
NASA CR-66664 - Volume VI
- Appendix D - Subsystem Studies
and Parametric Data.
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SUBSYSTEM STUDIES AND PARAMETRIC DATA
APPENDIX D
I. PARAMETRIC WEIGHT EQUATIONS AND DERIVATION
This section of Appendix D presents the general weight equa-
tions showing the relationship of the various components that were
fed into the machine program. The second part of the section
covers the derivation of the component or subsystem equations
complete with the empirical or theoretical curves used to develop
the equations. Detail weight statements of the three point design
configurations are included at the end of this section.
General Weight Equations
Basic parameters.-
DA/S = (32.
= 0.155
where
W E
B E
DA/S
2 x 1.64 x 0.785_
= entry weight
= ballistic coefficient
= diameter aeroshell, ft
where
Soft lander. To go from entry weight to capsule system weight:
W S = W E + WDp + WDS + W C + WA + WE/L + WG/C_ T
W S = capsule system weight
WDp = deorbit propulsion system (including propellant)
weight
WDS = deorbit structure weight
W G = canister weight
where
APPENDIXD
WA = adapter weight
WE/L= adapter electrical weight
WG/C_T = terminal guidanceweight.
To go from entry weight to landed equipmentweight:
WV = WE - WA/S- WA/D_E - WACS_E - WS_A/S- WBF
WV
WA/S
WA/D-E
WS-A/S
WBF
where
W L
WVp- E
WLE
where
= verniered weight
= weight aeroshell
= weight aerodecelerator,
= weight science in A/S
= weight bsckface shield.
W L = W V - WVP_E
expended
= landed weight
= weight vernier propellant.
= W L - WLS - WAD_F - WVP_F - WACS_ F WTE - WTH - Wpy
WLE = weight landed equipment
WLS = welght lander structure
WA/D_ F = welght serodecelerstor, fixed
WVP_F = welght vernier propulsion, fixed
WACS_ F = weight ACS, fixed
WTE = welght telecommunication cabling
APPENDIXD
WTH= weight thermal control
Wpy= weight pyrotechnic control.
Thus, WLE includes guidanceand control, telecommunication,power,
thermal control, and science.
Guidanceand control: All guidanceand control electronics
and reference units are included. This includes the electronics
and reference for the attitude control system, but not the pro-
pulsive portion, tanks, valves, nozzles, etc., of the ACS. The
sequenceris included in guidanceand control.
Telecommunication: All telemetry encoders, multiplexers, pow-
er supplies, and all rf transmitters, receivers, andantennasys-
tems are included. Thewiring from the encodersto the instruments
is not included becausethis is input as a function of the aero-
shell diameter, as WTE above.
Power: All powercontrol, wiring, separation disconnects,
batteries, solar panels, or RTGsare included in this category.
Thermal control: All thermal control equipmentno_equired
for the entry phaseof the mission is included in this category.
Science: All science equipmentincluding SDS,supports, de-
ploymentmechanisms,and electrical cabling as required for spe-
cific instruments or experimentsare in this category. An allow-
ance of 13 Ib for minimumentry science is included in the aero-
shell and is not a part of WLE.
Detail Parametric WeightEquations
Deorbit propulsion system weight_ WDp. Special curves were
plotted for various types of propulsion systems as a function of
propellant required. The propellant required is an output of the
performance machine program. The following input equations were
generated as input to this subsystem.
Weight of engine mount (fig. DI)
WEM = 0.07(thrust) 2/3 min. 2.0 ib
Fuel or oxidizer tank weight assuming titanium spheres based
on general curve (fig. D2) and 30% nonoptimum factor:
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for PNV 1/3
for PNV I/3
where
PN nV
W = 1.0 + 2.0
t
> I0 600 and
W = 1.0 + 0.0212 V 2-3/
t
< i0 600
P = operating pressure, psi
N = factor of safety
p = density titanium, 0.168
V = volume, cu in.
= ultimate tensile Ti = 165 000 minimum gage = 0.020.
Tank support/tank (propellant or gas) from figure D3:
Ws = 0.75 (Wp + Wt)0"5
where
W = tank weight
t
Wp =propellant in tank.
Weight high pressure spheres N (based o11 nonoptimum oi 18%
fig. D2) :
W S = 1 .77 C
Deorbit structure weight_ WDS. - Based on figure D4, based
on Phase B structure data and other studies, plus 4 Ib for separa-
tion bo]ts:
WDS = 4 + 0.16 (W E + WDp)0"7
Canist_,r wcight_ W C. - From figure D5, based on expansion of
Phasl, B da[a plus cylindrical scctiol_ for flaps:
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I) Cylinder at 76 Ib/ft;
2) One frame at 20 Ib for all additions.
Further, for canisters with expanded flaps, the reference diameter
had to be used. Figure D6 gives the relationship of effective
area to reference diameter. Thus,
W C = 2.34 (DA/s) 1"67
for DA/S _ 15 ft, and
= 5.22 (DA/s_F) I'51W C
for DA/S_ F > 15 ft.
To develop DA/S_ F for an eight-flap configuration,
0.645
DA/S_ F = 0.536(A)
for 176 < A < 400, and
0.86
DA/S_ F = 0.147(A)
for A > 400
where A = effective flap area.
Adapter weight_ WA. The adapter is assumed of constant
diameter to match the spacecraft. The amount of true load-bearing
material is negligible. For aeroshells with flaps, an extension
is added at the weight of 2 Ib/in. Thus,
for DA/S < 15 ft
for DA/S _" 15 ft.
W A = K= 18
WA = 18 + 12 (DA/s_ F - 15)
I0
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Adapter electrical weight) WE/L. - This weight is a constant,
depending on the type of system electrical equipment in the adapter.
Thus,
Status voltage regulator
Equipment voltage regulator
Power management control
Battery charger
Separation disconnect
Packaging and mount
Cabling
Solar or
battery RTG
3.5 3.5
4.0 4.0
3.0 3.0
2.0 ---
2.0 2.0
4.0 4.0
5.5 5.5
24.0 22.0
WE/L = K = 24 for solar or battery
= 22 for RTG
'ft,_-minal guidance weight) WG/C_ T. This is used only if termi-
ha] guidance is mounted on the capsule. The following equation
includes supports and cabling as a function of DA/S:
WG/C_ T = 36 + [.1 DA/S
Ac,roshcll weizht ) WA/S. - Aeroshcll weight for orbital and
di_'cct entry is discussc_d below.
Orbitul enCcy: For this case, the design was limited to fixed
aeroshells oi tllaximum cliamt,tc_t- of 15 ft. Weight was developed in
thL-cc parts:
: b'cizh{ oI StructuTc +Wcil, Jtt ol Ablatoc + Weight of Paint + Miscellaneous
The wcizl_t ol tl_c SllucluFc, is lrolll il plTintout) which is shown
}:;al>hical]v in t i};t_l-<, D7.
2APPENDIX D
I T I
6.65 ft diam
12 ft diam
•2 _ o4 oS o8 .7 .8 .9 10
Ballistic coefficient, BE
Figure D7.- Orbital Entry Aerosheil Structure Ratio
Versus Ballistic Coefficient
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For the weight of the ablator, the distribution follows the
following general form (fig. D8):
__________i l
0 .2 .4
_/R B
.6 .8 1.0
____RB__----------_ l
1 j
_K._End taper
Figure D8.- Distribution of Ablator Weight,
Orbital Entry
Figure D8.- Distribution of Ablator Weight, Orbital Entry
,,.> = 0.17i R B
R = 0.5 RB sin 20 = = 0.5 0.3_-0 R B
X
o
• : = 0 19
Area of nose = n 0.0603 k B • RB_
Volume of nose = 0,19 kB n
0.4 R B R t + t
-_ x :--77_--5
Volume of trans = < (R x + 0.4 RB) cos 20 °
t + t
II C
= :: /. 0.571 R B :< 0.264 RB X _.5
o 17_ l_f (t +_ ): " 11
R B - 0.4R B
_X t
(RE. + 0 4 RB]Volume oi odZ_-' = " cos 20
- _. 81 RB t
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Total volume= 0.19 RB2t + 0.173 RB2n (t n
= (0.363 tn + 2.983 te) RB2
Ablator material SLStype at 0.0085 ib/cu in.
Weight= 1.05 X 0.0085(0.363 tn + 2.983 re) RB
= 0.009 (0.363 t + 2.983 te) R_2n
Values of tn and te comefrom figures D9andDI0, RB
is in inches. The value of t and t are taken for the 3_n e
lowest gamma(lowest negative value).
Paint andmiscellaneous:
W= 3 + 0.025 (DA/s)2
Direct entry: Three similar parts makeup the aeroshell
weights for direct entry.
Structure weight is taken from printouts, which are shown
graphically in figures DII thru D14.
Ablator must be subdivided into two cases, basedon the rela-
tionship of $ and 7 as shownbelow.
+ te) + 2.81RB2 te
_.31
CaseII
CaseI
0 26 38
15
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Figure DI2.- Direct Entry Aeroshell Structure Ratio
VersusBallistic Coefficient, VE m 21 000
fps, 7 R _38°
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Figure DI3.- Direct Entry Aeroshell Structure Ratio
Versus Ballistic Coefficient, V E = 24 000
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For Case I, the equation for direct entry applies; for Case
II, the distribution is as shown below.
_ j-t
,,, n
.r4
am o
_ t 1
0 .2
I I I I
•4 .6 .8 1.0
R/RB
The material for t is still SLS at 0.0085 Ib/cu in.
n
material for t is ESA at 0.029 lb/cu in.
e
The
The ablator equation for Case II is then
RB2 = R BW t Nose = 1.05 x 0.19 tn Pn 0.017 tn
W Cone = 1.05
t I R B R ]
X
_ (RB + Rx) cos 20 te Pe
= 1.05 [_ 1.171 RB × 0.882 RB X te Pe]
= 1.05 _.094 te RBJ = 0"0985 te RB
Total W t = (0.017 tn + 0.0985 re) RB:'
Values for t and t come from figures DIS and DI6.
n e
For expanded aeroshe]ls, tile weight of the ab]ator on the ex-
tension must be added to tile above. Thus, the general equation
is:
= + W EWTotal Ablator WI5 ft A/S Ab]atol: xtension Ablatot-
The d_icknesses required nt-e based on the data for edge thick-
heSS for 15-i-[ (fig:. DI6). A check was made for 30-ffl tL-tte diam-
eter, and the difference between ]5 and 30 it was negligible and
did not warrant developing thicknesses 1or diamete_-s between 15
and 30 ft.
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Thus, the ablator weight for extensions are as follows:
I) Flaps Case I,
= X Flap Ares, sq in.
WAB L 0.009 tel 5 ft
2) Flaps Case II,
WAB L = 0.0304 t X Flap Ares, sq in.
el5 ft
For airbag extension, the ESA-type material must be used all
over and is less efficient than the SLS. Thus, where the basic
material for 15 ft is SLS, the thickness must be increased 25%
taking this percentage into account:
I) Airmat extension Case I,
= X Airmat Area, sq in.
WAB L 0.038 tel 5 ft
2) Airmat extension Case II,
WAB L = 0.0304 t X Airmat Ares, sq in.
el5 ft
The paint and miscellaneous equation is the same as for the
orbital case.
Aerodecelerator weight_ expended_ WA/D_E_ parachutes. - These
data come from figure DI7, which is for a chute operating below
a q of 12 -- a minimum material weight. Thus, the final equa-
tions are
2
WA/D_ E = 0.0191 (DA/D) for q _< 12
WA/D_ E = 0.0191 (DA/D) 2 I_ for q > 12
Aerodecelerator weight_ expended_ WA/D_E;
tucked-back with 10% burble fence:
ballute. Attached
WA/D_ E = Weight Cloth (Wc) + Weight Installation (WI)
W C = 1.76(10 -5 ) qR _
25
26
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Figure DI7.-
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when
otherwise,
R _ 6.15 + 1/2 J151 + 51 200/q
W C = 0.225 R 2 + 2.17 (10 -4 ) qR 3
R 2
W I = 0.00377 q + 5 DA/S
where R = ballute expanded radius in feet.
These data are based on a JPL study, and for this program, it
is assumed that all of W I will be jettisoned with the ballute.
Backface shield weight_ WBF. For the orbital case, backface
heating is assumed to be handled by insulation on individual crit-
ical areas. This will be handled in the thermal control equation.
Therefore, for orbital entry,
WBF = 0
For direct entry, an ablator-coated heat shield is considered.
This shield will be released when the parachute is released.
The ablator will be supported on 0.020-in. stiffened magnesium
sheet (or equivalent weight), and will be I/8-in. SLS type ablator
material. A Teflon rf transparent window that weighs 5 ib will
also be required.
Shield Area (15 ft):= 15 diam cir area X 1.03 dev factor
= 182.5 sq ft or 26 300 sq in.
Weight, 15-ft base = p X area X 0.020 x 1.5 (non OPS and STR factor)
= 0.068 X 26 300 X 0.020 X 1.5 = 53
Ablator = 1.05 X 26 300 X 0.125 × 0.0085 = 29.4
Total 15,ft Shield = 53 + 29.4 = 82.4
Parameter - 82.4 0.36
225
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Attitude control system weight_ expendedj WACS-E" - The weight
of the ACS is based on data developed during Phase B. The total
impulse for Phase B was divided into two categories that depended
on the vehicle thrust magnitude and on the inertia of the vehicle
as follows:
Separation (reduce tipoff)
Coast (small limit cycle)
Maneuver
Deorbit roll
Coast
Maneuver
Coast
Rate damping in atmosphere
Vernier roll control
Impulse_ Ib-sec
f I f thrust
79.5
56.8
39.0
48.6
39.7
8.4
278.0
550.0
121.7
240.0
36.17
where
Then:
Because the first coast is a small percentage of the total,
it was ignored for basic equations. If a long coast is selected
for this program, it will be corrected for the Phase II.
From the above:
I) 60% of impulse is a function of I;
2) 40% of impulse is a function of W;
3) Phase B design entry weight was 4720;
4) Phase B DA/S was 19 ft;
5) Phase B ACS propellant weight was i0 lb.
For inertia-dependent impulse, ACS weight will vary as
I W DA/S
WACS L _ L
L = length of the thrust nozzle arm. Thus, L _ DA/S.
28
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2
W DA/S
WACS _ D -- W DA/S
WACS_ E =
0.6 X I0 X W E DA/S + 0.4 x I0 xW E
4 720 x 19 4 720
= 0.00007 W E DA/S + 0.00085 W E
Weight of science in the aeroshell_ WS_A/S. - Using the entry
science list in the proposal, which it is assumed includes the
weight of electronics and cabling for these instruments, the fol-
lowing list of minimum science instruments on the aeroshell was
selected:
Stagnation pressure
Base pressure
Supersonic probe
Mounting and structure beefup
WS-A/S = K = 13
Vernier propellant weight_ expended_ WVP_E.
3.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
13.0
The weight of
vernier propellant expended is an output of the basic machine
program.
Lander structure weight_ WLS. - This weight is based on the
equation in figure D4 plus the equation for landing gear (fig. DI8
as combined in fig. D19). These are based on g-loadings for or-
bital entry.
Therefore, for orbital entry
WLS = 20 + I.I0 (WL)0"7
For direct entry, the g-loadings average 40 g rather than 20 g.
Therefore, that part of the equation that applies to the basic
structure should be modified as follows:
W = 0.74 (2 WL)0"7 = 1.21 (WL)0"7
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Basic lander structure
W S = 0.74 (WL)°'7
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Therefore, for direct entry,
WLS= 20 + 1.57 (WE)0'7
Aerodecelerator weight a fixed_ WA/D_ F. For the parachute
from figure D17, this weight includes mortar, container, crush
material to absorb shock, and tie-down fittings.
= 0.055 (DA/D) 1"45WA/D-F
For ballutes, the conservative approach is to assume all the
ballute mechanism and container is jettisoned.
Vernier propellant weight a fixed, WVP_F. Total vernier pro-
pulsion weight comes from propulsion curves based on propellant
weight as developed by machine program.
WVP_F = WVp _ Wp
WVp is total propulsion system.
Attitude control system weight_ fixed_ WACS_ F. This weight
is based on the same base data as WACS_ E and the following weight
information from Phase B:
i) Fixed weight values, etc. 23.5
2) Impulse-dependent weight 32.0
55.5
0.6 X 32 X W E DA/S + 0.4 X 32 W E
WACS_ F = 23.5 + 4720 x 19 4720
WACS_ F = 23.5 + 0.00022 W E DA/S + 0.0027 WE
Telecommunication cabling weight, WTE. - The telemetry cabling
is a function of the size of the vehicle, therefore, f DA/S.
Based on Phase B information, this results in
WTE = 2.0 DA/S max. = 15 ft
APPENDIXD
Theweight of the telecommunicationcomponentscomesfrom
WLE and is a function of systemtype.
Thermal control weight_ WTH. - For orbital entry, this weight
is based on Phase B data, where 13 Ib of equipment wss fixed com-
ponents and 36 Ib was a function of the vehicle size including the
material to protect backface hot spots. Thus, for orbital entry
WTH = 13 + 0.I (DA/s) 2
DA/S max. = 15 ft
Fo_- direct entry, a buckface heat shield will be used; therefore,
Lhe equation is modified to
WTH= 13+ O.O2(DA/s)2
DA/S max. = 15 ft
Pyrotechnic control weight_ Wpy. - From figure D20, assuming
60 bridgewires 12/20 sec (a typical
]under quantity) 23 ib
Supports 2 Ib
Pyrotechnic wire based on Phase B
Vernier bus and entry science
25 Ib
37.1
37.1
19
-2.0 Ib/ft diam
Therefore:
Wpy = 25 + 2.0 DA/S
DA/S max. = ]5 ft
33
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Aerodecelerator weight_ WA/D_ revised data. - The data shown
for aerodecelerator in the earlier part of this appendix section
were used for the machine program. After completion of that ef-
fort, the Langley equation for parachute cloth weight became avail-
able and was found to give higher weights for parachutes larger
than 50 ft diameter. Because Martin Marietta did not have suffi-
cient data to confirm the data in this size range, it was decided
to use the Langley equation for the point design work to follow.
These data are plotted in figure D21.
A detailed study of five-point design parachutes showed that
the noncloth weight associated with the parachute, including mor-
tar, risers, bag, crushable shock attenuator, and attachment fit-
tings, could be plotted as a function of the cloth weight as shown
in figure D22.
Also, because the fixed parachute weight became so large for
large parachutes, it was decided to jettison this material when
the parachute was jettisoned for all of the point design configu-
rations.
Point Designs
Tables D1 thru D3 give detailed weight breakdowns for the
three major point designs -- configurations IA, IB, and 2A.
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Langley equation
i03_ WC = 3 + 0.04 (CDSo) + 4 (i0 -s) (CDSo)3/eqD
9 wher e :
8 CD = terminal drag coefficient - 0.55
7 -- "qO = chute area, sq ft
2
W
9
8
7
6
-- qD = dynamic pressure at deployment,
psf
ioi
Io 2o 3o 40
Chute diameter, ft
50 60 70 80 90 i00
Figure D21.- Parachute Cloth Weight
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Figure D22.- Parachute Noncloth Weight
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TABLE D1 ,- DETATI,FD SEQIIENTTAI. WETO_HT STATEMENT_ CONFIGURATION IA
Olbita] entry 570 Ib landed equipment
8.5-ft diameter aeroshell
Monopropellant deorbit and vernier
Maximum entry y = -18 °
Deorbit AV 120 mps
Nominal science
Isotope thermal heaters
Total flight capsule ......................... (1723.0)
Canister .............................. 165.0
Aft section - body (102.0)
Interface frame 14.0
Structure 53.0
Longerons 18.0
Vents 3.0
Aeroshell separation bolts 5.0
Insulation 4.0
Miscellaneous 5.0
Forward section - lid (45.0)
Structure 39.0
Insulation 3.0
Miscellaneous 3.0
Electrical in canister
Status voltage regulator
Power management control
Separation disconnect
Packaging and mount
Cabling
(18.o)
3.5
3.0
2.0
4.0
5.5
Separation weight .......................... (1558.0)
Deorbit structure ......................... 30.0
Deorbit propulsion ......................... 61.0
Engine (I) 510 Ib thrust 15.1
Engine mounts 4.5
Fuel tanks 4.8
Gas tank 3.0
Tank support 12.2
Plumbing and valves 13.0
Residuals
Fuel 4. I
(, a s 2.2
Electrical cabling 2.1
Deot bit propellant ......................... 81.5
ACS propellant ........................... 2.5
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TABLEDI.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATIONIA - Continued
Entry weight (BE = 0.466) ...................... (1383.0)
Aeroshell .............................
Skin and stringers_
Payload frame I 72.0
Aft frame
Nose cap !
Ablator
Miscellaneous
Separation bolts
Science in aeroshell
44.5
5.0
5.0
...°.,.,,,... ...... .,,.
126.5
18.0
ACS propellant .......................... 1.5
Decelerator load .......................... (1237.0)
Chute weight (65 ft) ....................... 169.0
Verniered weight .......................... (1068.0)
Vernier propellant ........................ 108.0
ACS propellant .......................... 1.0
Landed weight ............................ (959.0)
Propulsion system ......................... 113.7
Engines (3) thrust = 510 Ib max./engine
Engine mount
Fuel tank
Gas tank
Tank supports
Plumbing and valves
Residuals
Fuel
Gas
Electrical
45 3
13 5
5 8
4 1
14 2
183
5.5
3.0
4.0
Useful landed weight ........................ (845.3)
Structure .............................
Truss 92.0
Landing legs 64.0
156.0
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TABLEDI.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATIONIA - Continued
ACS................................ 32.6
Thrusters
Fuel tank
Gastank andgas
Valves andplumbing
Electrical Cable
Supports
64
6
14
13 0
2 5
8 7
Powersystem
Batteries
Silver-zinc 76A-h
Ni-Cd 17A-h
Solar Panels44 sq ft
Powercontrol
Cabling
Supports
60.0"
62.0"
48.0"
33.0"
4.0"
4.0"
Guidanceandcontrol
Inertial measurementunit
Altitude markingradar
Touchdownand landing radar
Digital computer
PhaseII computer
Input-output
Cabling
Packagingand supports
• • • • • • . , ° ° ° . • • • • • • . • • • •
22.0"
12.0"
33.0"
32.0"
3.0"
I0.0"
6.0"
13.0"
Telecommunication .........................
Telemetry (50.9)
Encoder I0.0"
Storage 4.0*
Sterilization monitor (battery) 4.0*
Status monitor 6.7*
Transducer power supply .7*
Signal conditioner 1.5"
Package 6.0*
Supports 1.0"
Cabling 17.0
Relay link (13.9)
Telemetry 4.5*
Beacon receiver 1.9"
Antenna 4.6*
Cable 1.0"
Supports 1.9"
211.0
131.0
(93.4)
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TABLEDI.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATIONA - Concluded
Direct link (28.6)
MFSKmodulator 1.0"
Modulatorexciter 3.0*
T_A and powersupply 7.8*
Commandreceiver 5.0*
Commanddetect 4.0*
Package 3.6*
Diplexer 1.3"
Antenna .6*
Cabling 1.0"
Supports 1.3"
ThermalControl ..........................
InsulationHeaters radioisotope! 47.0*
Structure skin 20.0*
Entry thermal 20.0
Pyrotechnic control ........................
Control package 30.5
Cabling 17.0
Supports 2.0
Science ..............................
Entry
Ballistic phasein lander
Terminal descent andlanding phase
Landed
Surface meteorology
Surface imaging
Surface characteristics
(18.9)
3.1"
15.8"
(41.7)
12.7"
16,5"
12.5"
Data automation system
DAS package
Tape recorder
Supports and cabling
(24.2)
12.0"
II .0"
1.2*
87.0
49.5
84.8
*Landed equipment weight, WLE = 570.2.
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TABLED2.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATIONIB
Orbital entry 627 Ib landed equipment
lO.5-ft diameteraeroshell
Monopropellantdeorbit andvernier
Maximumentry 7 = -18°
Deorbit _V 120mps
Nominalscience
Isotope thermal heaters
Total flight capsule ........................ (1982.0)
Canister ............................. 219.0
Aft section - body (139.0)
Interface frame 14.0
Structure 77.0
Longerons 22.0
Vents 5.0
Insulation Ii.0
Aeroshell separation bolts 5.0
Miscellaneous 5.0
Forwardsection - lid (62.0)
Structure 49.0
Insulation 9.0
Miscellaneous 4.0
Electrical in canister
Status voltage regulator
Powermanagementcontrol
Separationdisconnect
Packagingandmount
Cabling
(18.o)
3.5
3.0
2.0
4.0
5.5
Margin .............................. 22.0
Separation weight .......................... (1741.0)
Deorbit structure ......................... 31.0
Deorbit propulsion ........................
Engine (i) 635-ib thrust 17.9
Engine mounts 5.2
Fuel tanks 5.0
Gas tank 3.2
Tank support 12.6
Plumbing and valves 13.0
Residuals
Fuel 4.4
Gas 2.4
Electrical cabling 2.1
65.8
Margin .............................. i0.0
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TABLED2.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATIONIB - Continued
Deorbit propellant ........................ 89.0
ACSpropellant .......................... 4.0
Entry weight (BE = 0,336) ...................... (1541.2)
Aeroshell ............................. 169.0
Skin and stringers 1
Payload frame
Aft frame
Nosecap
Ablator
Miscellaneous
Separation bolts
102.0
56.0
6.0
5.0
Sciencein aeroshell ....................... 18.0
ACSpropellant .......................... 1 5
Margin .............................. 180
Weighton chute ........................... (13077)
Chuteweight (48 ft) ....................... 900
Margin .............................. 9 0
Verniered weight .......................... (1208 7)
Vernier propellant ........................ 113.0
ACSpropellant .......................... 1.0
Landedweight ............................ (1094.7)
Propulsion system......................... 124.8
Engines (3) 635 Ib thrust/engine 53.7
Enginemount 15.6
Fuel tank 5.9
Gastank 4.1
Tank Supports 14.6
Plumbingand valves 18.3
Residuals
Fuel 5.5
Gas 3.0
Electrical 4.0
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TABLED2.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATIONIB - Continued
Useful landed weight ........................
Structure .............................
Truss 99.0
Landing legs 69.0
(969.9)
168.0
ACS................................ 33.2
Thrusters 6.4
Fuel tank .8
Gastank andgas 1.8
Valves andplumbing 13.0
Electrical cable 2.5
Supports 8.7
Powersystem ...........................
Batteries
Silver-zinc 76A-h 60.0*
Ni-Cd 17A-h 62.0*
Solar panels44 sq ft 48.0*
Powercontrol 33.0*
Cabling 4.0*
Supports 4.0*
• • • • • • ° • ° • • .... . • • ° • • • •
22.0"
12.0"
33.0"
32.0"
3.0"
i0.0"
6.0"
15.0"
Guidance and control
Inertial measurement unit
Altitude marking radar
Touchdown and landing radar
Digital computer
Phase II sequencer
Input-output
Cabling
Packaging and supports
Telecommunication .........................
Telemetry (54.9)
Encoder I0.0"
Storage 4.0*
Sterilization monitor (battery) 4.0*
Status monitor 6.7*
Transducer power supply .7*
Signal conditioner 1.5"
Package 6.0*
Supports 1.0"
Cabling 21.0
211.0
131.0
97.4
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TABLED2.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATIONIB - Concluded
Relay link (13.9)
Telemetry 4.5*
Beaconreceiver 1.9"
Antenna 4.6*
Antennacable 1.0"
Supports 1.9"
Direct link (28.6)
MFSKmodulator 1.0"
Modulator exciter 3.0*
T_TI'Aand power supply 7.8*
Command receiver 5.0*
Command detect 4.0*
Package 3.6"
Dipl exer 1.3"
Antenna .6*
Cabl ing 1.0"
Supports 1.3*
Thermal control
. ° • . • • ° • . • ....... . • • . • . • • .
Insulation }l[eaters radioisotope 47.0*
Structure skin 20.0*
Entry thermal 24.0
91.0
Pyrotechnic control ........................
Control package 30.5
Cabling 21.0
Supper Cs 2.0
53.5
Science ...............................
Entry (18.9)
Ballistic phase in lander 3.1"
Terminal descent and landing phase 15.8"
Landed (14.7)
Surface meteorology 12.7*
Surface imaging 16.5*
Surface characteristics 12.5"
84.8
Data automation system
DAS package
Tape recorder
Supports and cable
Margin on landed equipment
(24.2)
12.0"
Ii .0"
1.2*
57.0"
Margin on lander .......................... 43.0
*Weight of ]anded equipment, WLE = 627.2.
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TABLED3.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATION2A
Direct entry 570 ib landed equipment
i0 3/4-ft diameter aeroshell
Monopropellantdeorbit andvernier
Maximumentry 7 = -24°
Deflection _V 75 mps
Nominalscience
Isotope thermal heaters
Total flight capsule ........................ (2077.0)
Canister ............................. 244.0
Aft section - body (142.0)
Interface frame 14.0
Structure shell 80.0
Longerons 22.0
Vents 5.0
Insulation ii.0
Aeroshell separation bolts 5.0
Miscellaneous 5.0
Forwardsection - lid (64.0)
Structure shell 51.0
Insulation 9.0
Miscellaneous 4.0
Electrical in canister
Status voltage regulator
Powermanagementcontrol
Separation disconnect
Packagingandmount
Cabling
(18.o)
3.5
3.0
2.0
4.0
5.5
Separated capsule weight ...................... (1853.0)
Deflection module structure .................... 33.0
Deflection propulsion ....................... 57.6
Engine (I) 540-Ib thrust 15.7
Engine mounts 4.8
Fuel tanks 3.9
Gas tank 2.5
Tank support II.0
Plumbing and valves 13.0
Residuals
Fuel 3.0
Gas 1.6
Electrical cabling 2.1
Deflection propellant ............... ........
ACS propellant ..........................
61.0
1.8
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TABLED3.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATION2A - Continued
Entry weight (BE = 0.35) ...................... (1699.6)
Aeroshell ............................. 257.0
Skin and stringers
Payload frame 163.0Aft frame
Nosecap
Ablstor 83.0
Miscellaneous 6.0
Separation bolts 5.0
Science in aeroshell ....................... 18.0
ACSpropellant .......................... 1.5
Decelerator load .......................... (1423.1)
Chuteweight (71 ft) q = 20 .................... 228.0
Backface ............................. 47.0
Verniered weight .......................... (1148.1)
Vernier propellant ........................ 116.0
ACSpropellant ........................... 8
Landedweight ............................ (1031.3)
Propulsion system......................... 117.6
Engines (3) 540thrust/engine 47.1
Enginemount 14.4
Fuel tank 5.9
Gastank 4.2
Tank supports 14.8
Plumbingandvalves 18.3
Residuals
Fuel 5.8
Gas 3.1
Electrical 4.0
Useful landedweight ........................
Structure .............................
Truss 154.0
Landing legs 68.0
(913.7)
222.0
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TABLED3.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATION2A - Continued
Thrusters 6.4
Fuel tank .6
Gastanks andgas 1.2
Valves and plumbing 13.0
Electrical cable 2.5
Supports 8.3
Powersystem ...........................
Batteries
Silver-zinc 76 A-h 60.0*
Ni-Cd 17A-h 62.0*
Solar panels44 sq ft 48.0*
Powercontrol 33.0*
Cabling 4.0*
Supports 4.0*
Guidanceand control
Inertial measurementunit
Altitude markingradar
Touchdownandlanding radar
Digital computer
PhaseII sequencer
Input-output
CJbling
Packageand supports
. ° • • , ° ° • • • , • • • • ° ° • ° , • • °
22.0"
12.0"
33.0"
32.0"
3.0"
i0.0"
6.0*
13.0"
Telecommunication .........................
Telemetry (54.9)
Encoder i0.0"
Storage 4.0*
Sterilization monitor/battery 4.0*
Status monitor 6.7*
Transducer power supply .7*
Signal conditioner 1.5"
Package 6.0*
Supports 1.0"
Cabling 21.0
Relay link (13.9)
Telemetry 4.5*
Beacon receiver 1.9"
Antenna 4.6*
Antenna cable 1.0"
Supports 1.9"
32.0
211.0
131.0
97.4
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TABLED3.- DETAILEDSEQUENTIALWEIGHTSTATEMENT,CONFIGURATION2A - Concluded
Direct link (28
MFSKmodulator 1
Modulator exciter 3
TWTAand powersupply 7
Commandreceiver 5
Commandand detect 4
Package 3
Diplexer 1
Antenna
Cabling 1
Supports 1
6)
0*
0*
8*
0*
0*
6*
3*
6*
.0"
.3*
Thermal control ..........................
Insulation
Heaters radioisotope) 47.0*
Structure skin 20.0*
Entry thermal 15.0
Pyrotechnic control ........................
Control package 30.5
Cabling 21.0
Supports 2.0
Science ..............................
Entry
Ballistic phase in lander
Terminal descent and landing phase
(18.9)
3.1"
15.8"
Landed
Surface meteorology
Surface imaging
Surface characteristics
(41.7)
12.7"
16.5"
12.5"
Data automation system
DAS package
Tape recorder
Supports and cable
(24.2)
12.0"
Ii .0"
1.2*
82.0
53.5
84.8
*Landed equipment weight, WLE = 570.2.
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2. THERMALCONTROLPARAMETRICSTUDIES
Theobjective of the parametric studies is to develop data
and proceduresthat could be used to estimate the thermal control
systemweight over a wide range of all parameters. Three com-
patible thermal control systemsare required for the flight cap-
sule. Theseare cruise mode,descent mode,and Marssurface.
Primary emphasiswasplaced on the Mars surface thermal control
becausea large numberof parametersare involved andbecause
manythermal control systemsand componentscould be considered.
TheMars surface parametric data include the following:
I) A definition of all the important parametersthat
affect the thermal control systemweight;
2) An analysis of each of the parametersto establish
nominal values and maximumexpectedrangesof each;
3) A procedure to estimate thermal control systemweights
basedon data generatedby a large numberof computer
runs;
4) Examplesof the results of the proceduredeveloped.
Thedata for the cruise modeanddescent modesare basedon
Martin Marietta Corporation's VoyagerPhaseB studies and full-
scale testing wehave performed.
MarsSurface ThermalControl
Thermal control parameters. - All of the parameters that have
a significant effect on the thermal control system are listed in
table D4 along with a nominal value and expected range of each.
Surface environment: Four surface environments were defined --
cold extreme, intermediate, clear day, and hot extreme. The pa-
rameters for each of these environments are listed in table D5.
The cold extreme environment represents the condition result-
ing in maximum heat loss from the landed equipment compartment.
Under conditions of no solar flux, the environmental temperature
is assumed to be -190°F, the sublimation temperature of carbon
dioxide at 20 mb pressure. In addition, a continuous wind veloc-
ity of 74 fps results in a high convection coefficient between
the vehicle and the atmosphere. Gas conductivity within vented
insulations is assumed equal to that of pure nitrogen.
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TABLED4.- THERMALCONTROLPARAMETERS
Parameter Range
Life 2 days to years
Size (volumeof survivable equipment) i0 to I00 f_
Environment (see table D5) Clear day, cold and hot extreme, intermediate
Nominal Range
Insulation performance
Conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F
Density, Ib/f_
Thermal control energy source specific
0.0125
1
0.007
0.5
0.025
4
weights
Batteries, ib/Btu
Chemical, ib/Btu
Radioisotope, ib-hr/Btu
Solar cell with phase change,
Ib-day/Btu a
Solar cell with battery,
ib-day/Btu a
Capillary pumped loop for RTG,
ib-hr/Btu
Function of output (fig. D28)
Function of output and type(figs D29 & D31
0.044 0.035 0.088
0.022 0.01 0.04
0.050
0.01
(+ 5 lb)
Energy storage, phase change material
ib/Btu
Energy rejection device_ temperature-
controlled heat pipe, ib/W(Rej )
Equipment power dissipation
Average, W
Daytime peak, W~h
Penetration losses (40 to -190°F), W
, 0.0125
0.17
(+ 5 lb)
6O
300
15
0.03
O. 005
(+ 2 lb)
0.01
0.i0
(+ 3 Ib)
15
25
5
0.08
0.02
(+ 6 lb)
0.015
0.25
(+ 7 ib)
130
750
60
aBased on a clear day environment. For tile intermediate environment, add 0.01 to
the nominal and minimum and 0.015 to the maximmu. These systems are not applic-
able in the cold extreme environment.
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An intermediate environment represents conditions at the Mars
aphelion solar flux of 160 Btu/hr ft 2. In addition, a cloud cover
is assumed to reduce the atmospheric transmissivity to 50%. A
surface _/_ of 0.80/0.92 and a ground thermal inertia (_kpc)
of 0.97 Btu/ft2°F hr ½ is assumed. These parameters are used to
calculate the transient ground surface temperature at selected
latitudes and subsolar points. A wind velocity of i00 fps pro-
vides a high convection coefficient between the vehicle and the
atmosphere.
The clear day environment represents clear day conditions at
the 1973 landing conditions. The solar flux is 180 Btu/hr-ft 2 and
the atmosphere is assumed to be 100% transparent. A zero wind
velocity is assumed.
The hot extreme environment represents conditions of maximum
solar flux, 100% atmospheric transmissivity, zero wind velocity,
and a Mars surface _/e = 0.95/0.85. The gas conductivity in
vented insulation is assumed to be equal to that of pure carbon
dioxide.
Changes in the atmospheric temperature in the vicinity of the
planet surface over short time periods are related empirically to
the corresponding ground temperatures as follows:
Ta2 az g2 az
where
T = air temperature at beginning of time period
a
i
T = air temperature at end of time period
a
2
T = ground temperature at beginning of time period
g
1
T = ground temperature at end of time period.
g2
C -- 0.4 for one-hour time periods
This relation was used to generate the transient air tempera-
ture curves shown for three environments in figures D23, D24, and
D25. The ground and air temperatures for the cold extreme en-
vironment are assumed to be constant at -190°F.
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Insulation performance: A large numberof possible insula-
tions might be used. The possible candidates include fibrous
types, foams,multilayer, and combinationsof these materials.
Thermalperformanceof these materials in the Marsenvironment
is not available at this time. Also, compatibility of these
materials with the natural and induced environmentsof the mis-
sion has not beenestablished. A contract to acquire the neces-
sary data for candidate materials is expected to be let by JPL
in June 1968.
A particular insulation systemdesign wasanalyzed to estab-
lish conductivity for our point designs. It consists of gold
film radiation shields separatedby 1-in. layers of low density(0.53 Ib/cu ft) AA fiberglas. This insulation is installed be-
tweenaluminumwalls separatedby epoxy-fiberglas standoffs at
l-ft intervals.
The following analysis wasperformedto estimate the perform-
anceof the insulation in the Mars environment, including effects
of attachments. Test data were used for the fiberglas; the ef-
fects of gas conduction, radiation, and solid conduction were
separated. Wethen analytically included the effects of the
radiation shields and attachments.
The thermal conductivity of fiberglas insulation wasbased
on the following experimental data (ref. DI) for 0.53 ib/cu ft
fiberglas in air at i0 _l Hgpressure betweenoxidized copper
plates at 50°Fand 100°F:
Me chan ism
Radintion
Solid conduction
Gas conduction
Conductivity, Btu in./hr ft2°F
O. 045
0.013
O. 182
0. 240
The effective emittance for the radiation flux between two
COl)per plates at 50°F and 100°F through 1 in. of fiberglas is
[0.045/(0.1714)(5.62 + 5.1:_)(5.6 + 5.1)] i02 = 0.043
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Theeffective emittance eg through 1 in. of fiberglas alone is
determinedfrom the relation
2 1+--
e(Cu-glass) ag
= 0.043
where
1
_(Cu-glass) = 1 i
+ ie(Cu) e(glass)
c(Cu) = 0.6, e(glass) = 0.8.
Then
a(Cu-glass) = 0.52 and eg = 0.0515.
The effective emittance for radiant flux between two gold shields
separated by 0.53 ib/cu ft fiberglas is
:(Au) = 2 1
e (Au-glass) + eg
where
e(Au-glass) = 1 1
--+
_(Au) e(glass)
a(Au) = 0.05 and e(glass) = 0.08.
Then e(Au-glass) = 0.0465 and _-(Au) = 0.0166. The effective emit-
tance for four l-in. sandwiches in series is e = 0.0166/4 = 0.00415.
The effective emittance for 4 in. of this insulation installed be-
tween aluminum walls is
:-(A _) =
2 1
+
e (Au-A_) 0.00415
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60
where
e(Au-A_)= 1 1
--+--- 1
_(Au) e(Af)
e(Au) = 0.05, e(A_) = 0.20.
Then
e(Au-A£) = 0.0416 and %-(A_) = 0.0035
The contribution of gas conduction through the insulation was
determined from the thermal conductivity of the atmosphere at the
average insulation temperature. Nitrogen was selected as repre-
sentative of the maximum gas conductivity and carbon dioxide was
selected as representative of the minimum gas conductivity. The
thermal conductivity for each of these two gases is shown in
figure D26 as a function of temperature.
For solid conduction paths the thermal conduction through the
standoff and support structure was based on 2 ft of epoxy-fiber-
glas, I/8-in. wide and 4-in. deep for each square foot of surface
area. The effective transfer coefficient k/x for this penetration
is
(0.07)(2)(1/8)/(4) = 0.0044 Btu/hr ft2°R.
The thermal conductivity for tlle AA fiberglas is 0.013 Btu
in./hr ft2°F. The effective transfer coefficient, k/x, for a
4-in. layer is 0.013/4 = 0.0032 Btu/hr ft2°R.
The effective transfer coefficient for both the standoff
structure and the fiberglas insulation is then 0.0076 Btu/hr ft2°R.
The overall effective conductivity of the installed insula-
tion was determined at three temperature levels for both nitrogen
and carbon dioxide gases. The calculations are sunmlarized in
table D6 and the conductivities are plotted as a function of
average insulation teuq)erature in figure D27. Since gas conduc-
tion is the major mode of heat transfer, there is a significant
difference in insulation perfo_-mance if the Mars atmosphere is
CO 2 and if the atmosphere is N,_. Therefore, in analyzing the
cold extre_ue environment the' N,. conductions must be used; con-
versely, the CO:, conduction must be used when analyzing the hot
extreule. The conductivity range, of 0.007 to 0.025, given in
table D4, is expected to cover the range from an insulation con-
raining CO L, at h)w teuq)eratL_re to one containing N 2 at high
tempera tures.
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TABLE D6.- EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
TI = 700°R T e = 560°R T = 630°R
av
Conductivity
Nitrogen gas Btu/hr ft°R
Radiation (0.0035/3) (0.1714) (7 e + 5.6 e) (7 + 5.6) 10 -2 ..... 0.0020
Gas conduction (from fig. D26) .................. 0.0170
Solid conduction ......................... 0.0025
Total O.0215
Ca-r_n dioxide gas
Radiation ............................ 0.0020
Gas conduction (from fig. D26) .................. 0.0120
Solid conduction ......................... 0.0025
Total 0.0165
T i = 560°R T2 = 510°R T = 535°R
av
Nitrogen gas
Radiation (0.0035/3) (0.1714) (5.6 e + 5.12 ) (5.6 + 5.1) i0 -e . 0.0012
Gas conduction (from fig. D26) .................. 0.0150
Solid conduction ......................... 0.0025
Total 0.0187
Carbon dioxide gas
Radiation ............................ 0.0012
Gas conduction (from fig. D26) .................. 0.0095
Solid conduction ......................... 0.0025
Total 0.0132
I'I = 530°R T2 = 300°R T = 415°R
av
Nitrogen gas
Radiation (0.0035/3) (0.1714) (5.3 _ + 3 _) (5.3 + 3) 10 -2 ..... 0.0006
Gas conduction (from fig. D26) .................. 0.0125
Solid conduction ......................... 0.0025
Total 0.0156
Carbon dio×ide gas
Radiation ............................ 0.0006
(;as conduction (from fig. D26) .................. 0.0065
St_]id c_nduction ......................... 0.0025
Total 0.0096
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Figure D27.- Insulation Effective Conductivity
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Energy sources. - Many energy sources were considered in our
parametric studies including consumable types such as batteries
and chemical and nonconsumable types such as radioisotopes and
solar collector systems. Each of these approaches is discussed
in the following paragraphs.
Consumable energy source, batteries: Figure D28 shows the
sterilizable silver-zinc battery specific weight in Ib/Btu as a
function of total battery energy required in the system. The
derivation of this curve is given in Section 8 of this appendix.
Consumable energy source, chemical: The most important re-
quirements for chemical energy sources are: the products must
be contained (i.e., in the solid or liquid phase) to prevent
landing site contamination; they should be as simple as possible;
and they should have a minimum specific weight (ib/Btu).
Many chemical reactions could be considered. Two of the more
promising reactions are shown in figures D29 and D30 along with
implementation concepts.
The concept shown in figure D29 consists of solid fuel slugs,
consisting of CuO and A_ in a conduction plate, which are fired
sequentially by a hot wire by demand from a thermostat. The con-
duction plate could be copper or beryllium. In preliminary feasi-
bility tests conducted by R. Riebling of JPL a 0.5-in. copper plate
was used with 0.75-in.-diameter fuel slugs. The specific weight
of this design is estimated to be 0.003 Ib/Btu. If a beryllium
conduction plate were used the specific weight would be approxi-
mately 0.001 ib/Btu. A reasonable range of performance for this
system is 0.00] to 0.004 ib/Btu. The prinlary advantage of this
approach is that it is simple and has built-in redundancy. }low-
ever, its specific weight is relatively hig]l.
The concept shown in figure D30 consists of a reactor con-
taining lithium powder into which CLF._ is injected through a
thermostatically controlled valve. Although this system is more
complex than the solid reactant concept, it has a tmlch lower
specific weight as shown in figure D31. The assumptions used are
as follows:
i) 100 percent excess lithium, 6000 Btu/Ib of propellant;
2) Fixed hardware weight (reactor, lines, valves, etc.),
I0 ib;
3) C/'F., tanl<a,t_,e calctllated ns a f_nction of amo_mt re-
quired using a t[tmliunl tank.
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Nonconsumable energy source, radioisotope heaters: A four-
month study was recently completed by Atomics International for
Bendix on a 25 to 30 W Pu 238 heater for the ALSEP program. The
study results which are shown in table D7 include the ablator and
structure required for intact entry in the event of an abort. An
installation concept is shown in figure D32 along with an installed
weight estimate, which shows that a nominal specific weight of
0.044 ib-hr/Btu is considered reasonable.
Nonconsumable energy source, solar cells with phase change
storage: Solar cells are estimated to produce 30 W-h/(ib/day)
at a maximum Mars distance from the sun of 1.67 AU with a clear
atmosphere (see section 8 of this appendix). Solar cell specific
weight is 0.01 ib-day/Btu for the clear day environment and 0.02
for the intermediate environment. Many phase change materials
could be considered (see ref. D2), most of which have a heat of
fusion of about I00 Btu/ib. For example, hexadecane (C16P_4) has
a heat fusion of 102 Btu/Ib and a melting point of 64°F. However,
the packaging typically consists of an aluminum container with
honeycomb to increase the conductivity and would weigh about 20
percent of the material weight. Therefore, the installed phase
change would have a performance of 80 Btu/Ib or a specific weight
of 0.0125 ib/Btu. Assuming that all of the energy collected by
the solar cells must be stored in the phase change material, the
system specific weight is 0.01 + 0.0125 or 0.022 ib-day/Btu for
a clear day environment and 0.032 ib-day/Btu for an intermediate
(50 percent solar) environment.
Nonconsumable energy source, solar cell with battery storage:
For long cycle life a nickle-cadmium battery with an output of
25.6 Btu/ib is used. Assuming all the energy collected by the
solar cells must be stored in the batteries the system specific
weight is 0.01 + 1/25.6 = 0.05 ib-day/Btu.
Nonconsumable energy source, capillary pumped fluid loop for
RTG: An attractive approach for thermal control of landers that
have RTGs (radioisotope thermoelectric generators) for electrical
power is to use the waste heat from the RTGs. A concept for con-
trolling the flow of heat from the RTGs is shown in figure D33.
It consists of a capillary pump, condenser duct, and temperature
control valve. The feasibility of this device was demonstrated
in the testing reported in reference D3. The primary reason this
approach appears more attractive than a more conventional heat
pipe is that a heat pipe performance is very sensitive to an ad-
verse gravity head but the capillary pumped loop is not. A weight
estimate was made of the hardware required and is shown in figure
D33.
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TABLED7.- 25 TO 30 W ISOTOPE HEATER SUMMARY
Materials
Fuei Pue3SO 2
Structure Ta-10 W
Fuel liner TA-10 W
Clad Hastelloy X
Ablator 80 AIF3-20 W
Dimens ions
Fuel volume, cu in. (50% void) .935
Structure and liner thickness, in. .150
Clad thickness, in. .030
Minimum ablator thickness, in. .600
Capsule diameter, in. 1.57
Ablator diameter, in. 2.77
Weight, ib
Fuel .170 (for 30 W)
Structure and liner .564
Clad .065
Total .80
Ablator 1.84
Total 2.64
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Energy rejection device: In some thermal control designs it
may be necessary to reject heat from the sytem through a control
device. A concept that could be used is shown in figure D34. It
consists of two vertical radiators on opposite sides of the lander
to ensure that the radiator in operation does not have direct solar
exposure. The radiators are sized so that all the heat could be
rejected from a single radiator. This is an important feature
since it is difficult to ensure a low _/c coating in the dust
and erosion environment of Mars. The heat pipe evaporator is at-
tached to the distribution plate. The condenser tubes are at-
tached to the radiators. The radiator was sized assuming a ra-
diator temperature of 80°F (540°R) and an emissivity of 0.8 which
is capable of rejecting 35 W/ft 2. It was estimated that the ra-
diator including the condenser tubes would weigh 2 ib/ft 2. Since
two radiators are used the radiator system would weigh 4/35 = 0.ii
ib/W. The evaporator is also expected to weigh 2 ib/ft 2 and have
an average input of 30 W/ft 2, which results in 2/30 = 0.06 ib/W.
The valve fittings, etc., were estimated to weigh 5 lb. The total
estimated system weight is 5 + 0.17P, where P is the maximum heat
rejected in watts.
Procedure for estimating thermal control system weights.
Heat requirements: The total weight of the thermal control
subsystem is a function of the environment, vehicle size and
shape, surface radiation properties, insulation conductivity
density and thickness, and the internal temperature requirements.
For such energy sources as a battery, chemical heater, or solar
collector system, the weight is a function of the total heat loss;
for a radioisotope heater energy source the system weight is a
function of the peak rate of heat loss.
Because of the large number of combinations among these vari-
ables, a parametric correlation was made of the daily heat re-
quirement and the peak heat rate for a flat octagon, having a
width-to-height ratio of 4.5, as a function of insulation thick-
ness. Thermal insulation conductivities of 0.007, 0.0125, and
0.025 Btu/hr ft°F were treated as parameters under each of the
four environments defined in table D5. The insulation density
was fixed at 1 Ib/cu ft. The heat loss to the environment was
based on maintaining the internal temperature at 40°F (minimum
allowable equipment temperature) for all environments except the
hot extreme. For the hot extreme environment, the internal tem-
perature was maintained at 100°F. Analyses on various sizes of
vehicles under similar conditions indicated that within the size
limits under consideration, the heat loss was proportional to the
surface area.
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Distr_
plate
zontrol valves
Weight estimate:
WR = 5. + 0.17 PE(max.)
where:
WR = weight, Ib
Radiator
t pipe tube
-- Fin area
PE(max.) = maximum equipment power, W
Figure D34.- Temperature Control Heat Pipe Concept
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Theheat required to maintain the desired internal temperature
wasdeterminedby a transient thermal analysis over a sufficient
numberof daily cycles to establish a cyclic temperatureresponse.
Thedaily heat requirement wasdeterminedover one complete cycle.
Thepeak heat rate wasdeterminedover a half-hour period just be-
fore dawn. Theresults of these analysesare plotted in figures
D35 thru D42.
Procedurefor estimating subsystemweights: Thermalcontrol
of the landed equipmentcompartmentis accomplishedby insulating
the external surfaces to provide isolation from the environment,
and then adding energy sourcesand controls to maintain the in-
ternal temperaturewithin the desired range. The total thermal
control subsystemweight is essentially the sumof these two
major components.
A procedurefor estimating the subsystemweight is outlined
belowbasedon the assumptionthat the averageenvironmental tem-
perature is below the desired range of internal temperatures:
l)
2
Optimize the insulation and energy source weights for
the coldest environment anticipated;
Determine if the system that has been optimized for
the coldest anticipated environment will overheat
in the hottest anticipated environment;
If the system does overheat in the hottest environ-
ment, one of the following modifications must be made,
a) Reduce the insulation to increase the heat loss
in the hottest environment and add energy source
capacity to maintain the desired internal tem-
perature under the coldest environment,
b) For short life landers, add phase change material
to absorb excess heat within the desired tempera-
ture range,
c) If options a) and b) result in an unacceptable
weight penalty, add a temperature controlled heat
pipe to increase the rate of heat rejection in
the hottest environment.
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Figure D37.- Heat Required, Clear Day Environment
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Figure D38.- Heat Required, Hot Environment (C_ = 0.6, e = 0.3)
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Figure D40.- Peak Heat Required, Cold Extreme Environment
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A procedurefor determining the weight of a thermal control
subsystemusing consumable nergy sources is outlined below:
I) Determinethe total heat required as a function of
insulation thickness up to a maximumof 6 in.,
(Heat_ r(Net Equip_mentHeat_
Q = A e (Qd/A) (24.6e) (3.41) (Pe-CPp)
where
2)
Q = total heat required, Btu
A-- lander area inside insulation, ft e
-- life time, Mars days
Qd/A = daily heat requirement per unit area,
!
Btu/ft 2 day obtained from correlations
in figures D35 thru D38 for the selected
environment, insulation thickness and
thermal conductivity. (A high conductivity
based on 100% nitrogen atmosphere is recom-
mended)
P = average equipment power, We
P = penetration loss for extreme cold environ-
P
ment, W
C = 1.0 for extreme cold environment
= 0.76 for the intermediste environment
= 0.48 for the clear day environment (not
applicable for the extreme hot environ-
ment ;
Determine the consumable energy source weight as a
function of insulation thickness,
W E = QT_
where
W E = weight of energy source, Ib
Q = total heat required, Btu from Step I)
= specific weight of energy source, Ib/Btu
from table D4 for selected energy source;
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3) Determine the insulation weight as a function of in-
sulation thickness,
Wi--(WI/A)A
where
WI = weight of insulation, Ib
WI/A_= weight of insulation per unit inside area,ib/ft 2 from figure D43, for selected lander
size, insulation density and thickness;
4) Determine total weight as a function of insulation
thicknes s,
W T = W E + WI, ib;
5) Select as optimum, the insulation thickness ,-(Iopt)
corresponding to the minimum total weight. The weight
penalty required to increase the insulation thickness
so that no energy source is required (i.e., equipment
heat alone is sufficient) should be calculated. If
the weight penalty is acceptable the system without
an energy source should be selected since it would be
simpler;
6) Using the equation in step I), determine if the in-
ternal temperature of the selected system exceeds 100°F
in the hottest environment anticipated,
a) If the extreme hot environment is selected, Qd/A
is determined directly from either figure D38 or
D39 for optimum insulation thickness and the mind-
mum insulation conductivity. A conductivity based
on a pure carbon dioxide atmosphere is recommended,
b) If an environment other than the hot extreme is
selected, the (Qd/A) as determined from figure D36
or D37 must be modified to correct from an inter-
hal temperature of 40°F to one of 100°F by the
factor (At + 60)/At where
_At = (_I (_2t)/k °
\24.624] , F;
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7) If (QdlA)A is greater than (24.6)(3.41)(Pe-CPp} ,
general overheating will not occur. However, tempo-
rary overheating may occur during daytime peak power
periods. For the range of peak power values in table
D4, the maximum internal temperature can be controlled
by adding phase change material having a latent heat
of 80 Btu/Ib in the amount of P(peak) (3 .41/80) lb.
This weight is added to the subsystem weight deter-
mined in Step 4). If the phase change material weight
is unacceptable, a temperature controlled heat pipe
rejection device should be considered;
8) If . _-(Qd/A}A is less than (24.6)(3.41)(Pe-CPpI the
internal temperature will exceed 100°F and the rate
of heat loss must be increased by one of the follow-
ing methods,
a) Reduce insulation thickness until IQd/AIA =
(24.6)(3.41) {Pe-CPp) and determine W T at the
reduced insulation thickness from Step 5); then
add the phase change material weight of P (peak)
(3.41/80) as in Step 7),
b) For short-life missions of a few days, add phase
change material to absorb excess heat. The weight
of this additional phase chan_e material is
[(24.6)(3.41) (Pe-CPp)_ (Qd/A) A](0/80),
c) If acceptable weights c nnot be obtained with the
relative simplicity of methods a) or b), a tem-
perature controlled heat pipe and radiator system
shown in figure D34 can be added. The estimated
weight of this heat rejection system is
W R = 5.0 + 0.17 PE (max)
where PE (max) is the maximum equipment power, W.
This weight is added to the subsystem weight de-
termined in Step 5) to determine the total weight.
Subsystem weights using solar cells or solar collectors that
store solar energy in batteries or phase change materials for use
during nonday-light periods can be es[imated according to the
above procedure by basing the energy requirements on one daily
cycle.
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The weight of a system using isotope heaters or RTG waste
heat depends on the maximum heat rate required and assumes the
use of a temperature control device (see figs, D32 and D33).
The maximum heat rate required is determined from the equa-
tion
where
= A (Q/A) max - 3.41 (Pe (rain) - CPp)
= maximum heat rate required, Btu/hr
A = lander area inside insulation, ft e
P (min) = minimum equipment power, W
e
P = penetration loss for extreme cold environment, W
P
C = 1.0 for extreme cold environment
= 0.91 for intermediate environments
= 0.74 for clear day environment (not applicable for
extreme hot environment)
(Q/A) max = maximum heat rate per unit inside area, Btu/hr ft 2
(from figs. D40, D41, and D42) for the selected
environment, insulation thickness and conductivity.
A high conductivity based on a 100% nitrogen atmos-
phere is recommended.
The procedure for determining the subsystem weight based on
the maximum heat rate required is analogous to the procedure
based on the total heat required. An example of the application
of this procedure to configuration IA is presented below. This
configuration uses isotope heaters and the extreme cold and hot
environments are used for the limiting heat requirements.
A = 38.51 ft 2 P (min) = i0 W
e
k(cold) = 0.0133 Btu/hr ft°R P (max) = 35 W
e
k(hot) = 0.0120 Btu/hr ft°R P (peak) = 144 W-h
e
© = 1.0 ib/ft 3 P = (0.263/3.41) (Q/A)A W
P
h = 0.044 ib hr/Btu C = 0.?17 for hot environment
Using the equation Q = A(Q/A) max - 3.41 (P CP ) for re-
e p
quired heat input as a function of insulation thickness and (Q/A)
max values from figure D40, the following tabulation is deter-
mined.
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Insulation,
in.
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
(Q/A)max,
(Btu/hr ft 2)
20.0
16.3
13.9
12.2
10.9
9.9
9.1
A(Q/A)
max,
Btu/hr
CPP,
W
770. 59.
629. 48.
536. 41.
470. 36.
420. 32.
382. 30.
351. 27.
3.41(Pe - CPp),
Btu/hr
169.
131.
107.
90.
77.
67.
58.
Btu/hr
939.
760.
643.
560.
497.
449.
409.
Then using the equations WE = XQ, WI = (WI/A)A and Wpc = P
(peak) 3.41/80, and the WI/A values from figure D43, the follow-
ing weights tabulation is determined.
Insulation, WE, WI/A' WI' Wpc' WT'
in. ib ib/ft 2 ib ib ib
2.0 41.3
2.5 33.5
3.0 28.3
3.5 24.6
4.0 21.9
4.5 19.7
5.0 18.0
0.190 7.3 6.1 54.7
0.244 9.4 6. i 49.0
0.302 11.6 6.1 46.0
0.363 14.0 6.1 44.7
0.428 16.5 6.1 44.5
0.496 19. i 6. i 44.9
0.568 21.9 6.1 46.0
Therefore, the minimum weight is obtained with about 3.8 in.
of insulation, although anywhere between 3 and 5 in. would be
acceptable. With the hot environment and 5 in. of insulation,
the heat that must be disipated is (24.6) (3.41) L_e(max) - CP J]P
or 2446 Btu/day. With Qd/A from figure D38 of 73 Btu/day ft 2,
the minimum heat dissipated at 100°F is 2811Btu/day so there are
no hot environment limitations.
The actual point design calculations for configuration IA
produced a thermal control subsystem weight of 46.8 ib with 3.0
in. of insulation. This minimum-acceptable thickness was selected
for structural reasons.
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Examples: There is an enormousnumberof combinationsof
parametersand thermal control systemoptions that could be con-
sidered; however, the proceduredevelopedabovewill be an im-
portant aid in that it can be used to quickly estimate the thermal
control systemweight for any combination of parameters and ther-
mal control options. Figures D44 thru D50 show examples that were
calculated using the procedure developed. It is important to note
the following:
i) The results are valid only for the nominal conditions
given in the figures;
2) Where overheating occurred the solution was to reduce
the insulation thickness only;
3) All points are based on optimized insulation thick-
ness except where it was necessary to reduce the in-
sulation thickness to prevent overheating;
4) The clear day environment (table D5) was used in
these examples to check for overheating;
5) The insulation thickness was limited to a maximum of
6 in.
Cruise and Descent Modes
Cruise and descent modes are discussed in the following pars-
graphs.
Cruise. The following assumptions are used as a basis for
our weight estimates:
i) Cruise mode thermal control for a capsule without RTGs
consists of multilayer insulation on the outside of
the sterilization canister and thermostatically con-
trolled heaters powered from the orbiter solar cells;
2) A 50 percent margin over test data was used for the
multilayer insulation performance to account for ma-
terial and installation variability;
3) Biovent and other penetration losses are assumed to
be proportional to the capsule area;
4) RTGs can be cooled passively during the cruise mode.
This concept was proved in full-scale tests conducted
by Martin Marietta and reported in reference D4. RTGs
with 13 600 W thermal output were tested in a capsule
with an area of 750 ft @.
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Multilayer insulation: The most critical component in the
cruise and descent mode design is the multilayer insulation.
Full-scale tests of a cruise mode insulation system were con-
ducted by Martin Marietta Corporation (ref. D4). This insula-
tion consisted of i0 layers of _-mil Mylar aluminized on both
sides with two layers of silk mesh between each shield. The
following performance was achieved.
q/A = 0.40 Btu/(hr-ft 2) at 55°F
Weight W/A = 0.078 ib/ft 2 (with 2-mil Kapton cover)
In addition, an R&D program was conducted by General Electric
on contract to JPL to develop an insulation for this application
(see ref. D5). The insulation system developed consists of 22
layers of _-mil crinkled Mylar gold plated on one side with a
2-rail Kapton cover. A large number of tests were conducted in-
cluding ETO and heat sterilization, small-scale thermal tests,
including the effects of joints and attachments, shock, vibra-
tion and launch depressurization. In addition, full-scale ther-
mal tests were conducted that resulted in performance essentially
the same as the Martin Marietta tests.
The penetration losses during the Martin Marietta full-scale
tests were 25 percent of the insulation loss. Less penetration
loss would be expected in this vehicle because conservatively
large biovents (4-i ft diam) were used in the 750 ft 2 capsule
and most of the penetration losses were through these vents.
Using these factors and a 30 percent margin for insulation ma-
terial and installation variability, the heater power required
from the orbitor is 0.22 W/ft 2.
Capsule with isotope heaters: In some system designs isotope
heaters arc used for the lander thermal control. This heat is
avai'lable f{_r cruise mode thermal control and will reduce the
an_ount of insulation required. In the insulations described
above, the cover and attachments weighted 0.02 ib/ft 2 and the
shields (and separators) weighed 0.06 Ib/ft e. The insulation
weight req._ired for the isotope cases can be approximated as
fo ] lows :
0.4
(W/A) = (Q'/A) x 0.06 + 0.02
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where
Q" = QIH QPL+ QEH
QIH= output of isotope heaters, Btu/hr
QPL= penetration losses, Btu/hr
QEH= electrical heater power, Btu/hr
In the full scale tests conductedby Martin Marietta on a
750 ft 2 capsule the penetration losses were 25-W(85 Btu/hr).
Assumingthe penetration losses are proportional to the capsule
area QPL can be estimated as follows
A
QPL= 75---_x 85 Btu/hr
The electrical heaters (thermostatically controlled) are used
to control the capsule temperaturewhich wouldvary as a result
of heat loss unpredictability (primarily through the multilayer
insulation). Installed insulation repeatability wasnot deter-
minedin either the GeneralElectric or Martin Marietta tests
described above. IIowever,we estimate that the repeatability
should be about _+25%.Therefore, QEH should be equal to 0.25
QIH"
Capsule with RTGs: Based on assumption 4) above, the only
weight that must be added to a capsule with RTGs is for a thermal
coating on both the inside and outside of the sterilization can-
ister. Detailed analysis and test results for this approach are
presented in references D4 and D6 for a 20-ft-dJam_'ter capsule
which had a total RTG thermal output up to 13 600 W (500 W elec-
trical). Assuming that the capsule and RTC designs are geometri-
cally similar t_ those in the references given above, the maximum
RTG output allowable would be approximately (D/20) _ (13 600) W
thermal and (D/20) s (500) W electrical.
Descent. - The following ass.mptions were used as a basis
for the weight estimates for the out-of-orbit cases:
]) A passive thermal control sysleul similar to that de-
veloped in our Voyager Phase B studies (ref. D6) will
be used;
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2) The weight estimate is based on the detail weights
calculated during our Voyager Phase B studies and are
assumed to be proportional to the square of the cap-
sule diameter (i.e., geometric similarity is assumed)
except as indicated below.
Voyager Phase B Weights Weight, ib
a
I. Engine insulation
2. Coatings (on aeroshell)
3. Equipment multilayer
insulation
4. Entry base heating
insulation
5. Standoffs a
a
6. Heaters
i0
9
7
28
aIndependent of capsule size.
The estimated weights are:
Landed equipment weight = 13 + 35 (D/19) 2
= 13 + O.ID 2
Aeroshell weight = 9 (D/19) 2 = 0.025D 2
For direct entry cases the same assumptions are
made except that a separate entry base heating shield
is added to the design. The weight equation for the
landed equipment for this case is the same as above
except that the entry base heating insulation is not
needed since a separate base heating shield is used
W = 13 + 7 (D/19) 2 = 13 + 0.02D 2
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3. PROPULSIONPARAMETRICDATAANDSUBSYSTEMSTUDIES
This section presents the parametric data and analyses per-
formedon the propulsion subsystemin the course of the MarsMis-
sion Modecontract.
Thesedata include propulsion subsystemweight as a function
of velocity increment, a comparisonof monopropellantand solid
deorbit systems, a comparisonof blowdownand regulated pressuri-
zation systems, anda comparisonof monopropellantandnitrogen
attitude control systems.
Parametric Data
During Part I of the MarsMission ModeStudy, propulsion sub-
systemparametric data were generatedfor the capsule weights and
velocity incrementsconsidered in the study. Bipropellant, mono-
propellant, and solid systemswere sized for the deorbit, deflec-
tion, and retro functions, while bipropellant and monopropellant
systemswere considered for the landing function. Theconstraints
used in deriving the parametric data are shownin table D8. In
figure D51, the solid motorweight for the deorbit, deflection,
or retro maneuversis plotted as a function of total impulse. The
range of total impulse covers the range of weight and velocity in-
crementfor the deorbit, deflection, andretro maneuvers. Twoval-
ues of specific impulsewere used to allow comparisonof aluminized
and nonaluminizedpropellant.
Figure D52presents propulsion subsystemweight versus total
impulse for bipropellant andmonopropellantdeorbit and direct
entry systems. Therangesof _V and capsule weight are the same
as those used in deriving the solid motor data. Figure D53is an
amplification of the near-origin section of figure D52. Theequa-
tions used to determineengineweights for the systemspresented
in figures D53andD53werederived from vendor data and are listed
below. For monopropellantengines, the following weight equations
were used:
I) Conventional engineweight = 0.02875 (thrust) + 14.875;
2) Advancedengineweight = 0.02225 (thrust) + 3.725.
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Tl_esc relati_ous ave' i_¢,<1 on Rocket Rcsc;llc]l ,'|lid ']'[{W data.
Figure D54 shows engine vJeight as a function of thrust for abla-
tive bipropellant engines and a burning time of i00 sec. Fi?ure
D55 shows how to adj,l_t figure D5LI weights as a function of burn-
time and the ratio oi7 Ll_ust to chamber pressttrc. AI. 1 bttrntimes
iP, figures D54 and D5 _) dKe useful bLlrntimcs; a factor ot! three
margin was ,_s<,<l between burning time and engine l i[c.
In addition to the rubber engine weights used to calculate
figures D52 thru I)54, pr(}pulsion system wei_hts were dctermiucd
based on existing c_i_cs.
Figure D56 presents pr_pulsiol_ subsyst_,m wcitht versus total
impulse for systems usi.ng the Lunar Orbiter and Mariner '/_9 en-
gines. These systems are most applicable to deflection or low
AV, low weight dcorbit, and rot re maneuvers.
Figure D57 presents propulsion system weight versus total im-
pulse for systems using the Lunar Module ascent and desc{mt en-
gines. These data are constrained bv tile [0-scc min[m_m_ I)tlrl][ [iiit.
limit required by tilt' zilidailc(! systclu and arc, therefore, appli-
cable only to missions having high energy requ[rcmei_ts.
Figures D58 and I)%9 pros{mr pr,_pulsion subsystem wcig!lt n_,t
including engine and engine support weight versus propcl l.Hlt wcizhL
for monopropellant and biprope]lanC ]anding and retro svs_ ,,.ms, r,:-
spectively. These data arc applicable to weights ranging t:rom _00
to 6000 lb and vc]ocity incremelltS of 600 t_ 850 fps and rctro
weigl_ts ranging_, from !_00 to 8000 ib and velocity incrcm<,nt>, ,,1 _0!)
to 2000 fps. The deletion of engine weight from these curv<:s p<r-
mits flexibility in the thrust-ko-weigi_t ratio and the numl,cv el
engines used (]1] a i'._vtn configuration. By usit_i,_ ' these equatf,u/s
or curves, tile engine wc[_Jll carl t)<' dctcl'millcd, l'_ll_;(llC Stlppt,!{
weight can Clac_ b_. c;_l,:_tac,.d 17rOli1 Ill,, lo[lowin Z tquati,_n:
W = 0.07 (thrust) 2//
tetlg sl:ppt,t'{ __
Wit}_ W always ": 2.0.
t>]]_ ', sttppt_F{ S
At:titudc COl]tl-ol sy:;tcl/i (A(]S) parametric dtlt:l wcr< ,_ls_> !,<.l_(._-
atcd dt_r[nF, Part I. Fig, ulc 1)(_0 presents att it<_dc control svslc_
wei},ht as a l-tulction el rcqu[rcd AC,q t_lal imp/_ls_.. 'Finest daln
have been ,<cncrat:cd lor tlw ')00- to I() O00-lb va_5',c ,_1 capsule
wci ght .
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b) Solid rocket motor
I motor,
I = 280 sec (aluminized propellant),
sp
Massfraction = 0.85;
2) Deflection - sameas deorbit;
3) Vernier, monopropellant,
a) 3 engines,
b) T/Winitia I (Mars) = 3.3,
c) Blowdownpressurization (BDR= 3.0),
d) I = 225 sec,SPav
e) c = 20:1,
f) Initial tank pressure = 500 psia,
g) P = 300psia,
C
h) T/Winitia I (Mars) = 0.8.
Table D9 presents a weight comparison of the two configurations
with solid and monopropellant deorbit or deflection systems. These
data indicate that a gain in landed equipment weight of 48.5 and
41.5 Ib is achievable by using a solid motor for the deorbit or de-
flection functions.
The data in table D9 account for growth in the delivery elements
that are produced by the increase in entry weight for the solid sys-
tems. Changes in aeroshell, parachute, vernier propulsion subsystem,
and landing structure are shown in the table. Entry ballistic coef-
ficient (Bel was held constant to maintain the same descent trajec-
_ t
tory when comparing the configurations.
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Comparison of Regulated and Blowdown Pressurization
An analysis was performed to determine the mode of pressuri-
zation for an out-of-orbit Mars soft lander. The results of this
analysis indicate that from a weight and reliability standpoint,
a blowdown system is preferred when compared to a regulated system.
The following configuration was considered in this study:
I) Initial capsule weight = 1500 Ib;
2) Deorbit weight = 1365 ib;
3) Deorbit velocity increment = 300 mps;
4) Vernier weight = 1040 ib;
5) Vernier velocity increment = 724 fps;
6) Monopropellant (N2H4) propulsion subsystem;
7) Gaseous nitrogen pressurization;
8) One engine for deorbit, three engines for vernier;
9) Landing engine used as the deorbit engine.
This configuration is representative of those considered in
the Mars Mission Modes Study. The net landed useful payload is
approximately 500 lb. The deorbit and vernier velocity are taken
from the mission modes data and represent the ma×imum for each
phase of the mission.
To determine the engine size for the vernier system, the thrust-
to-weight ratio (T/W) as a function of blowdown ratio must be de-
rived. Figure D62 presents the relationship of T/W and vernier in-
itial altitude for a constant thrust descent (regulated system)
where initial altitude is defined as the point at which the lander
is released from the parachute. Figure D63 shows the percentage
of initial thrust remaining at the end of blowdown versus blow-
down ratio.
To determine the initial T/W required for the blowdown sys-
tems, the T/W was adjusted to compensate for the average thrust
during blowdown.
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The thrust to weight versus blowdown ratio data are presented
in figure D64. Figure D64 was used to determine the maximum ver-
nier engine thrust for the various blowdown ratios. The same
thrust was then used to provide the deorbit impulse, thereby main-
taining the concept of similar engines for deorbit and landing.
Figure D65 presents deorbit propulsion subsystem weight versus
blowdown ratio. These data indicate that blowdown systems are
/ighter than the regulated system. This penalty is produced by
the additional components and pressurant required for the regu-
lated system.
Figure D66 presents the same data for the vernier propulsion
subsystem. These data indicate that a blowdown ratio 3 is opti-
mum, although the weight differentials are small. This curve re-
flects the effect of engine weight on total systems weight. Fig-
ure D67 is a summation of figures D65 and D66.
Point designs having the characteristics tabulated below were
analyzed to show the ori-;in of these weight differences:
Regulated system
Pressurant tank pressure, psi_ ..... 3600
Propc]]ant tank pressure, psia ..... 500
Chamber pressure, psia ......... 300
Isp , deor])it, sec ........... 230
Isp , vernier, sec ........... 225
Blowdown system
Pressurant tank initial pressure,, psia . 500
Propellant tank initial pressure, psin . 500
Chamber pressure, psia ......... 500
Isp , deorbit, sec ........... 228
Isp , vernier, see ........... 225
Blowdown ratio ............. 3:[
General
Deorbit v_locity increment, raps .... 300
Vernier velocity incremc'nt, fps .... 724
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APPENDIXD
Theweights for these systemsare shownin table DI0, which
showsthat the weight advantageof the blowdownsystemcomesfrom
the moreefficient useof pressurizing gas and reducednumberof
components. Thesesavings essentially compensatefor the larger
and heavier engine required for the blowdownsystems.
Theblowdownsystemhas anundeniable reliability advantage
that results from the reducednumberof active components. Our
estimate of this reliability advantageis shownin figure D68.
The failure rate data are basedon the assumptionthat 25%of the
regulator failures cannot be preventedby redundancy,i.e , contam-
ination failures and cross talk.
This study showsboth a reliability and a weight advantagefor
the blowdownsystem; the systemis therefore preferred.
TABLEDI0.- REGULATEDAND3:1 BLOWDOWN
SYSTEMWEIGHTS
Item Regulated 3:1Blowdown
Deorbit
Propellant
Usable
Trapped
Propellant tanks
Pressurant (GN2)
Pressurant tanks
Engine (i)
Components,lines
Enginemount, supports
Total wet weight
Vernier
Propellant
Usable
Trapped
Propellant tanks
Pressurant
Pressurant tanks
Engines (3)
Components,lines
Enginemounts, supports
Total wet weight
Total deorbit and vernier system
weight
170.0
8.5
99.0
4.9
178.5
171.4
8.6
7.8
10.2
13.2
12.6
16.3
16.8
255.4
103.9
99.8
5.0
5.4
5.9
7.7
37.8
21.6
22.2
204.5
459.9
180.0
7.8
4.6
6.0
15.7
13.0
16.3
243.6
104.8
5.4
2.7
3.5
47.1
18.3
22.8
204.6
448.2
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Comparisonof Hydrazine andNitrogen
Attitude Control Subsystems
The purposeof this study is to comparemonopropellanthydra-
zine and cold gas (N2) attitude control systemsfor the MarsMis-
sion Modespoint designs. Thecharacteristics of the two systems
comparedare tabulated below:
Item NpH 4 system Ne svstem
Isp (pulse mode), sec 150 50
P (maximum) psia 200 200
C
Fuel tank pressure (maximum), psia 360 ....
N 2 tank pressure (maximum), psia 361 3600
Pressuriz_qt ion
Thrust, ib
Pitch, ym_ 2.4 2.4
Roll 3.2 3.2
1.5:1 blowdown Regulation
To determine the ACS weight, the following propellant utiliza-
tion schedule was used. This schedule is representative of the
propellant required for the out of orbit mission mode.
Item
Total impulse (I = 150) (I = 50)
required sp sp
(Ib-sec) N2H4req N2re q
Separate from capsule 2.5
Coast, 30 minutes 11.9
Maneuver for deorbit thrust 4.6
Deorbit thrust attitude hold 176.0
Coast, 8 hr 10.8
Maneuver for entry 4.2
Coast, 4 minutes 1.8
Rate damping st entry 9].5
Landing phase roll hold 63.6
Total required 367.0
Contingency (100%) 367.0
Total loaded 734.0
0 .O2 0.05
0.08 0.24
0.03 0.09
1.17 3.52
0.07 0.22
0.03 0.08
0.01 0.04
0.61 1.83
0.42 1.27
2.45 7.35
2.45 7.35
4.9 14.7
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Fromthe preceding duty cycle, the weights for the N2H4 and
N2 attitude control systemshave beencalculated:
Weight
Item N2H4 N2
Propellant (including
residual) 5.1
Propellant tanks .6
Pressurant .4
Pressurization tanks 1.0
Thrusters 6.4
Components,lines 19.4
Ordnancevalves 8.0
Filters 1.0
Handvalves 1.5
Disconnects 1.5
Pipe cutters 1.6
Instrumentation 3.6
Lines 2.0
Propellant control device .2
Supports 8.7
Tanks 2.7
Thrusters 6.0
5.6
.4
.5
.3
3.0
2.5
6.4
6.0
15.6
20.6
4.0
12.3
12.4
Total 41.6 64.9
Theweight data indicate that the N2H4systemhas a weight
advantageof 23.3 Ib whencomparedto the N2system.
A comparisonof the reliability values of the two systemscon-
sidered in this study is presentedbelow:
S__ystem Reliability
N_H_ 0.9967
N2 0.9981
These data indicate that the nitrogen system has a reliability
advantage.
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The thrust levels required for the ACS{2.4, 3.2 Ibf) do not
!
represent significant development risk for either the NmH 4 or N2
systems in that considerable development work has been done in
this thrust range.
The parametric data derived in Part I indicate that for the
N2 system to be competitive from a weight standpoint, gas regula-
tion is required. The regulator represents a significant failure
source as evidenced by past programs.
The N2H4 system has been selected for the Part II point de-
signs primarily due to its weight advantage and elimination of
gas regulation.
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4. GUIDANCEANDCONTROL
Planetary ApproachGuidance
Problemdefinition and approach. - As a spacecraft approaches
Mars the trajectory will be knownto within a covariance matrix,
P , which is the result of errors in deepspacenetwork (DSN)
O .
tracklng, planet ephemerls, and physical constants of the equa-
tions of motion. These errors will result in entry condition er-
rors for a capsule separated from the spacecraft and placed on an
entry trajectory. Also, they will result in orbit ephemeris er-
rors when the orbiter part of the spacecraft is placed into orbit
about the planet. Through the use of onboard measurements, the
navigation errors of the spacecraft can be reduced. With improved
navigation, the velocity correction required to place the capsule
on the entry trajectory can be modified to reduce the entry con-
dition errors. Similarly, the orbit insertion maneuver for the
orbiter can be used to correct the trajectory for that case.
For the case of the capsule entry condition, maneuver execu-
tion errors in applying the deflection impulse result in an entry
angle error of about 1/2 ° (I_). A position error of 25 km normal
to the approach velocity and in the trajectory plane will also pro-
duce an entry angle error of 1/2 ° For this reason 25 km was
chosen as a design goal for evaluating approach navigation results.
The types of measurements that can be considered for onboard
mechanization are active ranging, celestial angles, and inertial
angular velocity.
Active ranging has been considered briefly for both direct ra-
dar measurements from the spacecraft or differential ranging using
an earth transmitter and receivers on the spacecraft receiving the
direct earth signal and the bounce from Mars. Either of these
approaches was quickly eliminated due to size, weight, and power
penalties. Measuring the inertial angular velocity requires ex-
tremely accurate gyros mounted on a planet tracker. Because the
spacecraft approaches the planet on a hyperbolic trajectory that
is nearly a straight line, at the ranges of interest (600 000 km
to 50 000 km) the angular velocity of the orbit is very small so
that poor signal-to-noise characteristics are obtained (ref. D7).
Celestial techniques consist of measurement of line of sight
(LOS) directions to the sun, stars, the planets, and planet moons.
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Planet moonephemerisaccuracy is questionable. Sun, star, and
planet LOSmeasurementsare state-of-the-art techniques usedon
most spacecraft, although usually for attitude control. The
simplest ranging technique is to measurethe planet subtended
angle (or disc angle). Therefore, the systemconsidered for
further study consisted of a sun tracker, a star tracker, and a
Marstracker measuringthe LOSdirections to those bodies and a
disc angle measurement,considered to be a secondfunction of
the Marstracker. The geometryof this systemis defined in ref-
erenceD8and has previously been studied in reference D9. The
simplified geometryof the measurementsis shownin figure D69.
The primary purposeof this study was to define the required
measurementaccuracy and to assess the feasibility of obtaining
instruments that could perform adequately. Consequently, several
simplifying assumptionswere madeto focus attention on the sensor
requirementsand to simplify the analysis and simulation problems.
Theprimary assumptionsand groundrules are as follows:
I) The spacecraft approachorbit wasassumedto be a two-
body hyperbolawith final hyperbolic velocity of 3
km/secand periapsis altitude of i000 km;
2) Measurementswere to be madebetween600 000 kmand
50 000kmfrom the planet;
3) DSNtracking wouldprovide an initial trajectory
estimate with the associated covariance matrix. For
this study, a spherical position error of 150 km(lq) and a spherical velocity error of 0.02 m/sec(16) were assumedas the initial errors;
4) DSNmeasurementsand onboardmeasurementswould not
be processedjointly in the samestatistical process;
5) The sensor errors could be represented by Gaussian
white noise of specified meanand variance;
6) A Kalmanfilter would be used for estimating the po-
sition, velocity, and sensor biases from the onboard
measurements.
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Assumption i) was made for computational simplicity and is
equivalent to assuming that perturbations about the actual orbit
can be described by perturbations in the hyperbolic orbit. The
range defined it: Assumption 2) is limited by spacecraft X_V re-
quirement on the small end and the planet sphere of influence on
the large end. In Assumption 3), the intent was to show that the
onboard measurements could improve the navigation accuracy for
pessimistic estimates of DSN accuracy. Assumptions 4), 5), and
6) simplify the analysis problem considerably. The resulting
data on sensor accuracy requirements are then specified so that
the sensors will definitely cause the navigation accuracy to im-
prove whether DSN tracking data are combined with the measurements
or not. Since the onboard measurements are essentially position
measurements and velocity must be implied, the DSN measurements
at interplanetary distances are velocity measucements, combined
processin_ is complementary and should yield better navigation
accuracy than either set of measurements processed alone.
Mathematical formulation. The variables to be estimated
will be called the state vector, X, which consists of three
position deviations from a nominal trajectory, three velocity
deviations from nominal, and three measurement angle biases.
Deviations from a nominal trajectory are used so that the well-
developed techniques o] sensitivity analysis and linear estima-
tion theory can be used. Tbu measurement vector, Y, also con-
sists of three deviations from nominal in the angles Ape, Aps,
and #I shown in figure ])69. The measurement vector is :-elated
to the state vector by a matrix of partial derivatives obtained
from the geometry of the problem (ref. D8). For this study,
Y = tIX + (Dla)
II = 1i III (Dlb)
_ohere
'1 = measurement lloiso with zero mean
0 = the 3 :: 3 zero matrix
I = the 3 x 3 identit', matrix
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C31
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32 33
f f
(Dlc)
wh er e
R = range from planet
f = R2_/1 - (D/4R) e
D
(Did)
where
D = planet diameter
C.. = direction cosines dependent on measurement geometry.
ii
In these equations, as shown, the three measurements Y are not a
function of velocity (hence the zero matrix) and directly contain
the measurement bias states (hence the identity matrix). The use-
ful data in the measurement Y is position data as defined by the
matrix transformation H . Notice that the measurement sensitivity
P
for the sun-planet and star-planet angles are directly proportional
to range, R, whereas the disc angle measurement sensitivity is
proportional to R 2. Thus, as the range decreases, the measure-
ment quality improves for fixed sensor accuracy.
The state, X, is a physical vector that can be calculated
from the perturbed equations of motion. For this study, the
matrizant, ¢, of reference DI0 was used to propagate trajectory
deviations from one measurement time _1(tkl to the next ,ink + ii.!
That is, ,
Xk+l = _ (tk+l' tk )Xk + ¢k (D2)
Cl( is an error source to represent inexact knowledge of the equa-
tions of motion. The recursive Kalman filter is mechanized by the
equations,
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where
(D3a)
P' = S P ST + Q (D3c)k k
Pk+l = Pk - KHPQ (D3d)
A
In these equations, K is the optimum gain matrix that makes X
a minimum variance estimator of the state, X. The covariance
matrix of error in the estimate is P. The symbol R is the co-
variance matrix of the sensor noise, _. Q is the covariance
matrix of the dynamic equation error, c.
A digital simulation program containing all the preceding
equations was constructed for the IBM 1130. The simulation also
contains supplemental calculations to define the measurement
matrix H in terms of arbitrary angles for the three celestial
bodies used plus equations to compute the nominal orbit position
velocity and time. This simulation used a random number generator
to produce Gaussian noise of specified mean and variance for use
in the measurement equation (Dla). An actual perturbed trajectory
(non-zero X) could be simulated through use of the state transi-
tion matrix _. Thus, absolute convergence of the estimated state
X to the actual state X could be checked as well as the filter
internally generated covariance P. Under stable filter opera-
tion the square root of the diagonal elements of P form an up-
per bound for the actual deviation,
A
= I X - X l (D4)
Simulation results. - Many preliminary computer runs were
made to check the simulation and define which parameters were not
significant contributers to the overall conclusions. These runs
are not presented here; however, the basic conclusions made are
as follows:
The dynamic model noise, c, with covariance, Q,
has no appreciable effect on the results because the
time available for measurements is not long enough
to produce data saturation and filter divergence.
For this reason the runs presented have Q = 0;
l)
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2) The convergencetime of the filter covariance is de-
creasedas the time betweenmeasurementsi descreased
and a larger numberof measurementsis obtained_
Measurementintervals shorter than 0.i hr were not
tried since computerrun time becomeslong. Measure-
ment intervals of 15minutes producegoodresults
within the available time of 24 hr;
3) Rangeslarger than 300000 kmyield poor results for
the range of sensoraccuracies studied due to the
sensitivity effect described previously;
4) The convergencetime is insensitive to the choice of
the position terms of the initial covariance matrix,
P . Very large values of P are reduced to reason-o o
able values after onemeasurement.This statement
is not true, however, for the velocity terms of Po
becausethe measurementsdo not directly define veloc-
ity.
Table DII summarizesthe mostuseful results obtained. Each
of the 12 casesshownis plotted in figures D70thru D82, as in-
dicated in the table.
Cases1 thru 4 of the table showthe sensitivity of the navi-
gation process to the disc angle accuracy. Downrangeposition(X) is affected strongly while inplane normal (Y), and cross-
range (Z), are not affected appreciably. ComparingCases3
and 4 showsthat a disc angle error of 90 arc-sec is only slight-
ly better than no disc measurementat all. In these runs, the
sunwasassumedto be near the trajectory plane and Canopusabout
60° below the plane. As shownin Case8, a sun sensor accuracy
degradation affects in-plane errors X and Y. Case9 shows
that the Canopuserror affects only the cross plane error Z.
Theplanet line-of-sight angleaffects both the angles Apcand
A__shownin figure D69. Thus, as Casei0 shows,all three po-
sitions errors are affected by this measurementaccuracy. The
effects of biases in the measurementsare shownin Cases5, 6,
ii, and 12. In these cases, the Kalmanfilter is mechanizedto
estimate the biases and removethemfrom the measurements.As
seen, the convergenceis not as good; however, these runs were
taken with a fixed numberof measurements.Talcingmorefrequent
measurementswill probably reduce the effect of biases further.
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The figures corresponding to the cases in the table are all
plots of the Kalman filter generated covariance matrix, P, ex-
cept for figure D71. Figure D71 is a plot of the absolute value
of the estimated state minus the actual state, equation (4). As
can be seen, the curves of figure D70 bound those of figure D71.
This is generally true if the filter is well designed.
Interpreting these results in terms of the capsule entry is
simplified because the entry angle error is sensitive only to the
Y direction error. The X direction error produces only a time
of arrival error at the arbitrarily specified entry altitude. The
Z direction error produces negligible error in the entry angle.
Scanning the results of table DII shows that the Y direction
error is less than 25 km for all cases except the large bias,
Cases ii and 12. This is true even though somecases do not mech-
anize the disc angle measurement. The large bias Case ii is small
enough to believe that a slightly more frequent measurementin-
terval would reduce the error below 25 km.
The use of planetary approach guidance to improve the orbiter
ephemeris accuracy was not considered in this study. It is ob-
vious, however, that someimprovement could be achieved over the
case with DSNtracking alone. For the orbit injection case, the
disc angle error is probably more important.
Sensor survey. - Three basic sensor types are considered in
this survey:
i) A sun sensor providing two-axis pointing to the sun;
2) A star sensor (Canopus) providing two-axis pointing;
3) A planet sensor providing two-axis line of sight to
the planet. This sensor could also measure the planet
subtense angle for range determination.
The technology for both sun and star sensors is well developed
and the choice of a specific sensor is dictated by a tradeoff of
mission requirements, weight, and cost. Planet sensors are not
as well developed, nor the target characteristics as well known,
as the other two types.
Sun sensors operate on a relatively large and intense target.
The angular accuracy of the sensor is limited by its ability to
locate the center of the solar disc. Three techniques are con-
sidered here that yield different accuracies at related cost and
weight.
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The simplest sun sensors consist of radiation balance detec-
tors in a bridge configuration. The coarse and fine "Eyes" built
by Ball Brothers are representative of this type. This type of
sensor exhibits good accuracy at null with a relatively narrow
range of linearity. Typical specifications include:
Fine Eye FE-5
Field of view (FOV) ±15 °
Linear range il °
Accuracy I'
Size .875 in. diam x .95 in. long
Weight 9.5 gr ea
The next type of sensor is the digital readout unit charac-
terized by the Adcole Digital Solar Aspect Sensors. These have
good linearity over wide angles and have accuracies similar to
the radiation balance units. Vernier techniques are available
to give better accuracy at the cost of increased weight and com-
plexity. Typical specifications include:
Grey Code Processor
FOV
Resolution
Sensor weight
Power
Electronics size
Up to 128 ° cone
1/2 ° to i °
4 oz
2 W
7-3/4x3x4 in.
Vernier (V Brush) Processor
FOV 128 ° cone
Resolution I"
Power i W
Weight (est) 1 ib
The third sensor type is the high precision sensor used for
an attitude reference by an astronomical satellite. These are
relatively complex and heavy, but are highly accurate. The
Honeywell Fine Sun sensor is of this type and uses a pair of
critical angle prisms in a radiation balance circuit to track
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the edgeof the solar disk. Operation of this sensor is extreme-
ly sensitive to apparent solar diameter and is not suitable for
use over variable ranges. Specifications include:
AOSO Fine Sun Sensor (nonimagin_)
Accuracy
Basic 1.7"
Stability 0.I" (short term)
FOV 80' to 2.5 °
Scan ±20' each axis
Star sensors may be characterized as one of two basic types
-- boresighted or gimbaled. The boresighted units can be used
to provide an attitude reference as in the Surveyor or Mariner
Canopus sensors. The gimbaled sensors are more generally used
with navigation computers. The gimbaled units are much more
complex and heavier than the boresighted sensors, but can be
used over a wide angular range. Of the three sensors, star
trackers have the best inherent accuracy due to the effective
"point source" nature of a star. Accuracy is quite typically
in the order of 5 to 15 sec (ic) for precision types. Typical
specifications for star sensors are:
Canopus MM '69
Tracking accuracy
Short term
Long term
Weight
Power
Size
0.002 °
0.05 °
8.0 ib
5.5 W + 6.5 W
shutter
II .SxSx4.3 +
12.25x7.2x5.3 in.
The projected accuracy for the Polaris tracker is 30 sec.
Planet sensors are at the earliest stage of development.
Electro Optical Systems has built a planet sensor for JPL that
operates in the visible light spectrum and uses data processing
to determine line of sight. This sensor has the followi_ig char-
a cteristics :
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FOV
Alignment
Planet diam (apparent)
GibbonsPhaseAngle
Size
Weight
Accuracy
I0 ° x I0 °
±2 sec/4 daysor ±4 sec/9 days
0.035 to 1°
0 to 30°
llxl0x7 in.
14.5 ib
150 sec
The least developedaspect of the planet sensor is the capa-
bility to measurerange to the planet. Over the range involved,
powerrequired for direct radar ranging is prohibitive, cal]ing
for several kilowatts of peakpowerfor a pulse-type systemof
20 to 50Wfor a high duty cycle (ICW) system. It would also re-
quire very large antennasto achieve sufficient gain due to low
frequencies neededto overcomethe spaceloss. In addition, there
maybe considerable Doppler shift from closing velocity that could
require wider bandwidthsthan desired to enhancethe signal-to-
noise ratio at the receiver.
The implementationof a disk angle measurementcapability in
the planet sensor maybe a possible methodof determining range.
Present implementationof the planet tracker described abovegives
planet angle to 2%(about 96 arc-sec at 300 000 km) of apparent
disk.
For this application, although an extensive trade study was
not done, it appearsthat use of a boresighted planet tracker, a
boresighted Canopustracker, anda wide angle (Adcole type) sun
sensor maybe feasible. Theplanet disc measurementmaybe dif-
ficult to improve, but as shownpreviously, is not necessaryfor
entry flight angle corrections.
Conclusion. - The following guidance approach is recommended.
The sun-Canopus and planet tracker should be mounted on the or-
biter. In a direct approach mode, meas,rements could begin as
far out as 600 000 km for the purpose of partially removing sensor
bias. However, the most u_eful data occurs within 300 000 km as
the error sensitivity becomes smaller. These measurements would
be processed in conjunction with DSN tracking on Earth to define
the actual approach trajectory to within the accuracy described
above. Allowing 3 hr for communication link and ground data
processing, 20 hr of useful data can be obtained from 300 000 km
to 50 000 km. The capsule deflection impulse could be applied at
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50 000 kmwith the required velocity basedon the improvedtra-
jectory estimate. Useof a longer link time than 3 hr causesthe
measurementsto be required at greater ranges, resulting in less
accuracy.
An alternative mechanization to place the sensors on the cap-
sule has several disadvantages:
4)
A duplication of the sun-Canopus sensor function al-
ready on the orbiter is required;
The capsule would have to be separated from the or-
biter at about 300 000 km to allow adequate error
convergence time;
If the capsule were separated closer in, say 50 000
km, only about 4 hr remains to entry, so onboard data
processing is required;
The sensor data may not be available for the orbiter
in applying the orbit insertion maneuver.
In conclusion, it appears that significant improvement is
possible in the capsule entry angle over what can presently be
achieved with DSN tracking alone. The sensor accuracy required
is i to 2 arc-rain on the sun, Canopus, and planet tracker. The
disc angle measurement is not required. Bias up to 2 arc-min in
the measurements can be tolerated by proper mechanization of the
recursive data processing. Sun and star trackers of this quality
are currently available. The planet tracker originally consid-
ered for Mariner '69 is ill the accuracy range required and should
be considered as a potential spacecraft sensor for direct mode
missions.
Vernier Phase Parametric Data
Parametric data have been generated for the vernier phase
ignition altitude and propellant consumption as a function of
thrust-to-weight ratio, horizontal velocity, and vertical veloc-
ity. A summary of these data has been used in the capsule ef-
ficiency trade studies.
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The data are plotted in figures D83thru D87. Thedata were
developedthrougha three-degree-of-freedomsimulation of the
following descent contour:
i) Ignite enginesat 20%throttle and descendfor 3 sec;
2) Descendat 90%throttle until a velocity of I0 fps is
reached;
3) Descendat i0 fps for 5 sec;
4) Cut off and fall i0 ft;
5) Gravity turn steering is used throughout the descent.
Thealtitude plotted is the altitude at which the parachute
is released. An attitude maneuverof 3 sec is allowed to place
the thrust vector along the velocity vector. Thevehicle is as-
sumedto have constant thrust but the thrust/weight ratio can be
interpreted as average for a blowdownthrust system.
F is a normalizedpropellant factor.norm
propellant in earth poundsuse
To obtain weight of
Wprop
Fnorm) (Wt)
I
sp
where
Wt = verniered weight, earth ib
I = propellant specific impulse.
sp
These numbers do not include impulse for random steering effects
but that requirement is under 5%.
Vernier Phase Control System Analysis
The vernier phase guidance and control system has been analyzed
through the use of analog and digital simulations with supporting
linear stability analysis. Most of the applicable analysis is pre-
sented in reference DII. This section is a summary of the results
of these and subsequent studies.
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The descent contour usedfor velocity control is a prepro-
gramedfunction of range as described previously in this appendix.
Theacceleration commandis generatedby comparingmeasuredtotal
velocity, V, from the radar, with the desired velocity, Vd.That is:
vd = f (R)
V =V- V
e d
A = K V
c V e
_here
R = range
f (R) = descent contour
V = velocity error
e
A = acceleration command
c
K = gain.
V
Gravity turn steering is used throughout the vernier phase
according tO the steering laws:
w
q = K -
c CZ u
V
r = K -
c i'_ u
where
q = pitch rate command
c
r = yaw rate command
c
u, v, w = radar body axis velocity components along roll,
pitch, yaw, respectively
KCz, K = control gains.
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Figure D88is a block diagramshowingthe control systemloops.
The radar measurementsof range andvelocity are inherently noisy
and as shown,the data must be filtered. In the attitude (pitch
or yaw) channels, this filtering causespoor stability unless
compensationtechniquesare used. Theq/s feed-paths shownnear
the radar filter provide this compensation(ref. DII). Propor-
tional plus integral feedbackis used to reduce steady-state
steering biases. In the velocity control channel, the stability
problem is not as difficult so special compensationis not re-
quired. The throttle limiter is used to prevent the velocity
control channelfrom saturating the engine thrust and preventing
attitude control. For a 5:1 throttle ratio this limiter is set
at 90%maximumand 30%minimumlimits.
The signals from the pitch, yaw, andvelocity channels must
be mixed to provide the throttle commandfor eachengine. For a
three-engine configuration this mixing matrix is:
Xcl
Xc2
Xc3
-i
= I
i
-2 0 X
V
X
P
X
y
where
X _cl Xc2 Xc3 are the engine throttle command for each
engine
X is the velocity channel throttle command
V
X is the pitch channel throttle t'ommand
P
X is the yaw channel throttle command.
Y
This mixing matrix results in decoupled channels.
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Thevalve-engine dynamicresponseis important to overall ve-
hicle stability. The requirementsfor valve-engine responseare
derived primarily from the attitude channel stability requirements(ref. DII). For the engine combustionand propellant feed delay,
a responseof about 8 msec(0 to 63/,) is expectedaccording to
analysis and test data correlation. With no degradation in sta-
bility, 15 mseccan be tolerated. Thevalve dynamicsare second-
ol-der [or an electromechanica] valve. Valve responseof over 25
rad/sec with better than 0.5 dnmpinv,ratio is required to produce
goodattitude channel stability. Fi>;ure 1)89 shows a root locus
plot oF the attitude cllannel witi_ nominal system _ains and dynam-
ics Fi_,,urc I)00 sllows the velocity clmnnel root locus.
'['he el tout c_]- YadaY noisu _,n Lieu uontrol systum transient be-
havior must be controlled by ttlc I iltcrs sllown in figure D88.
Noise simul.ttioll Ii_s sllown (l-el . I)11) tl_,'lt F_lters in the atti-
tude loop wit]_ time constants c_l ().S scc or l_,reater are required.
The velouitv 1,,',op filters sllould he ().1 sec or h,j-eater. The root
loci sl_own in the t i;,ul-cs ave hascd (_n tllese Filter time constants.
I)urinv, th(, I inal constant w, louitv ph_lse of tlte descent contour,
tile radar m)isu produ_us tran,_icut hellavior as sl_own in table I)12.
TAi;I,I", 1)12.- KAI)AI{ N()I_t,] EFI,'E(YI'
()N V],][ICI,I': KI,;SPONHE
i Vehicle variable _ peak values
Attitude (q/s0 0.7 deg
Attitu¢lu rate (_I) 0.7 deg/sec
l,,itelal vul_uitv (_,,l 0.3 fps
Worl is st i I I uont [nuin;, on lie Yadar noi,_e ell-cots and con-
t lOI svstClll ilois(, ,qci1s[t[vJ[v. 'l')_is _ll-e,:l Of d('S[_I1 ,'/ll(llysJs
should i-uccivc uonsidevablu attcnt ion cal-ly in tlw prob.,ram since
it allcct,_ b()t)l 1-adar illld pvop_ll,_it_l_ systcul dcsiVn.
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5. DATAHANDLINGANDSTORAGE
A description of functions and defining characteristics for
the science subsystemis given in Part II of this report. One
of the most significant features of this conceptual design is the
inclusion of a tape recorder for bulk storage of science data.
The tradeoff involved is that of addedcost for developmentof a
sterilizable unit versus risking the loss of imaging data due to
a landing whenthe real-time relay link would occur during dark-
ness. This wouldbe a serious loss becauseobtaining imageryof
the Martian surface surroundinga lander carries the highest
priority of all mission objectives.
This section of AppendixDgives essential details of the
analysis leading to the conclusion that a tape recorder is re-
quired for the mission. The present tape recorder technologywas
reviewed and results of this review are included. This section
is organized in three main topics: (i) a description of the pro-
visions and proceduresfor data return from a two-daymission,
considering both a synchronousand a 10-hr orbit; (2) a summary
of constraints on the mission if the capability for storing imag-
ing data is not included; and (3) a summaryof the present tech-
nological status for developing a sterilizable tape recorder.
Data Return from Entry and Surface Science
Entry science. - Table DI3 presents the entry science measure-
ments and data they generate. Data collected during the entry
phase of the mission are transmitted over the VHF relay link in
both real time and delayed transmission. To prevent possible
loss of data because of communications blackout at entry, data
collected is delayed approximately 30 sec and interlaced with
real-time data for transmission over the relay link.
Entry Science is categorized into two groups -- the high-
altitude ballistic phase and the low-altitude terminal descent
and landing phase. The type of instruments and their capabili-
ties for entry science measurements are given in Part II. Table
DI3 gives data sampling rates for these instruments. Only the
basic entry science instrument data have been tabulated; oLher
engineering data will also be collected and transmitted to the
spacecraft. Figure D91 is a block diagram of the entry science
data handling a_id transmission system.
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I Entry scienceinstruments
Data automationsystem
I Engineeringdata
Science subsystem
APPENDIX D
Telemetry__data
encoder
30-sec
delay
Y
I
  a nsmitterl
Figure D91.- Entry Science Data Handling and Transmission
Surface science-synchroNous spacecraft orbit. - The require-
ments for surface science are defined in the Mars Mission Objec-
tives. The surface instruments and their characteristics are
given in Part II. Table DI4 defines the data transmission rates.
Relay link communication must be used to meet the goal of imagery
data transmission. As noted from table DI4 and figure D92, the
first relay link communication opportunity is the first 6-minute
period after landing, with a total of i x 106 bits transmitted. In
the synchronous spacecraft mode subsequent relay data transmission
opportunities occur every 24.6-hr period. Table DI4 shows that
in excess of 107 bits of imaging data are transmitted in the two-
day mission.
TABLE DI4.- RELAY LINK COMMUNICATION, SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
SPACECRAFT
Data
transmission
period
Entry
Lander touch-
down
Touchdown
+ 24.6 hr
Touchdown
+ 49.2 hr
Data
transmission
duration
minimum
400 sec
6 min
12 min
12 min
Data
transmission
rate, bps
1500
3OO0
i0 000
i0 000
Data
bits
transmitted
0.6 x 106
i .08
7.2
7.2
Type of
data
Entry science
Imagery and mete-
orology
Image, meteor-
ology, and alpha
scatter
Imagery and meteo-
rology
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TABLE DI5.- LANDED SCIENCE DATA COLLECTION, PHASE I
Landed science
instrument
Facsimile camera
Low resolution (0.i °)
images
High resolution (O.01 °)
images
Meteorology package
Landing, touch-
down 0 to 6 min
One 25 ° azimuth by
70 ° elevation
scene.
Total bits:
x l0 b
None
i .05
First 24-hr period
Three 25 ° azimuth by 70 °
elevation scenes.
Total bits: 3.15 x 106
Two 5 ° azimuth by 5 °
elevation scenes.
Total bits: 3.0 x 106
Pressure transducer
Temperature transducer
Hygrometer
Sonic anemometer
Wind velocity
Wind direction
Alpha scatter spec-
trometer
Alpha and proton mode
Engineering data from
science subsystem
Summary of total bits
I00 samples, 8 bit
binary code.
Total bits: 800
i00 samples, 8 bit
binary code.
Total bits: 800
i00 samples, 8 bit
binary code.
Total bits: 800
I00 samples, 8 bit
binary code.
Total bits: 800
I00 samples, 8 bit
binary code.
Total bits: 800
Instrument deployed
to surface to start
data collection.
No data are trans-
mitted at this
time.
i0 000 bits
1.064 x 106 bits
1 sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
i sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
1 sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
I sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
I sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
Composition data collected
continuously over a 12-hr
period. Total raw data
collected are approximately
106 bits; compressed data
transmitted are less than
i00 000 bits.
20 000 bits
6.28 x i06 bits
Second 24-hr period
Two 25 ° azimuth by 70 °
elevation scenes.
Total bits: 2.1 x I0 _
Three 5 ° azimuth by 5 °
elevation scenes.
Total bits: 4.5 x i0L
I sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
1 sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
1 sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
1 sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
1 sample/hr; about 2000
bits/day.
None
20 000 bits
6.63 x I06 bits
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Table DI5 presents a breakdown of one possible way in which
the surface science instruments may be programed for data collec-
tion and relay transmission as a function of the different data
transmission opportunities. The quantity of data collected, as
represented in table DI5, is constrained by the bandwidth of the
relay link for each transmission opportunity (see table DI4).
Figure D92 is a presentation of the spacecraft in synchronous
orbit around Mars. The planned surface lander touchdown point
is 30 ° from the evening terminator. In this mode, the spacecraft
passes within relay link communication range of the lander at the
same time each day. All imaging data taken and transmitted in
real time, therefore, will be obtained with the same sun angle.
To provide time separation of viewing during the daylight period,
a tape recorder is necessary. Additionally, the tape recorder
would act as a backup if the landing on the surface is in an
unfavorable imaging location, such as beyond the evening terminator.
Surface science_ alternative (nonsynchronous) spacecraft.-
Table DI6 presents the relay link communications opportunities for
landed science in the case of the alternative i000 km x 15 000 km
spacecraft orbit. This is a nonsynchronous orbit; the spacecraft
period is 10.2 hr. Because of this, the lander position on the
planet with respect to the spacecraft periapsis is different for
each orbit. This is shown in figure D93. As noted in figure D93,
spacecraft orbits when relay communication is possible (with the
defined lander data rate and VHF transmitter power of i0 kbs and
30 W) are orbit 3 at approximately 31 hr and orbit 5 at approxi-
mately 51.5 hr. The iocation of the lander for orbits 3 and 5
when communication opportunities occur is unfavorable for real-
time imaging and data transmission. A recorder is therefore
necessary to permit imaging during daylight hours. This permits
transmission of the data during the dark hours when the relay link
to the spacecraft is available.
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Mission Constraint Without a Tape Recorder
The preceding discussion shows the need for a capability for
bulk storage of imaging data for a Mars lander mission. This is
especially true if the orbiting spacecraft on which relay com-
munication depends is in a nonsynchronous orbit.
Without a tape recorder, the following constraints exist for
the mission.
Synchronous orbit spacecraft case:
i) Imaging is limited to the same time each day -- the
time when the relay link window occurs;
2) No imaging data will be obtainable if the actual land-
ing site occurs very near or beyond the evening
terminator.
The tape recorder provides an insurance factor for obtaining
images, plus flexibility for obtaining images under different
lighting conditions.
Nonsynchronous orbit spacecraft case:
i) Very low probability of obtaining image data (fig.
D93);
2) Opportunities for obtaining images are far apart in
time.
As noted in figure D93, the earliest opportunity to transmit
image data to the spacecraft (after the initial touchdown period)
is on the fifth spacecraft orbit after the initial touchdown period.
Contact may be made with the spacecraft on the third spacecraft
orbit; however, this is during the dark portion of the diurnal
cycle when no imaging data can be taken. During the fifth space-
craft orbit the lander is very near the evening terminator and not
in a good location for imaging.
Technology for Sterilizable Tape Recorders
The present technology for sterilizable tape recorders was
surveyed. This section contains a review of some of the past pro-
grams or studies conducted on sterilizable tape recorders.
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Table DI7 presents someof the fundamentaloperation parameters
for a tape recorder required for the science subsystem.
TABLEDI7. TAPERECORDEROPERATINGPARAMETERS
Parameter Surface laboratory recorder
Storagecapacity ...... 107bits
Recordrate . . . . . . . . alO 000 to 20 000 bps
Playbackrate ....... i0 000 bps
Other requirements ..... Sterilizable (135°C)
aA fixed record rate within this rangewill be
selected.
Historical review. In 1963 a contract was awarded to Raymond
Engineering Laboratory of Middletown, Connecticut by JPL (ref.
DI2) to define major problems associated with the complete sterili-
zation (both dry heat and ethylene oxide) of a spacecraft magnetic
tape recorder. The endless loop Mariner IV-type magnetic recordist
was chosen as the basis for the work because it more closely ap-
proached actual flight hardware than any other unit under develop-
ment at the time.
The initial phase of this effort was concerned with obtaining
sterilizable components for the recorder. The individual components
considered were magnetic tape, pressure and drive belts, record/
playback motors, bearings and lubricants, record/reproduce heads,
transport plate, preamplifier electronics modules, end-of-tape
sensors, and covers and seals.
Each component developed for and used in the program survived
the required sterilization (three 36-hr periods at 145°C) environ-
ment before transport assembly. However, the assembled transport,
when exposed to the same treatment, was affected significantly by
the creation and collection of deposits and debris resulting from
numerous chemical interactions. Several transport bearings failed
after only a few days of poststerilization operation.
After the failure with the Mariner IV endless loop magnetic
tape transport, an investigation (rcf. DI3) was conducted to
determine the effects of thermal sterilization on the 32 differc_1_t
materials used in the construction of this transport. Thermally
induced changes in individual mat_,ria]s were considered as well
as the mutual compatibility of the materials in the th_,rma[ en-
vironment.
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Basedon the criteria established, 25%of the products tested
were rated compatible, andwere recommendedas satisfactory for
use in a thermally sterilized tape recorder. Another 25% were
found to be not compatible, and suitable sterilizable substitutes
should be used. About 50% of the materials were considered margi-
nal. Those rated marginal on the basis of percent weight loss
can, in many instances, be rid of harmful outgassing materials by
thermal-vacuum pretreatments, and thereby be rendered acceptable.
From the estimated quantities of each of the polymeric mate-
rials used in the tape recorder, and the total percent weight
losses, it was determined that 3.5 to 4.0 g of volatile material
was floating in the airtight transport housing after thermal
sterilization. The volatile material was composed of water vapor
and carbon dioxide, phenols, hydrocarbons, organic acids, esters,
amines, and silicones. It was apparent that these chemicals acted
deleteriously on both metallic and nonmetallic compoments of the
tape transport, particularly in the sealed atmosphere during the
elevated temperature cycle. This emphasized the importance of
selecting fabrication materials with insignificant weight loss at
sterilization temperatures. The necessity for careful and proper
handling and cleaning techniques in the preparation of materials
was also a conclusion.
As a result of this in-house work at JPL, a request for pro-
posal (ref. DI4) was submitted to industry for development of a
sterilizable magnetic tape recorder. The RFP included a detailed
performance specification (ref. DI5) for a sterilizable magnetic
tape recorder. This program was never funded.
Voyager Phase B tape recorder study. During the Voyager
Phase B program, a study of sterilizable tape recorders was per-
formed. The information in the following paragraphs was taken
from the report of this study (ref. DI6).
The potential problem of sterilization reduces to one of ob-
taining a type of recording tape which does not "block" during
prolonged exposure to the sterilization temperature of 135°C.
"Blocking" is defined as that phenomenon which causes a roll of
recording tape to fuse into a solid block, or "hockey puck," as
a result of prolonged exposure to high temperature (ref. DI7).
A survey of manufacturer's specifications for all other tape
recorder components (e.g., motors, encoders, bearings, lubricants,
magnetic heads, etc.) has shown that all can easily withstand pro-
longed exposure to the 135°C sterilization temperature. In fact,
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manyof these c9mponentscan be operated safely at this tempera-
ture. Caremust be taken during the design phaseto assure that
no deleterious chemical reactions will occur in the sealed atmos-
pherewithin the recorder case.
Theonly knownhigh-temperature tape currently available is
a metallized H-film (DuPont-Kapton)manufacturedby LashLaborato-
ries andknownas Pyrotrack. Sales literature available from the
manufacturerrefers to high packing densities and low head-wear;
however,practically no test data are available to support these
claims. Without operating experiencea firm commitmento this
tape is dangerous,howeverfurther investigation is warranted.
Undera NASA/GSFCsupport program(Mr. P. T. Cole), the Memorex
Corporation (1)r. Pc,ter Wyman),is nowdeveloping a high-reliability,
long-life recording tape for aerospaceapplications. The current
effort is esscntia]ly an iron-oxide coating, in a thermo-setting
binder, on l)uPontKaptonH-film. If this programis successful,
tile resulting tape will meet the Voyagersterilization require-
ments.
Theonly problemwith sterilizable tape recorders is that of
the tape at prolongedsterilization temperatures. Further effort
should be devoted to obtaining and flight-qualifying such tape.
Other problems, suchas multispeed requirements, can be resolved
during the design of the recorder. Further effort on the tape
problemshould include a test programon Lash Laboratories'
Pyrotrack and on the tape currently being developedby the Memorex
Corporation.
Industry contacts. To support our present study and deter-
mine the latest tape, recorder status throughout the industry, a
number of industry contacts have been made by Martin Marietta
Corporation. Status of various programs were received from the
following companies.
Mcmorcx Corporation, Santa Clara, California: Mr. E. Smith
and ])r. Peter Wyman report that work has been completed for
NASA/GSFC on high-temperature magnetic tape.
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Danbury, Connecticut: Mr. William A.
Morrison reports that no work is in progress at the present time.
Rccvcs has a biudc, r compatible with If-film tape and a patent
has bc(m issut,d on thi. s concept.
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LashLaboratories, SanDiego, California: Mr. I. J. Hutkin
was contacted and reports that Lash has developedPyrotrak tape,
which is a metal-coated Kapton-basetape capable of operation up
to 500°F. Noneweffort with a tape recorder manufacturer is in
progress at the present time.
RaymondEngineering Laboratory (REL), Middletown, Connecticut:
Messrs. Charles Halpin and TomSikora were the RELcontacts. REL
has provided satellite and spacerecorders for a numberof pro-
gramsincluding OSO,Apollo, andMariner '64 and '67. RELalso
performedthe sterilization tests on a modified Mariner IV tape
recorder reported in reference DI2. Nonewwork toward steriliza-
tion is in progress at this time.
LockheedElectronics Co., Metuchen,NewJersey: Mr. William
Kyle reports that LockheedElectronics provided the tape recorder
for the Mariner '69 spacecraft. Therecorder is a part of the
data storage subsystemthat is actually built by TexasInstruments.
There is no sterilization requirement for this recorder.
LeachCorporation, Azuza,California: Messrs. E. D. Murray
and J. F. Muenchindicated that the Controls Division of Leach
Corporation has provided over 260 tape recorders for satellites
on NASAand USAFspaceprograms. Leachgained experience in
building recorders for unusual and harsh environmentsduring the
SNAPSHOTProgramof the USAF/AEC.In this programLeachprovided
the Agenasatellite tape recorder hardenedfor gammand neutron
radiation from the SNAPIOAnuclear reactor.
Leachrespondedto the JPLrequest for proposal (ref. DI4) on
a sterilizable unit. Their response (ref. DI8), waspreparedby
Mr. Joel Slutsky, a recognized expert in the field and nowmanager
of the MechanicalDesignDepartmentat Leach. The technical con-
tent of this documentmakesa significant contribution to the
technology of sterilizable tape recorders. In summary,the pro-
posal emphasizedthe problemsconcerning: chemical interaction
resulting from outgassing, belt driven tension, bearings and
lubricants, magnetic tape, capstandrive and assembly, the tape
reel mechanism,and record and playback heads.
Conclusions. - The vendor survey results show that the state-
of-the-art in sterilizable tape recorders has not changed in the
past two years. Several programs and studies have been performed
to identify the main technical problems and potential solutions
to them. However, no concerted effort in terms of a funded pro-
gram has been made to produce a sterilizable recorder.
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Basedon the information obtained from contacts with Lash
Laboratories, MemorexCorporation, and LeachCorporation, it is
the conclusion of Martin Marietta that a sterilizable tape re-
corder canbe developedand procured for the '73 Marsmission.
Furthermore, the total cost leading up to and including flight
articles shouldbe approximately $i million.
Themost important reason for this conclusion is that a re-
quired operating lifetime for the '73 lander recorder is only
approximately 500 hr. This compareswith operating lifetime up
to I0 000 hr, which is morerepresentative for spacetape re-
corders. Theshort operating time will work to advantagein
manyways in developing a sterilizable unit. For example, the
problemof excessive headwear from a metal-coated tape would not
be expectedif only 500 hr of operation were required.
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6. ENTRYSCIENCEERRORANALYSIS
To determinewhat instrumentation complementis necessaryfor
a planetary lander to estimate the atmosphererequires a careful
error analysis. This analysis should use reasonableestimates for
instrumentation accuracy and should reflect the capabilities of
the postflight data analysis techniques.
Several facts can be obtained from this analysis. Thesein-
clude the value of the measurementin estimating the atmosphere,
the time during the flight whenthe measurementshould be taken,
and its relation to other measurementstaken.
The atmosphereestimation task is dependenton the trajectory
reconstruction task. Manyof the measurementsused to estimate
the entry trajectory will also be used in the atmosphereestima-
tion process (for example,onboardaccelerometersand AMR);the
trajectory reconstruction will be usedto determine the altitude
at which a measurementwas taken, given the time it was taken.
In fact, the results of the two analyses should be consistent.
TheKalman-Bucyminimumvariance filter is a technique applicable
to simultaneously reconstructing the trajectory andestimating
the atmosphere. This estimation schemeamountsto fitting solu-
tions of the equation of motion to the data by linearizing the
systemequations and then applying the minimumvariance linear
filter theory.
The reentry modelcan be fitted into the general problemfor-
matwherein the dynamicsystemcan be described by the following
systemof first order nonlinear differential equations:
=f (X,t)
Thevector X is an n-vector of state, and f is an n-vector
of nonlinear functions. Thevariables being measuredare re-
lated to the state via algebraic equations:
Y (ti) = g (X (ti) , ti)
where Y is a p-vector of measurementvariables. The calcu-
lated measurementY, however,differs from the actual measure-
ment Y , as follows:
m
Ym (ti) = Y (ti) + q (ti) = g (X (ti) , ti) + q (ti)
where the vector q (ti) is assumed to be normally distributed
white noise with zero mean with covariance matrix W.
(D5)
(D6)
(D7)
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The state vector X includes all variables to be estimated
and, as a result of equation (D5), these variables must be solu-
tions of differential equations. Six componentsof X will be
the vehicle's position andvelocity, and the differential equa-
tions which governthese variables are the kinematic and dynamic
equations of motion. Other modelparameterscan be included in
X so long as their governingdifferential equations can be de-
fined. For example, parametersthat are constant throughout the
trajectory are governedby the differential equations that state
that their time derivations are zero.
Wecannowstate the problemas follows: given measurements
Ym(ti) ' i = i, ..., m, determine the solution X(t) to equation(D5) that causesthe calculated variables in equation (D6) to
agreewith the actual measurementY of equation (D7) in somemstatistical sense.
Before proceeding to the minimumvariance estimate, we first
must linearize equations (D5) and (D6). Applying a Taylor series
expansionand truncating all terms higher than first order, we
obtain
(t) = F (t) x (t) (D8)
Ym(ti) = G(ti)x (ti) + q (ti) (D9)
where
x (t) = X (t) - X (t)ref Ym(t) = Ym(t) - Yref (t) (DIO)
and
F (t) = ($f/_X)ref G (t) = (_g/_X)ref (DII)
Note that the subscript "ref" refers to the reference trajectory
about which the equations have beenlinearized. Equation (D8)
has a solution
x (t)= (t, To)x (to) (DI2)
where is the state transition matrix and has the property that
. (t,t) = I for all w_luesof t. Also, satisfies the follow-
ing matrix differential equation:
, _ F'
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Discretizing equations (D9) and (DI2) to times t and tn n+l
yields
x (tn+l) = _ (tn+l, tn)x (tn)
Ym(tn+l) = G (tn+l) x (tn+l) + q (tn+l)
(DI3)
(DI4)
Theminimumvariance unbiasedestimated _ (tn+1 /tn+l) is
(tn+i/tm+l) = ' (tn+l, tn)x (tn)
+ K (tn+l)[Ym(tn+l)- Y(tn+I/tn)] (DI5)
where the optimal linear gain K (tn+l) is
K (tn+l) = P-(tn+l) GT [G P-(tn+l) GT + W (tn+l)] -I (DI6)
The quantity Y (tn+i/t n) is the best estimate of the measure-
ment corresponding to _ (tn+i/tn) via equation (D6). The co-
variance matrix of the state estimate is
P (tn+l) = P (tn+l) - K (tn+l) G (tn+l) P (tn+l) (DI7)
The superscripts (+) and (-) indicate the value of P at time
tn+ 1 just before and just after the measurement at tn+ 1 is
processed. Between observations, the state and the covariance
matrix are propagated by the following equations:
(tn+l/tn) = ,' (tn+l, tn)x (tn/tn)
P-(tn+l) = _ (tn+ I, tn) P+(tn) CT(tn+ I, tn)
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Application to the Entry Error Analysis Problem
This error analysis technique requires a reference trajectory.
All matrices and derivatives are evaluated along this reference
trajectory. Estimatesmust be madefor the initial covariance
matrix P and the error for each measurement,which is assumed
to be available. Thecovariance matrix of the state vector is
updatedat eachmeasurementtime using equations (DI6) and (DIT).
Thedynamicequations of motion that balance instantaneous
forces andaccelerations on a vehicle represented by a particle
massare:
6 i +i e+ •
= _ FRV r (v2 + we) _I/r AuROT
= i F + i (v w tan _ -u v) q)_VROTm ev r
= miFq)v ri (v2 tan _ + uw) + _$ROT
Thekinematic equations for altitude, latitude, and longitude are:
= U
= w/r
= v/r cos
The external forces can be written
-FRv" --CD]
i
F@V = q S A Cy
JFc_ .-C L
were A is a 3 x 3 matrix relating the stability axes with the
axis system, which is a function of _A' 7A' o, _.
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Therotation terms are (using abbreviations s = sine and c
cosine) :
A6 = r_2 c2p+ 212v c_
AO= 2_2(ws_ - u c_0)
A_ = -_2s@[r cq0- 2 v]
Themodelatmospheresusedin this analysis are of the VM
type. Theseare defined by as adaibatic lapse rate up to the
tropopauseand a constant temperatureabovethe tropopause. Five
parametersare used to define sucha modelatmosphere. Thesefive
quantities are the surface pressure P , surface temperature T ,s s
tropopausetemperature, Tu, tropopausealtitude, hT, and
molecular weight, M . Thesefive quantities determine the atmos-o
phere by meansof the of the barometric equation and perfect gas
law. Belowthe tropopausethe temperature is given by
Tu-TslT(h) = Ts + h--_----]h
The local pressure is given by
GMohT
R* (Tu -Ts)
P(h) = Ps
where G = 3.75 m/sec 2 and R* = 8.316963 x 10 7 erg/gram-mole deg.
Above the tropopause, the temperature is constant. The local
pressure is given by
GMoh T
R* (Tu-Ts)
\
The atmosphere density is obtained from thc perfect gas law.
M
oP(h)
R* T(h)"
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A computerprogramfor the CDC6400has beenwritten which
solves these equations.
Thestate vector of quantities considered uncertain consists
of the six trajectory defining quantites, u, v, w, h, _, @
and three angles, a, _, 7, which define the orientation of
the vehicle with respect to the velocity oriented axis system.
This state vector may be augmented to include the five defining
parameters for the atmosphere, a bias on each of the accelerom-
eters, correction terms in the aerodynamic model, and correction
terms in the error models of the various sensor. The quantities
measured are algebraic functions of the state vector and thus are
not included as components in the state vector. If a computer er
program using the minimum variance technique were developed to
perform a trajectory reconstruction and atmosphere estimation,
the quantities in the state vector would all be estimated. The
measured angular rates are deterministically integrated to de-
termine the vehicle orientation.
Quantities Measured
The measurements that were assumed to be available were:
i) Altitude from altitude measuring radar;
2) Accelerations from triad of accelerometers;
3) Stagnation pressure from pressure sensor;
4) Direct density measurement from high-altitude mass
spec trome ter ;
5) Temperature measurement from high-altitude mass
spec trome ter ;
6) Ambient pressure from low-speed pressure sensor.
The various measurements are functions of the components of
the state vector.
Altitude
h = h
m
Stagnation Pressure
I
I) = - p h, Ts, '_ hT, M° + w u)ml 2 ( Ps' _" [u' ) (ua + vm
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Accelerations
-Ax -
A =qS
y m
A
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i 0 i Cy
0 c_ -C L
Density (from mass spectrometer)
Om = P(h, Ps' Ts' Tu' hT' Mo)
Temperature (from mass spectrometer)
Tml = T u
Pressure
Pro2 = P(h, Ps' Ts, Tu' hT' Mo)( 1 + 7-12 M2) 7/7-I
Temperature
Tin2 = T (h' Ts' Tu' hT) " (i + 7-iM2)2
Initial conditions at i00 km for the entry trajectory were
assumed for both a direct entry from the Earth-Mars transfer orbit
and for an entry from a Martian planetary orbit (see table DI8).
Entry into both VM-5 and VM-8 atmospheres was considered. For
the direct entry, a ballistic coefficient of 0.35 slug/ft 2 was
used; for the entry from orbit, a ballistic coefficient of 0.45
slug/ft 2 was used.
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, - AN_TABLEDI8 STATEVECTORCOMPO,,E_,T STANDARDDEVIATIONS
AT i00 km
Parameter
Vertical velocity, m/sec
Easterly velocity, m/sec
Northerly velocity, m/sec
Altitude, km
Latitude, deg
Longitude, deg
Roll angle, deg
Sideship angle, deg
Angle of attack, deg
Direct entry Entry from orbit
Standard StandardNominal Nominaldeviation deviation
-2075.
5166.
O.
i00.
0.
0.
O.
O.
0.
15.
4.3
i.
ii .2
.182
0.
.212
.212
.212
-1298.
4143.
O.
i00.
O.
O.
O.
0.
O.
22.8
6.
i.
38.7
.206
0.
.212
.212
.212
Atmosphere parameter VM-5 VM-8
137.5
i00.
7.
9.65
.0156
275.
200
14.
19.3
.0312
Surface temperature, °K
Tropopause temperature, °K
Surface pressure, mb
Tropopause altitude, km
Molecular weight, kg/m 3
200. I00.
i00. 50.
5. 2.5
18.6 9.3
•044 .022
The standard deviation for each measurement was assumed to
be a fraction of the expected measurement. Ilowever, to prevent
the standard deviation on the accelerometer and dynamic pressure
measurement from becoming too small, a constant 0.04 m/sec m and
0.i mb was root sum squared with the standard deviation obtained
by taking a fraction of the measurement to obtain the standard
deviation processed by the computer program (table DI9).
Several different instrumentation payloads were considered.
The density and pressure of the less dense VM-8 atmosphere was
more difficult to estimate at the higher altitudes (above 50 km)
with only accelerometer and a stagnation pressure measurement.
This is because of the low densities, and thus low accelerations
and measured stagnation pressure above 50 km. Ilowever, the addi-
tion of a high altitude mass spectrometer clearly improves the
estimate of these quantities at these altitude (fig. D94).
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Figure D-94.- Entry into VM-8 Atmosphere, 3% Accelerometers
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TABLE DI9.- MEASUREMENT RATES AND ACCURACY
Measurement
For VM-5 entry
Accelerometer
triad
Stagnation
pressure
measurement
For VM-8 entry
Accelerometer
triad
Stagnation
pressure
High-altitude
density
High-altitude
temperature
Low-altitude
temperature
Low-altitude
pressure
Altitude
Accuracy Rate, available,
sec
km
3% of measurement
(see text)
2% of measurement
(see text)
1 sec 0 to i00
1 sec 31 to i00
3% or 0.1% of meas-
urement (see text) i sec
2% of measurement I sec
(see text)
10% of measurement 1 sec
10% of measurement N/A
10°K
5% of measurement
8 to 60
70 to i00
i00 only
i sec 0 to 5
i sec 0 to 5
Number of
measure-
ments
processed
181
47
81
38
21
35
35
Most of the work done in the analysis assumed an entry di-
rectly from an Earth-Mars orbit.
To determine the effect of entry conditions on atmosphere de-
termination, the entry conditions for an entry from orbit were
used with onboard instrumentation of accelerometers, AMR, and
stagnation pressure sensor. The errors in the atmosphere with
this mode of entry were not significantly different that those
resulting from an entry directly from the Earth-Mars orbit (fig.
D94).
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Different accuracies and data rates were considered for the
moreimportant instruments. A 10-sec data rate for the AMRwas
used. This resulted in altitude measurementsat approximately
59.5 km, 40.0 km, 23.7 km, 11.5 km, and 6.7 km. The resulting
accuracyestimate is shownin figure D95. Theerrors in the at-
mosphereestimate for the 10-secAMRdata rate are larger than
for the l-sec AMRdata rate becauseof the poorer ability to cor-
relate the measurementswith the altitude at which they were taken.
Moreaccurate accelerometersare also considered. The curves
presented in figure D94(d), (e), and (f) showthe error estimates
resulting from the use of 0.1%accelerometers. Thesecurves can
be comparedwith those in figure D94(a), (b), and (c) to determine
the significance of moreaccurate accelerometers.
A moreaccurate high altitude massspectrometerwas also used.
Theerrors resulting from using a 5%accurate massspectrometer(vs. 10%)are shownin figure D95. Thehigh altitude temperature
and density are computedfrom the neutral numberdensities meas-
ured by the massspectrometer. The addition of low altitude --
low velocity (M< 3) measurementsof pressure was included to
determimewhat improvementcould be obtained by near-surface
measurements(see fig. D95).
Several entries into a VM-5atmospherewere simulated. The
obvious characteristic in this case is that both pressure and
density could be determinedaccurately, even at the altitude above
50 km(see fig. D96). This follows from the higher density, and
thus larger accelerometerand stagnation pressure measurements
that occur above50 km. Figure D97presents axial acceleration
versus altitude; the effect of the denser atmosphereis quite
obvious.
Dueto the simple atmospheremodel, the estimated errors are
probably too small. Also, sources of error such as telemetry
transmission noise have beenneglected. In particular, the simple
temperatureprofile assumedfor the VMatmospheresresults in an
estimate for the reconstructed temperature that is too low. If,
instead of estimating only the surface temperatureand trope-
pausetemperature, it were necessary to determine a large number
of temperatureprofile parameters, the estimated errors would be
larger.
The information to be gained from this analysis is the rela-
tive importanceof the various measurements. The relation of the
w_rious accuracy estimates should remain the same, even if the
estimated err-ors are larger.
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Figure D95.- Entry into VM-8 Atmosphere
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7 . TELEGOMMUNIGATIONS
Direct Link S-Band Parametric Studies
Parametric weight and performance data for S-band Mars/Earth
communication options must be developed in consort with technical
guidelines derived from mission requirements and constraints.
Because the Mars/Earth communication distance and the position of
Earth in the Martian sky vary in a periodic manner, bounds on
these parameters for all mission opportunities can be obtained
from a consideration of the 1973 opportunity. The initial Earth/
Mars communication geometry depends on the arrival date at the
planet, which is determined for a given launch opportunity by the
type of heliocentric transfer trajectory flown. Typical 1973
mission arrival date bands for both the Type I and Type II trans-
fer trajectories are used to determine communication geometry
parameters and the range of these parameters.
The performance capability of a given direct link communica-
tion configuration depends on the implementation of the ground
receiving station. For this study, the deep space instrumentation
facility (DSIF) network is considered to consist of two possible
configurations. One configuration consists of three DSS, each
with a 210-ft advanced antenna system. This configuration rep-
resents the projected capability of the DSIF network for the
1973 time period. The second configuration consists of one DSS
at Goldstone with a 210-ft advanced antenna system and two over-
seas DSS, each with an 85-ft antenna system. This configuration
represents the current capability of the DSIF network.
Direct link communication geometry. - The Mars/Earth communica-
tion distance for the 1974 and 1975 p_riod is shown in figure D98.
For the 1973 mission, Type ILtransfcr traj,'ctories result in ar-
rival dates at the planet fr_ 2/I/74 to 5/i/74. Arrival dates
for the Type II mission lie b_'twec'n 5/I/74 and 7/I/74, typically.
Thus, from figure D98, the communication distance, for either type
of mission, is increasing and reaches its maximum value of 3.96 ×
i08 km around 10/i/74. The requirements that the transmission
distance impose on a direct link radio subsystem design are a
function of the mission life requirements.
For a mission duration of a f_w days, the range capability
of a direct link must b,' from 1.68 x I0 _ km as a minimum to 3.60
x 108 km as a maximum to accommodate, _'ither transfer trajectory.
A six month or long_'r mission durati_n requirement wiii n_'cessi-
tate a transmission capability out to the maximum Earth/Mars
separation.
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210
Theposition of Earth with respect to the Martian equator is
shownin figure D99, which showstypical arrival date bandsfor
TypeI and TypeII trajectories. At the earliest arrival date
possible, TypeI trajectory, the Earth is 16.8° below the Martian
equator and ascendingnorthwardwith time. This initial declina-
tion determinesthe beamwidthrequirements for a body-fixed anten-
na for either commandreception of data transmission.
Thecontact time with Earth dependson the latitude of the
landing site. For this study, the landing site latitudes were
considered to lie between20° N and 20° S. Theavailable contact
time over this latitude bandconsidering a possible 34° surface
slope and hour angle uncertainties varies between3.9 hr/day(+20°) and 6.9 hr/day (-20°) at the earliest arrival date possible.
Thesecontact times will changeover the mission life. Initially,
southern latitudes are favored and provide longer view times. As
time increases, contact time in the southern latitudes decrease
with the northern latitudes increasing in viewing capability.
Technical considerations. Technical considerations are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.
DSIF compatibility: All direct link S-band communication
options will operate at a nominal frequency of 2295 MHz in the
deep space telemetry band. Receiver characteristics for the
standard receiver implementation and the proposed planetary
receiver implementation are described in JPL Document EPD-283,
Revision 2, dated Jan. i, 1967. These characteristics will not
be summarized or detailed here.
Nodulation techniques: Two modulation techniques must be con-
sidered for the landed system. Low weight class landers are not
capable of being designed to accommodate directive apertures.
Thus, the effective radiated power (ERP) from such a lander is
only about 48 or 53 dBm for a 20-W transmitter output power level
and a nonarticulated antenna. Table D20 presents a telecommunica-
tion d<'sign control tabulation for a radio subsystem with an ERP
of 53 dBm. For this subsystem configuration under the constraints
that Earth is at its maximum range and within the 3-dB beamwidth
of the transmitting antenna, the table shows that, even with all
the power allocated to the carrier, not enough signal strength
is available at the receiver to lock up the carrier tracking loop.
Noncoherent techniques must therefore be employed for low ERP
configuFations. Nonbinary implem_'ntations of noncoherent modula-
tion sch_'mt,s will r_su[t in a coding power gain. For this study,
the modulation choice ilor low ERI_ concepts will be multiple fre-
quency shitL keying (MFSK), in which a 5-bit binary word is con-
verted into one ol 32 try,quenches or Lones.
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Large weight class landers are capable of being designed with
articulated directive apertures. For these configurations, ERP
levels of 63 dBm or greater are possible, allowing sufficient
signal strength for carrier tracking while allocating power to a
data channel. The modulation choice for these concepts will be
single-channel PSK/PM with sync combined with the data stream.
This implementation provides greater communications efficiency
because no additional power is required for synchronization.
The use of a single-channel technique also provides an advantage
of easier control of the transmitter modulation index.
Low gain antenna: A nonsteerable, low gain antenna with wide
angular coverage requirements must be considered for command re-
ception functions and data transmission. The command reception
function applies to any class of lander system weight, while the
data transmission function is applicable to the low weight class
lander. Beamwidth requirements for this type of antenna are de-
rived from the elevation angle of Earth at the earliest possible
arrival date.
The geometry on the surface of Mars is shown in figure DI00.
From this figure, the aspect angle of Earth that is measured
from the vehicle vertical axis is given by
AsAe = Lat ± Lat Uncertainty ± Surface Slope + Elev Angle of Earth
The latitude uncertainty for a 500-km landing footprint is ±8.4 °.
The antenna beamwidth requirement for landing latitudes within
±i0 ° of the equator becomes 140 ° for a Type I trajectory and the
earliest arrival date for that trajectory. The antenna gain for
this coverage requirement is determined from the directivity to
be 5.0 dB. For such a broad antenna pattern and the small wave-
length of operation, reflections from the surrounding terrain may
cause nulls or scallop the pattern. Sufficiently large ground
planes on the landed system will minimize this effect.
High gain antenna: The size of the antenna reflector must be
consistent with the daily data volume requirements for a given
transmitter output power level and compatible with the pointing
requirements. Antenna gain as a function of parabolic antenna
diameter for a nominal frequency of 2295 MHz is shown in figure
DIOI. These gains represent readily achievable values and are,
therefore, consistent with conservative design practices. The
I-, 3-, and 5-dB beamwidths as a function of parabolic dish size
are shown in figure DI02, which also shows the angles correspond-
ing to landing footprints of ±200 and i500 km. The ±500-km un-
certainty is typical for the 1973 missions.
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Self-contained orientation of an equatorial system can be
achieved to within ±8.4 ° from work performed in previous studies.
With a requirement for a downlink capability without fine orienta-
tion through ground control, this pointing loss corresponds to the
5-dB beamwidth of a 2.5-ft parabolic dish. Fine orientation
through ground command, after initial data transfer, can reduce
the pointing loss to i dB. Thus, for the 1973 missions, antenna
sizes are limited to about 2.5-ft for conservative design ap-
proaches. The uncertainties will be greatly reduced for the later
missions, allowing the antenna size to increase to 6 or 7 ft while
still maintaining a down link capability with 5 dB of antenna point-
ing loss.
The effective radiated power level is the product of the trans-
mitter output power level and the transmitting antenna gain. The
effective radiated power as a function of antenna diameter with
transmitter output power as a parameter is shown in figure DI03.
Parametric parabolic antenna weight data was obtained from
a survey of past space programs and design studies. In this
survey, only the weight of the reflector, feed, and feed truss
were obtained for nonerectible, solid configurations. These data
are shown in figure DI04. Curve fitting the data points resulted
in the equation
W = 1.25 D 1"47
where W is in pounds and D is in feet.
Phase lock loop bandwidth: ThL, ground receiver tracking loop
must track phase deviations of the carrier. Other considerations
that also must be made are frequency acquisition range, lockup
time, average in-lock time, and doppl_,r tr_cking rate'. The rf
frequency rate (Hz/sec) capability of th<, loop depends on the
signal level, frequency uncertainty, allowable phase error, and
noise bandwidth. Acquitision time, for a given frequency/doppler
shift uncertainty, will increase as the loop bandwidth is de-
creased. The average in-lock time is a function of the loop
noise bandwidth and, hence, the, r¢'ceived signal l_,vel. Thus,
the system bandwidth is determined by oscillator instabilities,
doppler and doppler rates, and operational requirt, ments.
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The limiting factor in the design of narrowband phase-locked
loops is the phase-noise inherent in the output of the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO). This noise appears as random fluctua-
tions, drift, etc., and is usually referred to as oscillator in-
stability. One well-known characteristic of loop bandwidth is
that the output noise due to noise in the VCO increases as band-
width decreases; whereas for output noise due to input noise,
the opposite is observed. Thus, on the basis of noise output
due to the VCO, there is an optimum noise bandwidth. Past studies
conducted at JPL arrive at an optimum bandwidth of 13 Hz for an
overdamped loop.
On the basis of the above paragraph and the requirement for
accommodating the doppler and doppler rates to be experienced in
the system, all performance estimates for the PSK/PM communication
option are derived for a 12-HE ground receiver. This bandwidth
has been shown on the Mariner 1964 program to be capable of
tracking the oscillator instabilities experienced in the system
and maintaining constant carrier phase error over the bit inter-
val. The latter is a requirement to keep system degradations
within reasonable bounds.
Data rate capability. - The direct link performance capability
of noncoherent MFSK and single-channel coherent PSK/PM for var-
ious ERP levels is shown in figures DI05 and DI06. Figure DI05
presents the transmission rate that can be supported over the
link with a 210-ft advanced antenna system at the ground station.
On this figure, data rate is given for a nominal range of 2.6 x
i0 _ km and a maximum range of 3.96 x i0 s km. Data rate capabil-
ity for single-channel coded coherent PSK/PM is also presented
for the nominal and maximum range conditions. This rate capa-
bility was derived by assuming a 3-dB power advantage over an
uncoded coherent system. Based on information available to date,
this assumption appears to be a realistic one because coherence
requirements for the carrier tracking loop and system degrada-
tions in practical implementations are unknown at this time.
Figure DI06 presents similar data for the 85-ft ground station
antenna. MFSK direct link performance as a function of time
during the 1974 time period is shown for four values of ERP in
figure DI07.
The assumptions and system parameters used to derive figures
DI05 thru DI07 are presented in tables D21 thru D26. These tables
are telecommunication design control tables with nominal param-
eter values and tolerances on the parameters identified.
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TABLED22.-HIGHGAINDIRECTLINK, FINEPOINTINGAT2.6 x i08 km
Parameter
Total transmitter power
Transmissioncircuit loss
Transmissionantennagain
Transmissionantennapointing loss
Spaceloss
F = 2295MHz,R = 260x 106km
Polarization loss
Receiverantennagain
Receiverantennapointing loss
Receiver circuit loss
Net circuit loss
Total received power
Receivernoise spectral density
T = 45 ± 10°K
sysCarrier modulation loss
Receiver carrier power
Carrier APCnoise BW
2BLo= 12Hz
Carrier tracking loop
Carrier threshold SNRin 2BLo
Thresholdcarrier power
Performancemargin
Datachannel
Modulation loss
Receiveddata subcarrier power
Bit rate (I/T = 200 bps)
RequiredST/N for Peb = 5 x i0-_
O
Threshold subcarrier power
Performance margin
Value
+43.0 dBm
-1.5 dB
+20.3 dB
-i.0 dB
-268.0 dB
-.6 dB
+61.0 dB
-.3 dB
-.2 dB
-190.3 dB
-147.3 dBm
-182.1 dBm
-i0.0 dB
-157.3 dBm
+i0.8 dB
6.0 dB
-165.3 dB
+8.0 dB
-.5 dB
-147.8 dBm
+23.0 dB
+6.8 dB
-152.3 dBm
+4.5 dB
Tolerance, dB
+i.0 -0
+.8 -0.8
+.5 -0.5
+i.0 -0
Notes
20 W
2-ft dish
+I.0 -i.0
+.3 -0
+.i -0.i
+3.7 -2.4
+4.7 -2.4
+i. i -0.9
+1.4 -1.8
+6. I -4.2
+.5 -0
210-ft dish
_, = 1.25 rad _ 5%
+0.5
+2. i
+8.2
+.2
+4.9
+i .0
+2. i
+7.0
-1.0
-1.9
-6.1
-0.2
-2.6
-i .0
-i .9
-4.5
Uncoded chann{'l
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TABLE D23.- HIGH GAIN DIRECT LINK, F T_r P_I_,I_, AT MAXiMU_M RANGE
Parameter
Total transmitter power
Transmission circuit loss
Transmission antenna gain
Transmission antenna pointing loss
Space loss
F = 2295 MHz, R = 396 x 106 km
Polarization loss
Receiver antenna gain
Receiver antenna pointing loss
Receiver circuit loss
Net circuit loss
Total received power
Receiver noise spectral density
T = 45 t 10°K
sys
Carrier modulation loss
Receiver carrier power
Carrier APC noise BW
2 BL0 = 12 Hz
Carrier tracking loop
Carrier threshold SNR in 2BLo
Value
+43.0 dBm
-1.5 dB
+20.3 dB
-i.0 dB
-27i.6 dB
.6 dB
+61.0 dB
.3 dB
.2 dB
-193.9 dB
-150.9 dBm
-182.1 dBm
Threshold carrier power
Performance margin
Data channel
Modulation loss
-8.2 dB
- 159.1 dBm
+i0.8 dB
+6.0 dB
Received data subcarrier powder
Bit rate (I/T = 70 bps)
Required ST/N for Pe b = 5 x 10 -_
O
Threshold subcarricr pt>wer
Performance margin
-165.3 dBm
+6.2 dB
-.7 dB
-151.6 dBm
+18.5 dB
+6.8 dB
-[50.8 dBm
+5.2
Tolerance, dB
+i.0 -0
+.8 -0.8
+.5 -0.5
+1.0 -0
+i.0 -i.0
+.3 -0
+.i -0.i
+3.7 -2.4
+4.7 -2.4
+i. i -0.9
+1.2 -1.3
+5.9 -3.7
+.5 -0
+.5 -i.0
+2.1 -1.9
+8.0 -5.6
+0.2 -0.3
+4.9 -2.7
+I.0 -i .0
+2. i -1.9
+7.0 -4.6
No ke S
20 W
2-ft dish
blaximum range
210-ft dish
= 1.17 tad -_ 5%
Uncoded channel
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TABLE D24.- HIGH GAIN DIRECT LINK, COURSE POINTING AT MAXIMUM RANGE
Parameter
Total transmitter power
Transmission circuit loss
Transmission antenna gain
Transmission antenna pointing loss
Space loss
F = 2295 MHz, R = 396 x 106 km
Polarization loss
Receiver antenna gain
Receiver antenna pointing loss
Receiver circuit loss
Net circuit loss
Total received power
Receiver noise spectral density
T = 45 ± 10°K
sys
Carrier modulation loss
Receiver carrier power
Carrier APC noise BW
2BLo = 12 Hz
Carrier tracking loop
Carrier threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold carrier power
Performance margin
Data channel
Modulation loss
Received data subcarrier power
Bit rate (I/T = 27 bps)
Required ST/N for Pe b = 5 x 10 -3
O
Threshold subcarrier power
Performance margin
Value
+43.0 dBm
-1.5 dB
+20.3 dB
-5.0 dB
-271.6 dB
-.6 dB
+61.0 dB
-.3 dB
-.2 dB
-197.9 dB
-154.9 dBm
-182.1 dBm
-5.3 dB
- 160.2 dBm
+I0.8 dB
+6.0 dB
-165.3 dBm
+5.1 dB
-1.5 dB
-156.4 dBm
+14.3 dB
+6.8 dB
-161.0 dBm
+4.6 dB
Tolerance, dB
+i.0 -0
+.8 -0.8
+.5 -0.5
+5.0 -0
+i.0 -i.0
+.3 -0
+.i -0.i
+7.7 -2.4
+8.7 -2.4
+i. i -0.9
+.6 -0.8
+9.3 -3.2
+.5 -0
+.5 -i.0
+2. 1 -1.9
+11.5 -5.1
+.3 -0.3
+9.0 -2.7
+i.0 -i.0
+2.1 -1.9
+Ii. 1 -4.6
Notes
20 W
2-ft dish
210-ft dish
e = 1.00 rad _ 54
Uncoded channel
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TABLE D25.- HIGH GAIN DIRECT LINK, FINE POINTING AT 2.6 x 106 km
Parameter
Total transmitter power
Transmission circuit loss
Transmission antenna gain
Transmission antenna pointing loss
Space loss
F = 2295 MHz, R = 260 x i0 ° km
Polarization loss
Receiver antenna gain
Receiver antenna pointing loss
Receiver circuit loss
Net circuit loss
Total received power
Receiver noise spectral density
T = 55 ± 10°K
sys
Carrier modulation loss
Receiver carrier power
Carrier APC noise BW
2BL0 = 12 Hz
Carrier tracking loop
Carrier threshold SNR in 2BL0
Threshold carrier power
Performance margin
Data channel
Modulation loss
Received data subcarrier power
Bit rate (I/T = 24.5 bps)
Required ST/N for Pe b = 5 x 10 -3
O
Threshold subcarrier power
Performance margin
Value
+43.0 dBm
-1.5 dB
+20.3 dB
-i.0 dB
-268.0 dB
-.6 dB
+53.0 dB
-0 dB
-.2 dB
-198.0
-155.0 dBm
-18[.2 dBm
-5.1 dB
- 160. i dBm
+I0.8 dB
+6.0 dB
-164.4 dBm
+4.3 dB
-1.6 dB
-156.6 dBm
+13.9 dB
+6.8 dB
- 160.5 dBm
+3.9 dB
Tolerance, dB Notes
+i. 0 -0 20 W
+.8 -0.8
+.5 -0.5 2-ft dish
+1.0 -0
+i.0 -0.5
+O -0
+.i -0.i
+3.4 -1.9
+4.4 -1.9
+.9 -0.7
+.6 -0.7
+5.0 -2.6
+.5 -0
+.5 -i.0
+1.9 -1.7
+6.9 -4.3
+.3 -0.3
+4.7 -2.2
+i.0 -l.O
+1.9 -1.7
+6.6 -3.9
185-ft dish
= 0.98 rad + 5%
Uncoded channel
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TABLE D26.- HIGH GAIN DIRECT LINK, FINE POINTING AT MAXIMUM RANGE
Parameter
Total transmitter power
Transmission circuit loss
Transmission antenna gain
Transmission antenna pointing loss
Space loss
F = 2295 MHz, R = 396 x 106 km
Polarization loss
Receiver antenna gain
Receiver antenna pointing loss
Receiver circuit loss
Net circuit loss
Total received power
Receiver noise spectral density
T = 55 ± 10°K
sys
Carrier modulation loss
Receiver carrier power
Carrier APC noise BW
2BLo = 12 Hz
Carrier tracking loop
Carrier threshold SNR in 2BLo
Value
+43.0 dBm
-1.5 dB
+20.3 dB
-i.0 dB
-271.6 dB
-.6 dB
+53.0 dB
-0 dB
-.2 dB
-201.6 dB
-158.6 dBm
-181.2 dBm
-2.0 dB
- 160.6 dBm
+i0.8 dB
Threshold carrier power
Performance margin
Data channel
Modulation loss
+6.0 dB
-164.4 dBm
+3.8 dB
Received data subcarrier power
Bit rate (I/T = 5.6 bps)
Required ST/N for Pe b = 5 x 10 -3
O
Threshold subcarrier power
Performance margin
-4.4 dB
-163.0 dB
+7.5 dB
+6.8 dB
-166.9 dBm
+3.9 dB
Tolerance, dB
+i .0 -0
+.8 -0.8
+.5 -0.5
+i.0 -0
+i.0 -0.5
+0 -0
+.I -0.i
+3.4 -1.9
+4.4 -1.9
+.9 -0.7
+.2 -0.2
+4.6 -2. i
+. 5 -0
+.5 -I.0
+1.9 -1.7
+6.5 -3.8
+.4 -0.3
+4.8 -2.2
+i.0 -i.0
+1.9 -1.7
+6.7 -3.9
Notes
20 W
2-ft dish
85-ft dish
8 = 0.65 rad _ 5%
Uncoded channel
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The tolerances havebeenassigned in sucha mannerthat tolerances
appearing in the negative columnalwaysdenote a decreasein SNR,
and thoseappearing in the positive columndenotean increase.
Therequired ST/N for a BERof 5 x 10-3 for an uncodedPSK/PMo
channel includes a degradation of 1.5 dB to account for i.f. phase
error degradation, bit sync timing error, and bit detection proc-
ess degradation. MFSKlink performancewasderived for a WERof
i x i0 -e.
Direct link baseline configuration parametric data. - The
following paragraphs discuss direct link baseline configuration
parametric data.
MFSK low data rate direct communications: The baseline con-
figuration is nonredundant and includes the following elements:
(i) a 200 channel telemetry subsystem with a 50 000 bit static
storage device, (2) an S-band command subsystem consisting of a
receiver, detector and antenna, and (3) a radio subsystem com-
prised of a MFSK modulation (digit-to-tone converter), a modula-
tor-exciter, a TWTA with an integrated power supply, and a body-
fixed low gain antenna. The weight and total power requirements
for this configuration as a function of transmitter power output
level are shown in figure DI08. Data rate capability for the
range of transmitter power levels is also shown on this figure.
High gain direct Communications: The baseline configuration
is nonredundant and includes the following elements: (i) a 200-
channel telemetry subsystem with a 50 000 bit static storage de-
vice, (2) an S-band command subsystem consisting of a receiver,
detector, and antenna, (3) a radio subsystem comprised of a modu-
lator-exciter and a TWTA with an integrated power supply, and (4)
a high-gain antenna subsystem consisting of a 2-ft articulated
parabolic dish and an antenna controller and pointer, which is
capable of accommodating a 4-ft dish. The weight and total power
requirements for this configuration as a function of transmitter
power output level are shown in figure DI09. Data rate capability
for the range of transmitter power levels for two transmission dis-
tances is also shown on this figure.
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UHFRelay Link Parametric Studies
A radio relay link via an orbiter or a bus is used for the
transmission of flight capsule engineering data, entry science
status and data, and lander status from separation to shortly
after touchdown. This real-time transmission capability of all
data is desired to ensure the availability of data in case of
failure, so that events can be reconstructed andcorrective ac-
tions initiated. Thegeometryof the flight capsule and the space-
craft (orbiter or bus) is such that, for either mission modeand
the achievable range of targeting parameters, goodcommunications
can be established betweenthe vehicles from separation to land-
ing. Past studies have shownthat direct communicationsto Earth
from the flight capsule are not possible becausethe line of sight
during the latter part of the descent trajectory is not available
for all flight capsule trajectories. With a relay link used for
separation to landing phasesof the mission, the communication
geometryfor both mission modesis similar becauseboth are iden-
tically constrained by line-of-sight requirementsand multipath
propagationconsiderations.
For certain weight class landers, a radio relay link to an
orbiter is required to satisfy a data volumerequirement of 107
bits total in two days. Analysis of orbiter surface traces for
the specified orbits for this study showsthat an adequatenumber
of periapsis contacts occur over the first few days to satisfy
the data volumerequirement. Contactsat apoapsis occur where
the contact time is greater and the transmission distance is long.
Theuse of thesecontacts for data transmission is restricted
only by electrical energy requirements.
Technical considerations. _ Technical considerations are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.
Frequency selection: Past trade studies have shown that the
system weight for a given communication performance increases at
frequencies below about 200 MHz primarily due to galactic noise
and increases at frequencies above 400 MHz primarily due to path
loss. Between 200 and 400 MHz, the system weight is relatively
insensitive to frequency, and the selection within this range
can be based on the ease of integration of the antenna design into
the vehicles. For a fixed gain out of a cavity-type antenna con-
figuration, the volume of the antenna is inversely proportional
to the cube of the frequency. Thus, 400 MHz has been selected as
an operating frequency band on the basis of antenna integration
considerations. This frequency band is also an FCC space alloca-
tion for telemetry transmissions.
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Modulation technique: Past trade studies have analyzed co-
herent PSK and noncoherent FSK in a multipath environment. An
optimized coherent PSK has a potential 3-dB advantage but is very
sensitive to accurate knowledge of the multipath environment and
mission geometry. The noncoherent FSK, on the other hand, is in-
sensitive to time varying multipath conditions and can recover
more easily from entry communication blackout. Noncoherent FSK
also has an added advantage of ease of combination of diversity
channels to improve system performance.
Antennas: The flight capsule antenna is constrained to meet
the gain and coverage requirements with a fixed, body-mounted
antenna. A cavity-backed crossed-slot antenna has been selected
for the baseline configuration because it has both the highest
power handling ability of any of the alternatives considered and
greater pattern coverage. This antenna has a gain of 5 dB on-
axis. The gain is 0 dB or better over 160 ° .
TL, lemetry: Radio blackout during flight capsule entry is a
distinct possibility. Rather than try to overcome the large
loss_s associated with blackout, the telemetry subsystem circum-
vents the pl-oblem. The flight capsule data are delayed for a
p,,riod greater than the expected blackout duration and combined
with th_ undelaved data for transmission by the radio subsystem
aE a sin_l_ data rate.
Data rate capability. The data rate capability as a func-
tion of tl-ansmi tier output level for various communication ranges
is shown in figures DII0 and Dill. Figure DIIO is for the entry
phas_ o_ th_ mission, and figure Dill is for the landed phase.
ThL, param_'Lric data for both figures were derived on worst-case
design points. Thus, the data rates shown represent lower bounds
on actual link performance capability. The worst-case performance
margin durini4 the descent trajectory for any possible orbit is ob-
tained at the point oL touchdown due to the aspect angle to the
orbiter increasLni_. An entry link that has a performance margin
at th_ point of touchdown greater than the linear summation of all
ne.,_ative tolerane<'s will perform satisfactorily over the complete
descent [rajector\ . The worst-case design point for a postland
relax, link is one of isotropic antenna gain at both ends of the
link. Fol- fi_,,tn-e Dill, the assumption of isotropic antenna gain
for thc_ orbiter implies that the orbiter over a long period has
chan_ed the boresigh[ a×is of the relay antenna due to its require-
men[ to maintain a sun/Canopus reference. A requirement for a
sini,l_,-dc_,ree-ol-freedom antem]a pointing system on the orbiter
that eh_lll_c's wi tl_ tim,.' will improve the link performance consider-
ably .
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Theassumptionsand systemparametersused to derive figures
DII0 and Dill are presented in tables D27and D28. Thesetables
are telecommunicationdesigncontrol tables with nominal param-
eter values and tolerances on the parametersidentified. Table
D27showsthat 55Wof transmitter output power is required to
provide a data transmission rate capability of 4000bps for a
maximumrange of 5000km,which occurs at touchdown. At this
point, the aspect angle to the orbiter is 89 deg, which includes
an adverse tilt of the lander of 34 deg due to surface slope.
Thefading margin allowanceof 5.3 db maximumis adequatefor a
wide range of entry conditions (spacecraft lead angles of _ 20
deg, Martin Marietta Corporation Voyager Phase B Final Report).
Table D28, a link calculation, shows that 12 W of transmitter
output is required to support a 5000-bps link at 2500 km. The
data rate capability is derived for a BER of 4 x 10 -3 .
With this allocation of error rate, the end-to-end BER of 5 x 10 -3
is achieved by requiring the orbiter-to-Earth link to maintain a
BER of i x lO'S. The selection of the uhf relay link BER was de-
rived from an analysis of the sensitivity of mission-dependent
parameters to fading margin requirements.
The modulation technique used for relay communications to the
orbiter requires a predetection bandwidth that is wide enough to
accommodate the frequency uncertainty due to instability and dop-
pler shift and the spectrum of the modulating waveform. For these
studies, the total frequency uncertainty band is taken as 53 ppm,
which allows 20 ppm for transmitter stability, i0 ppm for receiver
stability, and 23 ppm for doppler. The mark or space channel band-
width is given by
3 (2 f_F 3f D + (Hz)W= _ fD) + = f_F
where fD is the information rate in bits per second, and #__ is
the total frequency uncertainty. The modulating waveform is split-
phase PCM, which results in a symbol rate that is twice the infor-
mation rate.
The ratio of predetection bandwid_ to information rate (WT)
for bit rates between 4000 and i00 000 bps ranges from 8.3 to 3.2
for the frequency uncertainty used here. Past work conducted by
RCA has shown good agreement between theoretical performance pre-
dictions and experimental performance for WT _ i0. Also, experi-
mental data exist for WT = i, which supports theoretical analyses.
Because the parametric studies are concerned with WT products
for which no experimental data exist and theoretical models are
not valid, the data rate capability has been derived by assuming
a constant value of ST/N ° equal to 13.5 dB for I0 • WT i.
This assumption will provide some additional margin in the system
design.
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Command Link Performance. - The performance of the command
subsystem at a command data rate of 8-1/9 bps is shown in Table
D29. This link has been designed for reception of commands at
a maximum range of 4 x 108 km. At this range, the command data
channel worst-case performance margin is +1.7 db.
Relay link baseline configuration parametric data. The
baseline configuration is nonredundant and includes the following
elements: (i) a 200-channel telemetry subsystem with a 50 000-bit
static storage device, (2) a radio subsystem comprised of a solid-
state uhf transmitter, a body-fixed broadbeam antenna, and a bea-
con receiver for initiation and termination of data transmission
to the orbiter during landed operations. The optional S-band com-
mand subsystem includes the receiver, detector, and antenna. The
weight and total power requirements for this configuration as a
function of transmitter power output level are shown in figure DIIP.
The data rate capability is based on the 2500-km range indicated
under the assumption that the worst-case antenna gain is 0 dB.
8. POWER AND PYROTECHNIC SUBSYSTEMS
Parametric weight and performance data for the power and pyro-
technic subsystems were developed during the first part of this
study within the technical guidelines derived from mission and
system requirements and constraints. Data for the power subsystem
consist of curves, equations and factors which will permit deter-
mination of the subsystem weight and the size of the battery,
solar array or Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG). The
pyrotechnic subsystem data consist of curves for determining the
subsystem weight versus bridgewire firing requirements for capaci-
tor energy storage with solid state firing and safe/arm circuits.
Power Subsystem
Parametric sizing and weight data for the power subsystem are
presented in this section.
For power subsystem design, the power profile for a Mars lander
consists of the separation to landing phase and the surface opera-
tions phase. Since the repeating profile for extended surface
operations represents the larger energy requirements, the minimum
weight power subsystem will normally result from designing for the
landed mission and providing a supplementary battery to meet the
requirements from separation through landing.
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Paramet r
Total transmitter power
Transmitting circuit loss
Transmitting antennagain
Transmitting antennapointing loss
Spaceloss
F = 2115MHz,R = 2.9 x i0_ km
Polarization loss
Lander_:= 6 dB, DSIFc = 0.8 dB
Receivingantennagain
Receivingantennapointing loss
Receivingcircuit loss
Net circuit loss
Total received power
Receivernoise spectral density
Value
80.0 dBm
-.4 dB
60.0 dB
-.3 dB
-268.2 dB
-.6 dB
5.0 dB
-5.0 dB
-1.5 dB
-211.0 dB
-131.0 dBm
T = 1750°K
system
Carrier modulation loss
Receivedcarrier power
Carrier APCnoise BW2BLo= 20 Hz
-166.2 dBm
-4.8 dB
-135.8 dBm
13.0 dB
Tolerance,
0.i
0.8
0.3
0.5
5.0
0.2
6.9
6.9
i.I
0.5
7.4
0.5
dB
-0.i
-0.8
-0.
-0.5
--0°
-0.2
-i .6
-1.6
-I.i
-0.6
I Notes
i00 kw
Estimate
EPD-283
+.02 °
Maximum
+65 °
Low noise mixer
_D 1.12 rad
i_S = .63 rad
Carrier performance-command
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold carrier power
Performance margin
8.0 dB
-145.2 dBm
9.4 dB
1.0
2.6
I0.0
Data channel
Modulation loss
Received data subcarrier power
Bit rate (I/T = 8-1/9 bps)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold subcarrier power
Performance margin
-5.3 dB
-136.3 dBm
9.1 dB
12.1 dB
-145.0 dBm
8.7 dB
0.5
7.4
1.0
2.1
9.5
-i.0
-2.5
-4.7
-0.5
-2 .i
-i .0
-2 .i
-4.2
MC-4-310A
+5%
0D = 1.12 rad +_5%
b
p = i0 -s
e
+4.5 worst case
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The power subsystem parametric study considered four configu-
rations: all-battery, RTG/Ni-Cd battery, solar array/Ni-Cd bat-
tery, and solar array/Ag-Zn battery. Limits established for the
study are:
i) Continuous power level, i0 to 200 W;
2) Peak power-to-continuous power ratio, 2:1 to 20:1;
3) Maximum peak power, 600 W;
4) Data transmission duty cycle, te/(t I + te) 0.5 to
50%.
All-battery confiEuration. - The all-battery configuration
is presented to provide data on secondary batteries to determine
the weight of a supplemental battery from separation to landing,
and for use with the solar array and RTG configurations. The
material also shows what can be done with batteries alone for a
short-time mission. For the supplemental battery or an all-
battery configuration, the Ag-Zn battery provides the minimum
weight; however, if the sterilizable Ag-Zn battery has not been
developed, the heavier Ni-Cd battery would be used.
To determine the source size for an all-battery system, the
area under the load curve and all losses must be determined. For
the power profile shown in figure DII3 the battery energy, EB,
is:
E B =
Pitl + P2t2 W-h per Martian day
_D
where Pl and P2 are in watts and t I and t2 are in hours.
The energy density of a Ag-Zn or Ni-Cd battery may be deter-
mined from figures DII5 and DII6, respectively. Battery weight
is battery energy divided by energy density.
Figure DII3 shows the repeating load profile used to determine
all source and storage battery sizing equations. This generalized
profile assumes a continuous nominal load, Pl, for a time period,
t I consisting of the nighttime period, tN, and part of the day-
time period, tD, with a period, t2, for data transmission at
some higher peak power, Pc. For simplification, the short-dura-
tion load pulses of an actual load profile must be averaged and
included in the values used for continuous and peak power. The
block diagram of the generalized power subsystem is shown in
figure DII4. The power required from the source PS is a func-
tion of the load profile and the power efficiencies of the con-
verter/regulator _R' the battery charger _C' the diode _D'
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the charge acceptance efficiency of the battery _B' and the
depth of discharge of the battery, D D.
The curves shown in figures DII5 and DII6 have been generated
by the Martin Marietta Corporation for comparative purposes.
These curves represent estimated energy densities for specific
battery designs and include cells, battery case, potting, wiring,
and connectors for a 30 V nominal battery with the following con-
straints:
i) Sealed cells;
2) Thin plate construction to allow good high current
drain performance;
3) Shock (ordnance type) - 2400 g peak response with
the peak occurring at 2000 cps (equivalent to 1500 g,
0.4 msec, half sine pulse input);
4) Vibration - random, overall 11.7 g rms with input
flat i00 to 200 cps at 0.3 g2/cps, rolloff below I00
cps at 6 dB/octave, rolloff above 200 cps at 4 dB/
octave.
The nonsterilizable Ag-Zn battery curve of figure DII5 is
based on Electric Storage Battery (ESB) Company sealed silver-
zinc cells packaged in a battery to meet the above requirements.
Data from the JPL sterilizable battery contract with ESB were
used to extrapolate the sterilizable battery curve, allowing for
the relatively less severe ordnance shock specified above. These
curves are based on limited data and should be used accordingly.
They are being continuously revised as more data become available
from the JPL-ESB contract and Martin Marietta in-house test pro-
grams on sterilizable silver-zinc cells.
The nonsterilizable Ni-Cd battery curve of figure DII6 is
based on Gulton Industries, Inc., sealed nickel-cadmium cells
packaged in a battery to meet the construction and environmental
requirements given above. A 15% loss due to sterilization was
used to extrapolate the sterilizable battery curve. These curves
are being revised as more data become available from a Martin
Marietta in-house test program on sterilizable nickel-cadmium
cells.
RTG/battery configuration. - The equations developed for the
RTG/battery configuration are general and may be used for either
Ag-Zn or Ni-Cd batteries. Because of the significantly greater
cycle life of the Ni-Cd battery and the long life of the RTG,
parametric data were developed for the RTG/Ni-Cd configuration
only.
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For the RTG/batterysystem, equations were developedthat
define the relationship of the RTGoutput powerand the battery
energyto the generalized powerprofile and block diagram(figs.
DII3 and DII4). For this type system, the battery is required
to supply only that portion of the load during the peak power
period that is in excessof the usable powerfrom the RTG. From
the block diagram it can be seen that this usable poweris repre-
sented by the product of source powerand converter efficiency
Ps_R). Thebattery size required is determined by:
P2 - PS_R)t2
EB = (W-h)
DDq D
The RTG must be sized to supply the nominal continuous load
plus the power required to recharge the battery; therefore, the
RTG size is determined by:
P1 E B
where R C is the battery charge rate in hours. To determine the
battery size and the RTG size as a function of the subsystem con-
figuration and load profile, equations (DI8) and (DI9) are solved
for EB and PS"
Pl P_t2
PS = --+
qR _c_DRcDD + _R t2
qcRcPAt2
E B = _c_DRcDD + _Rte
To minimize the size of the RTG, the relative charge rate,
RC, should be as large as possible while still permitting com-
plete recharge of the battery. The curve of figure DII7 shows
the time required to replace 10% of the capacity of a Ni-Cd bat-
tery at a given charge rate. For a 50% depth of discharge the
time would be five times the time for 10%. The maximum value of
R C that should be used for most applications is 15 hr. The curve
of figure DII8 shows the ratio of rated battery energy to PA as
a function of transmitting time or peak power time, t 2.
(DI8)
(DI9)
(D20)
(D21)
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This curve is basedon typical systemefficiencies shownin the
block diagram(fig. DII4), a 50%depth of discharge DD, RC
15 hr as determinedby figure DII7, and a minimumdischarge rate
of 4 hr. After the battery energy is determined, the weight of
the battery maybe obtained from figure DII6.
For the systemefficiencies shownin the block diagram, and
the restrictions specified for the battery, the curves of figure
DII9 maybe used to determine the minimumend-of-life powerre-
quired from the RTG. Theweight of the RTGmaybe determined
from the following powerdensity tabulation.
Thermoelectric hot
junction temperature, °F Powerdensity, W/ib
1250 0.54
1500 0.86
Thesepowerdensities are basedon the work performedby
Martin Marietta Corporation during the VoyagerPhaseB study and
are for an RTGusing silicon-germaniumfor the thermoelectrics
and capable of intact entry and intact impact. Thepowerdensity
is for the completeRTGand its release mechanism,but doesnot
include the mountingstructure.
Solar array/battery configuration.- For the solar array/
battery configuration, equations were developed defining the re-
lationship of the solar array output power and the battery energy
to the generalized power profile and block diagram (figs. DII3 and
DII4). For this configuration, the battery is required to supply
the energy at night and a_so that portion of fhe _oad during the
peak power period that is in excess of the usable power from the
solar array. From the block diagram it can be seen that the us-
able array power is represented by the product of source power
and converter efficiency (Ps_R).
When the data transmission time is long compared with the
usable daylight hours, the solar array must provide enough power
to meet all daytime demands plus that needed to charge the bat-
tery. For short data transmission periods the battery is also
used to supplement the array during the peak power period. The
equations used to determine the solar array and battery require-
ments are different for long data transmission times from those
used when the transmission time is short. For values of PS
less than Pz/_IR obtained by solving equation (D22), equations
(D25) and (D26) are used. For PS w_lucs greater than Pu/_IR
equations (D27) and (D28) are used to determine the battery and
solar array size.
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P_ Pit N
PS=--+
_R ncqDRcDD"
The battery size required when the data transmission period
is relatively short is determined by:
P_t N (P2 " _RPs)t2
E B = -- +
_DDD qDDD
The solar array must be sized to provide the continuous load
power plus the energy required to recharge the battery. There-
fore, the solar array average power output is determined by:
Pl E B
PS = --+--
_R _cRc
where R C is the battery charge rate, hr.
To determine the battery size and the solar array size as a
function of subsystem configuration and load profile, equations
(DI8) and (DI9) are solved for E B and PS"
Pl Pit N + P_t2
PS = --+
qR _c_DRcDD + _R te
qcRc (Plt N + PAte)
E B = +
_cqDRcDD _Rt2
In a similar manner the equations for the solar array size and
battery size as a function of subsystem configuration and load
profile for long data transmission periods may be shown to be:
P1 Pit N P_qBet2
PS =--+ +
_R _D_C_RI_B l (tD- t2) _B_t°'+_, T]RI_BI (tD - t2) + _B2t2 1
P_t N
EB = --
_DDD
(D22)
(D23)
(D24)
(D25)
(D26)
(D27)
(D28)
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where _BI is the battery chargeacceptanceefficiency during
the period tD - t 2 and qB2 is the battery chargeacceptance
efficiency during the period te. Thevalues for qB versus
RC for typical Ni-Cd batteries are shownin figure DI20.
For Ag-Znbatteries, _B is almost constant with relative
chargerates of 20 to 80 hr. Therefore equation D27becomes:
PI Pit N PA_Bt2
PS = --+ + --
_R _D_c_R_BtD _R_BtD"
For Ag-Zn batteries _B is nominally 0.87.
To minimize the size of the solar array, the relative charge
rate, RC, should be as large as possible while still permitting
complete recharge of the battery. The curve of figure DII7 shows
the time required to replace 10% of the capacity of a Ni-Cd bat-
tery at a given charge rate. For a 50% depth of discharge the
time would be five times the time for 10%. The maximum value of
R C that should be used for most applications is 15 hr. For a
Ag-Zn battery this value is determined by
Charging time =
RcD D
qB
After the solar array average power is determined the required
array size may be found by use of the curves developed in the next
paragraphs. Weight of the array may be determined by multiplying
the area by 1 Ib/ft 2.
Solar cell panel performance calculations were performed using
a computer program developed by Martin Marietta Corporation for
assessing panel power characteristics during planetary missions.
This program, written for the IBM 1130 computer, allows calcula-
tion of the instantaneous and daily integrated output of an arbi-
trarily oriented flat solar panel. The effects of latitude,
ground slope, time of year, and ground mask may be considered,
along with atmospheric attenuation and time-variable cloud cover.
The panel temperature is calculated as a function of the time of
day, and temperature corrections are applied to the panel power
output.
(D29)
(D30)
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This program has been used in establishing the performance of
a directed side panel array chosen for the point designs of the
lander, as shown in figure DI21. One panel is horizontal and
body mounted. Four side panels are adjustable in a post-land
sense and have an area about twice that of the fixed panel.
In the subsequent figures, the panel temperature has been
assumed to be unaffected by heat transfer from the ground, and
convective effects have been neglected. Cloud cover has been
assumed negligible. The power shown is after cover slide, wiring,
diode, and packing losses have been accounted for, and is based
on i0 W/ft e of usable panel area at 1 AU, air mass zero (AMO)
60°C.
Assuming a typical requirement of 15 to 20 W-h/ft2/day, the
performance of flat, fixed panels is satisfactory at northern
near-equatorial latitudes for moderate ground slopes during the
early part of 1974, as shown in figure D122 for i0 ° N latitude.
However, at large adverse slopes and southern latitudes, power
from a fixed panel drops off drastically, as shown in figure
D123. It was thought that some improvement might be gained by
drooping all four side panels a fixed amount. The lower curve
of figure D124 shows the effect of this on the overall array
output at 20 ° S latitude and 17 ° S slope. In the case shown, no
significant improvement results. However, if the panels are
allowed to independently take on both lift and droop angles, sig-
nificant improvement in the overall array output results, as
shown by the upper two curves of figure D124. Since the lander
landing azimuth is not predictable, the optimum panel angles must
be determined after landing. In the case considered, figure D124
shows that a landing with two of the panels on the north-south
line gives slightly worse results than when all panels are 45 °
from the north-south line. Although figure D124 shows optimum
droop and lift angles of approximately 60 ° , interference con-
siderations limit the maximum droop angle to about 40 ° , with no
such limit on the lift angle.
Figures D125 and D126 compare the output of the directed
array with a horizontally fixed array. Substantial improvement
results, especially at southern latitudes.
Another advantage of the directed panel concept is that it
allows a significant increase in the number of hours of useful
solar power per day independent of ground slope, thus minimizing
the required battery size. Figure D127 shows the available day-
light hours for three latitudes, as seen by the directed solar
array.
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Solar cell equations: It is desirable, for computer programing
purposes, to express the power output of solar panels for use in
planetary missions in an analytical form as a function of solar
distance, atmospheric properties, solar angle of incidence, and
temperature. The simplified equations used in the calculations
performed for the Mars lander solar array study are described in
the following paragraphs.
The power equation is normalized to solar panel output charac-
teristics, PO' in W/ft 2, measured at AMO, i AU, at a temperature
of 25°C. A value of 11.5 W/ft 2 is used for PO for 18 mil solar
cells, based on usable total panel area. The power output at the
surface of the planet may then be expressed as:
PoR-2 I I -omP = 1 + (T - 25)D k c K(8) cos 8 e
where
T = panel temperature, °C
8 = angle between panel and sun
R = solar distance, AU
k = factor to account for cloud cover
c
K(0) = cell transmittance correction factor for oblique
solar incidence
o = atmospheric optical attenuation coefficient, cm2/g
m = mass integral of atmosphere along the line from panel
to sun, g/cm 2
D = slope of maximum power versus temperature curve of
cell type of interest, divided by PO' °C-I
The factor K(e) accounts for departure of the cell power
versus solar angle of incidence curve from a simple cos 0 law.
Typical values are:
0(deg) 0 50 60 70 80
K(0) 1.0 0.95 0.90 0.80 0.55
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Thetemperatureparameter, D, is typically 0.0043 °C'i for
18 mil n°on-p silicon solar cells. If convective effects and
heat transfer from the ground are neglected, the panel tempera-
ture, T may be expressed in terms of the absorptance (5) and
emlttance (c) of the panel surface as:
1 kcS0R'2K( -_mI%T = 0.555 1.99 x 10s(n/c) e) cos e e - 273
where
SO is the solar constant at 1.0 AU (130 W/fie).
Assuming that an exponential atmospheric density model is
valid at altitudes less than a few density scale heights of the
planet's atmosphere, the mass integral, m, is given by:
Po
m - _ cos _' 0 =< _ =< 75 °
m = Po exp (_r cos 2 4) i - erf (cos _ , 75 ° _<__ _! 90 °
where
@o surface atmospheric density, g/cm 3
i/g = atmospheric density scale height, cm
r = radius of planet, cm
= angle between zenith and sun
erf(X) = error function.
The angular parameters 0 and @ shown throughout the pre-
ceding expression are related by the computer program to landing
latitude, surface slope, panel orientation, date, and time.
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Pyrotechnic Subsystem
Parametric weight data anddefinition of the subsystemdesign
consistent with the data are presented in this subsection.
Weight data. - The weight of the pyrotechnic subsystem was
determined as a function of the total number of bridgewires and
the maximum number of bridgewires to be fired in a 20-sec period
by a system using capacitors for energy storage and solid-state
switches for safe/arm and firing functions. To meet the require-
ments of small to large landers the curves were developed for
systems with 8 to i00 bridgewires that are fired in groups of 8
to 40 within a 20-sec period. For systems requiring more than
about 150 bridgewires, the use of a separate battery for energy
storage becomes more weight effective.
The design uses one capacitor assembly for each bridgewire
fired in a 20-sec period, but reuses the capacitors for subsequent
functions. One safe/arm switch and squib firing circuit (SFC)
are required for each bridgewire to permit separate arming and
firing of each function while retaining the capacitor isolation.
Figure D128 shows the weight of the pyrotechnic subsystem
versus the number of bridgewires to be fired. The curves include
allowance for an enclosing case for the electronics and the cabling
internal to the case.
Subsystem design. - The pyrotechnic subsystem used in this
study consists of the equipment shown in figure D129. Power to
the pyrotechnic subsystem is provided from the power subsystem
and control signals are received from the guidance and control
subsystem.
Capacitor assemblies provide the energy storage for firing
each bridgewire at its prescribed time. Capacitor assembly charging
is initiated at power transfer and within about 12 sec the capaci-
tors are ready for use. A minimum of 20 sec between subsequent
events allows the squib load to be removed by safing of the safe/
arm circuit and the capacitor assemblies to be recharged and used
again. Each capacitor assembly provides the required energy to
fire one bridgewire in a given event. The number of capacitor
assemblies required is established by the maximum number of bridge-
wires required in any 20-sec period.
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The use of a snmll capacitor assembly to fire each bridgewire
instead of a larger capacitor bank to fire all bridgewires in a
given event eliminates the need for current-limiting resistors in
each bridgewire circuit, and consequently a larger capacitor bank
to provide for resistor losses. A minimum firing energy of ap-
proximately 0.150 J per bridgewire is provided to ensure firing
within an allowable time period.
A safe/arm switch provides arming and safing of each pyro-
technic circuit. The events may be arranged so that no function
need be armed more than one minute before firing. After all pyro-
tcclmic functions in an event are fired, the switches are reset
to the safe position, thus opening the power circuit and removing
any load caused by a bridgewire short.
The safe/arm switch contains a i00 000 ohm resistor connected
from the negative bridgewire lead to structure. This provides a
ground reference for the bridgewires to prevent a static charge
buildup before the bridgewire is fired.
The final switch between the energy source and the squib is
the solid-state squib firing circuit, which receives its fire
control signal from the sequencing subsystem.
The squibs provide gas pressure to operate valves, cable cut-
ter, and separation nuts, or initiate linear-shaped charges for
canister sepsration.
The block diagram (fig. D129) shows the typical redundancy
provided for each function. Parallel circuits are provided from
the power subsystem through redundant capacitor assemblies, safe/
arm switches, squib firing circuits, and to one of two squibs in
each pyrotechnic device. Two squibs with one bridgewire each
are used for each function. With this arrangement, the proper
functioning of either circuit branch will fire all associated
pyrotechnic devices.
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Safe/armswitch: A schematicof the safe/arm switch is shown
in figure DI30. This switch is turned on by applying a 28 V,
150mApulse for i00 msecto the ARMinput. The switch then
latches up and keepsthe SCR(Q5) turned on until a similar input
signal is applied to the SAFEinput. TheSAFEsignal saturates
QI, causing the switch to unlatch. It also saturates Q3, thereby
putting a negative voltage from C4on the gate of Q5and turning
off Q5. Resistor RI3 is usedto provide a ground reference for
the bridgewires before firing. A i00 000-ohmresistor will be
used for this purpose, whichwill present negligible load on the
capacitor assemblyduring bridgewire firing. This switch will
safely handle current pulseswith peaksof 20 A. It will operate
over a temperaturerange from -15°F to +145°F. The leakage cur-
rent is less than i mAat 145°Fand the estimated weight is 0.19lb.
Squib firing circuit (SFC): A schematicof the squib firing
circuit is shownin figure DI31. A silicon controlled rectifier(SCR)is usedas the switching element. Thecircuit is turned on
by applying a 28 V, 150mApulse to the input for i00 msec. Since
the circuit is used in series with the safe/arm circuit, it will
turn off whenthe current is interrupted by the safe/arm circuit
turning off. Resistor R3 is provided to limit dv/dt across QI
whenthe safe/arm switch is armed. The estimated weight is 0.06lb.
This circuit will also handle current pulses with peaksof
20 A over a temperaturerange from -15°F to +1450F.
Capacitor assembly: Figure D132showsa schematicof the
capacitor assembly.
Thecapacitor assemblyconsists of three GE16 K series ca-
pacitors, and current-limiting resistors in the positive and
negative leads to restrict the instantaneous load on the power
bus. Allowing for low temperature, minimumbus voltage, losses
through the solid-state switches, and providing a minimumof
0.150 J of energy to the bridgewires, three 225 _f capacitors
are connectedin parallel to provide the total required energy.
TheGE16K series capacitors are hermetically sealed, have
beenextensively tested and proven, and are on the JPL steril-
izable approvedparts list. The estimated weight is 0.16 lb.
r
Squibs: The weight of the squib is included in the incorpo,
rating device and is not included in the pyrotechnic subsystem
weight.
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9. SELECTION OF HUMIDITY AND WIND INSTRUMENTS
References DI9 and D20 contain the information on which the
selection of instruments for the meteorology package was based.
These are the trade studies conducted for the Voyager Phase B
preliminary design to define atmospheric instruments for the sci-
ence payload. The information the references present is based on
an extensive survey of the state of the art in instrumentation
for measuring atmospheric pressure, temperature, humidity, and
wind. A review of these documents for use in the present study
showed that the information they contain is still valid and com-
plete and is a reliable basis for payload definition.
It is the conclusion of Martin Marietta Corporation that pres-
sure and temperature instruments can be obtained by modifying ex-
isting designs, and that the pacing items in development of a
meteorology package are the instruments for the humidity and wind
measurements. As stated in Part I of this report, an aiuminum
oxide hygrometer and a sonic anemometer, respectively, have been
chosen for these measurements. Because of the significant influ-
ence of these choices on the course of a program for development
of a meteorology package, the preference for thes<_ instruments
is explained in detail in this section of Appendix I).
Surface Atmosphere Hygrom<,ter
The selection of an instrument for mcasurin g surtTac<, humidity
was preceeded by a review of present know[t_d;<_ ru;<ardin Z moisture
content in the Martian atmosphere. This was nuc<,ssar\' to deter-
mine an expected operating range and to devu]op :i basis for set-
ting the limits for instrument accuracy. T]I{, [I_lorm,_tion required
for this purpose is contained in r<_f<,renc<,s D21 and 1)22.
The range of present estimates for wat_,_- w_por on Mars is giv-
en in table 21-1 of referencu D21. Although the r<,su[ts given in
reference D22 are more recent_ the amount o[! w;]tcr estimated is
within the extremes of the rangus zivc, n in tllu table. In Part I
of this report, extremes of spec[17[c humidit\' versus I-rest point
are presented graphically. Th(, range is [[rom l to 00 mz/cm 2 of
precipitable water, a spr<,ad of mor<_ t]l_n om ,rod on<-llalf orders
of magnitude.
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As shown in Part I of this report, the expected operating range
of specific humidities for a hygrometer will start at about 20 ppm
and extend past 5000 ppm. In terms of frost points, this corre-
sponds to a minimum of -80°C, which appears to be a reasonable
lower limit for calibrated performance.
The specified error band of 4°C is also shown in Part I. Typi-
cally, this will result in determination of specific humidity within
a factor of 2 over the expected range of values. This error band is
more than adequate for comparing accuracies of the predictions tabu-
lated in reference D21. On the basis of resolving differences be-
tween these observations and estimates, an error band of 8°C would
appear adequate and would still permit specific humidity determina-
tions within a factor of 4.
In view of the results reported in reference D22, accuracies in
this range will be satisfactory for a first landing mission and at
a single site. In reporting the results of their extensive observ-
ing program over a nine-month period in 1964 and 1965, these authors
make the following statement:
"The present work indicates that H20 does exist in the at-
mosphere of Mars and that the amount present varies signif-
icantly with time and place on the planet. Furthermore,
the mass motion of H20 in the atmosphere of Mars appears
to be correlated with polar cap recession and growth, and
possibly with the frequency of appearance of white clouds
and intensification of dark features on the surface."
Instrument selection.- There are three main considerations that
form the basis for selecting a surface atmosphere hygrometer.
First, the instrument should not require a flowing sample into
an internal measuring system. This usually implies a fan and drive
motor, and such mechanization is not easily made compatible with the
dry heat and the 90-day surface life requirements. Also, when de-
tecting part per million moisture in the dry Martian air, the prob-
lem is complicated by the fact that everything that contacts the
gaseous sample tends to change it. Thus, maximum instrument accu-
racy demands Lhat the sensor be exposed directly to the free atmos-
pheric environment to minimize adsorption and desorption effects
from surrounding surfaces.
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Second,as shown in Part I of this report, the instrument must
be sensitive to specific humidities on the order of 20 to 30 ppm.
Accuracies within 10°C at frost points near -80°C are essential.
Third, consider the universal requirements for Mars lander
instruments: that they be compatible with dry heat sterilization
(six cycles to 275°C at 76 hr/cycle); that they perform their func-
tion for a minimum of weight, volume, and power; and that their se-
lection be preceeded by proof of principle in similar application
on Earth or in other space programs.
Based on these factors, and in light of the information given
in the trade studies discussed above, the preferred instrument for
the Mars 1973 lander is the aluminum oxide hygrometer. In addition
to the information presented in references DI9 and D20, the alumi-
num oxide device is described in detail in the very excellent re-
view of the state of the art in humidity measurement given in ref-
erence D23.
The aluminum oxide element is the only type of high-sensitivity
water vapor sensor that does not require sample flow into an in-
ternal measL:rin:< system. Its great advantage [s that it can be
exposed to the Irec atmospheric environment. Performance of the
sensor in detect in_< humidity on the order of I0 to 20 ppm has been
'dcmonstr_ted in ]aborator\, tests and in numerous balloon soundings
in the Earth's atmosphere (ref. D24). The instrument weighs about
]_, 1], and draws less than i w of pgwer. Although no sterilization
_orl< is known to ha\'c been performed, the sensor materials are in-
herently stable at dry heat sterilization temperature, and no prob-
lems auc u>:pected.
ElTl-ort for the direct versus orbital entry study has been to
rcasscss the conclusion of the Voyazer work, In doing this, a
number ol- orx,mizations, mal<inoo basic contributions in atmospheric
htm_iditv instrumentation were visited for discussions of the Mars
surlTacc problem. These organizations included the National Bureau
el Slandtn:ds, the Naval Research Laboratory, the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center, and JPL.
Commercial cstablishmei_ts visited included Panametrics, Inc., and
C<'lm]'_l-[cli.,,.' Systems, Inc.
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Results of these contacts showno appreciable changein the
technology base for humidity instrumentation since the trade stud-
ies reported in references DI9 and D20were completedor since the
survey document(ref. D23)waspublished. Therewasgeneral con-
sensusamongthe instrument engineers contacted that the aluminum
oxide sensor is the proper choice provided that accuracies of ±5°C
and responsetimes of 20 to 30 sec can be tolerated at the very low
frost points. Basic work in developing a controlled process for
producing the sensor has beenstarted by ARCRL(ref. D25). Also,
work on the electronics packagefor the aluminumoxide sensor has
beenconductedat JPL (ref. D26).
SurfaceAnemometer
Four basic types of wind velocity sensorswere considered for
the meteorologypackage. Thesewere the sonic, hot wire, drag body,
and rotating cup anemometers.Following are brief discussions of
the main features of eachtype considered in evaluating suitabil-
ity for the Mars lander application.
Sonic anemometer.- The sonic anemometer uses acoustic trans-
ducers to measure the wind velocity in each of three mutually
orthogonal directions. A single component of this anemometer con-
sists of two acoustic transducers separated by a small distance,
approximately 6 in. First, one of the transducers is used as a
source and the other as a detector of acoustic waves, and the
travel time of acoustic waves between the transducers is measured.
Then the procedure is reversed, and the travel time in the oppo-
site direction is measured. The wind velocity in that direction
can then be computed from the travel time in each direction and
the distance between the transducers. This technique has not been
widely used in wind velocity measurements on Earth. However, re-
cent work by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory has shown
that this technique can be used to make very accurate measurements
of wind velocity (refs. D27 thru D29).
The sensor for the acoustic transducer could probably be de-
veloped within a weight of about 1 lb. The reliability of the
device should be good, although it may be sensitive to dust in
the Martian atmosphere. The main problem is adapting the present
design for use on Mars is modifying the transducers to improve
energy coupling with a low pressure atmosphere.
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Oneof the advantagesof this technique is that it measures
wind velocity directly, not someother wind property such as force
or massflow. Also, the resulting data will provide information
on the velocity of soundin the Martian atmosphere. This, when
combinedwith atmospherictemperaturedata, will enable estimates
of 7/_, where 7 is the specific heat ratio and M is the mean
molecular weight. Another advantageis that the device inherently
measuresthe total wind velocity vector -- both speedand direc-
tion -- whenthree sets of transducers are used in orthogonal planes.
Hot wire anemometer.- A hot wire anemometer uses the cooling
effect of the wind flowing over a wire to measure the velocity
of the wind. The results are dependent on the value of atmospheric
density (ref. D30). Thus, the density must be known to derive wind
velocity from the measurement result. This device can be operated
in either a constant current mode or a constant temperature mode.
In the constant current mode, a fixed current is passed through the
wire, and the change in wire resistance (or wire temperature) gives
a measure of the cooling effect of the wind. In the constant tem-
perature mode, the temperature and resistance of the wire are main-
tained constant bv varying the amount of current through the wire.
The amount of current required is then a measure of the wind veloc-
ity.
The use of this device would require three wires oriented in
mutually orthogonal directions because the wire is mainly sensitive
to the wind component normal to the length of the wire. Also, one
of the drawbacks of this technique is that the wires are insensi-
tive to the direction of the wind by a factor of x (e.£., a hot
wire anemometer cou]d not uniquely distinguish between an easterly
wind and a westerly wind).
Hot wire anemometers have been used c_:tcnsivelv l-or wind and
gas velocity measurements on Earth. Reference D31 c[tc, s a number
of sources on the subject. The wires are usually made from either
tungsten or platinum-iridium. The tungsten wires are more rugged
and less susceptible to physical damage; however, they can be af-
fected by atmospheric contaminants and tend to require frequent
recalibration. The platinum-iridium wires a[-c more l!ragile but
retain their calibration better. The, wires thcmst,lves are very
small, typically less than an incll ]on_, by a rail or less in diam-
eter. Much of the sensor we]gI_t we[lid l)c in tllc,l)l-obes required
as mounts for the wires.
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One of the severe problems associated with this technique would
be the effects of wind-blown dust. Dust accretion on the wires
will change the cooling effect, and thus after the calibration.
There is no easy way to shield the wires from dust because they
must be exposed to the atmosphere to measure wind velocity.
This anemometer technique would be compatible with the Mars
lander weight constraints. It appears also to be compatible with
the sterilization requirements, although the effects of the steri-
lization process on the calibration of the wires would have to be
carefully evaluated. However, the ability of the wires to operate
reliably in a dust-laden atmosphere is very questionable.
Drag body anemometer.- The drag body anemometer uses the force
exerted by the wind on a body of known geometry as a measure of
wind velocity. The force is measured by strain gages at the mount-
ing of the drag body. The drag force depends on the air density
times the velocity squared. Thus (like the hot wire anemometer),
the effective use of a drag body to measure wind velocity requires
that the atmospheric density be known.
The drag body is primarily sensitive to wind in a horizontal
plane, assuming the drag body is mounted vertically. A vertical
wind component may alter the response, but is difficult to sepa-
rate from changes in horizontal winds. Semiconductor strain gages
can be used to measure the forces, and provide a large enough sig-
nal output that amplification may not be necessary (ref. D32).
However, extreme temperature sensitivity of semiconductor strain
gages will create a major problem in controlling the accuracy of
the instrument.
The weight of the drag body anemometer would probably be com-
parable to the sonic anemometer. It should be capable of being
sterilized and should have good reliability, although its mount-
ing and deployment might cause problems. It may also be sensitive
to the Martian environment, particularly to dust storms that might
exert a significant perturbation in the force on the body. This
device can operate with adequate accuracy over a very wide range
of wind speeds.
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Rotatin_ cup anemometer.- This familiar type of device is not
considered a serious contender for the Mars lander application for
two reasons. First, to have the response rate necessary for de-
sired accuracies (10% accuracy specified for the Mars Mission Mode
Study), the rotating portion must be lightweight. Second, the
mechanization of moving components involving shafts, bearings, lu-
bricants, and seals is not easily made compatible with the con-
straints of dry heat sterilization and 90-day surface lifetimes.
Instrument selection.- The sonic anemometer is the preferred
instrument for three reasons. First, it requires no moving parts
and is, therefore, well-suited for long-life application and for
compatibility with dry heat sterilization and an uncertain operat-
ing environment. Second, a rugged sensor can be built because
there is no effect of mass on speed of response to wind variations.
Third, the instrument yields complete information on the wind vec-
tor.
This instrument is a recent development by Cambridge Systems,
Inc., for the AFCRL and is described in detail in references D33
and D34. Martin Marietta Corporation personnel have visited both
AFCRL and Cambridge Systems to discuss the application of this in-
strument in the Mars 1973 mission. Actual hardware was witnessed
in operation, and possible modifications were discussed. The main
question at the time of the visits was whether the low surface
pressures expected on Mars would make it impractical to use the
sonic detector principle of operation.
Cambridge Systems has since operated a sensor in a 5-mb chamber.
Although this instrument was designed for Earth surface conditions,
its performance in the range of Mars surface pressure demonstrated
the feasibility of developing a sonic anemometer for the meteorology
package.
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i0. MARSURFACESAMPLEACQUISITION
This section of AppendixD is a report of work conductedfor
Martin Marietta by Dr. RonaldF. Scott on a consulting basis. Dr.
Scott is a memberof the faculty at the California Institute of
TechnologyandwasPrincipal Investigator on the SurveyorLunar
Soil Mechanicsexperiment. Theobjectives of this study were to
develop the reasoning onwhich to base the design of a Mars soil
samplerand to proposea tentative concept for such a device.
Nature of Martian Surface
The report on the Mariner Mars 1964Project by Leighton et
al. (ref. D35) discussedthe possible nature of the Martian sur-
face on the basis of previous Earth-basedobservations and the
photographic results of the Mariner flyby. Thephotographstaken
by the Mariner IV spacecraft showeda cratered Martian surface
in which the crater density per unit area wasonly slightly less
than that observedin lunar highland areas. However,the craters
on Marsappearedmoresubduedthan on the moonand relatively few
sharply outlined (which is usually interpreted as fresh-appearing)
craters were observed. This was taken by the authors to indicate
that surface-modifying processesare at work on Mars, which are
relatively moreeffective than modifying processeson the moon
but less effective than on the earth.
Although direct evidence is lacking, it is assumedthat the
craters on Mars, as on the moon,are formedby meteorite impacts.
Becauseit is estimated that the meteoroidal flux at Mars is from
4 to 25 times that at the moon,the lower incidence of craters ob-
served on Mars reinforces the inference that crater modification
and subsequentelimination have occurred at a faster rate on Mars
than on the moon.
With meteorite impactsbeing the crater-forming agent, a Mars
surface model is suggestedanalogousto that observedby the Sur-
veyor spacecraft (ref. D36) on the moon. The surface material to
a depth of at least I0 m, but varying from place to place, con-
sists of a granular material with a wide range of sizes but pos-
sessing a substantial proportion (possibly greater than 50%)of
fine material in the tens of microns size range. Onthe moon(ref.
D36) the surface soil possessesa small but effective amountof
cohesion betweenthe particles, and the writer has interpreted
this as being possibly due to the presenceof VanDer Waalsforces
betweenthe relatively clean grains.
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The existence of a significant atmosphereon Mars, comparedto the
moon,would imply that the surfaces of mineral grains would become
contaminatedon breaking up of the parent rocks, and it might,
therefore, be expectedthat cohesion betweengrains of Martian
soil wouldbe lacking, unless other forms of cementationare pres-
ent.
Yellow clouds have frequently beenobservedon Mars both vis-
ually andphotographically. Observationof the properties of these
clouds suggestthat they maybe composedof windbornefine mineral
particles (ref. D35). Thus, Leighton et al. (ref. D35) conclude
that deposition of these clouds of particles wouldmantle and soft-
en the outlines of craters. Theyalso consider that the craters
might bemodified by thermal and vibrational creep of the granular
material on slopes.
Consequently, if this is correct, blankets of relatively uni-
formly fine-grained soil maycover areas of Mars. With the ex-
perience developedby lunar surface investigations, and consider-
ing the low probability that Martian soil is cohesive, there is
little likelihood that these fine-grained deposits will be extreme-
ly loose or highly porous. As Leighton et al. pointed out, an ex-
ception to this modelmayoccur in those areas, if suchexist, where
permafrost exists at the surface. Temperaturesfavorable for the
production of permanentlyfrozen water in the soil (permafrost) if
the water supply is sufficient, only occur betweenlatitudes of 40
to 50° N and S and the poles. The writer understands that only
near-equatorial sites are presently being considered for spacecraft
landings. In this region, temperatures exceed O°C daily for i0
Martian months. It is therefore considered that there is essen-
tially no possibility of encountering permafrost at the spacecraft's
landing site.
In summary, the surface existing at a Martian equatorial land-
ing site has a high probability of consisting of fine-grained co-
hesionless mineral particles, with a density of around 1.5 g/cc
(terrestrial basis) and a porosity in the neighborhood of 50%.
Larger particles in the millimeter to centimeter or larger range
may be encountered, although it is considered that there is a high
probability that some fine-grained soil can be reached.
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SampleAcquisition
With a Martian soil modelas outlined above, a samplingdevice
doesnot needto have a rock-coring, sampling, or grinding capa-
bility. Considering the soil analysis requirement, there are two
possible approachesto the experiment: (I) deploying the soil
analysis equipmentfrom the spacecraft to the Martian surface;
and (2) bringing a soil sampleto an analytical device mounted
on the spacecraft. Thesewill be discussed in turn. Certain
problems, suchas sterilization, launch, flight, and landing sur-
vival arise with both approaches.
Analysis at surface.- It is visualized in this case, that an
experiment similar in nature to the alpha-scattering experiment of
Surveyor spacecraft will be employed to carry out the required
analysis of the Martian soil composition. An attachment will be
necessary to determine the water content of the soil. It is not
the purpose of this appendix section to determine the means by
which these experiments will be performed. With this technique,
a sensor head will be lowered or extended to the surface for the
purpose of obtaining the appropriate measurements. The soil's
mechanical properties do not enter into such a deployment tech-
nique, whose advantages and disadvantages only will be listed here
(this approach has essentially one degree of freedom in sampling):
i) Advantages,
a) Requires no imagery of test area (although such
imagery might be useful for interpreting the re-
suits of the experiment),
b) Deployment has minimal power requirements,
c) Automatic on receipt of deployment signal,
d) Operation and performance of test have minimum
interaction with other devices,
e) Type of surface (rock, soil) relatively unimpor-
tant for compositional analysis;
2) Disadvantages,
a) One-shot test,
b) Sample cannot be selected,
c) Deployment failure cancels test,
d) Shape of surface (large rock) may tip sensor or
otherwise render test ineffective,
e) Sensor head requires mounting bracket, interface
harness, etc.
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Soil sample retrieval - This approach, in general, has the
following advantages and disadvantages:
i) Advantages,
a) Degree of flexibility in sample selection (if
imaging capability present),
b) Gain in other information, such as strength, phys-
ical composition of Martian soil, variability with
depth, etc.,
c) Chemical compositional experiment remains fixed to
spacecraft,
d) Analysis of more than one sample facilitated (depth
variation);
2) Disadvantages,
a) Power requirement,
b) Weight may be somewl_at greatur than deployment
mechanism for cL_mpos iLion expuriment alone,
c) Failure Leads Lo no compositional analysis,
d) Imaging desired,
e) Command complexity,
f) Location on spacecraft restricted with respect to
both the imaging system and the analysis experiment,
g) Analysis experiment requires sam>le receiver.
In taking the sample retrieval approach, there are three classes
of mechanism which may be employed to obtain a sample of Martian
soil for delivery to an onboard sensing device.
Automatic: This class of device would be preprogramed to ex-
tend until an obstacle (presumably the surface) was encoLmtered by
a force or motor current sensor, which would activate a sample
l_ucket or scoop to retrieve a sample. Next the sampler would be
withdrawn from the surl-ace and the prot<ram would initiate motions
to cause the soil sample to be placed in the analysis apparatus.
No Earth commands, except for initiation, arc required in this
operat ion.
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The advantages and disadvantages of this approach are almost
the same as those for deployment of the chemical compositional
equipment itself, except that a sample may be retrieved further
from the spacecraft and the sample site may be arranged to appear
in the imaging system's field of view. This equipment would also
have one degree of freedom in obtaining a sample.
Manual: In this category may be placed the type of surface
sampler employed on Surveyor lunar spacecraft (ref. D36). The
advantages in sample selection and manipulation are obvious, and
additional information may be obtained by rock and soil manipula-
tion. However, on Mars, there are considerable disadvantages in
the use of such a device. Many pictures of the sampler and the
area of operation are required so that, although power require-
ments for the device itself may be low, more work is required of
the imaging system. The time delay for signals to and from Mars
makes such an operation extremely time-consuming in view of the
decisions required. A command system is required. An apparatus
of this kind would possess at least three degrees of freedom in
movement.
Semiautomatic: In this category is visualized a surface sam-
piing device that would be preprogramed as with the entirely auto-
matic system, to obtain a soil sample and deposit it in the analyt-
ical experiment, but whose operations could be interrupted on Earth
command to permit certain simple decisions to be made. Two degrees
of freedom would have to be incorporated in the apparatus to make
the response to decisions meaningful. All the disadvantages asso-
ciated with the sample retrieval function are inherent in this ap-
proach, but there are a number of advantages over the other tech-
niques suggested. The probability of sample retrieval is good,
almost regardless of the nature of the surface. Multiple samples
might be possible with suitable design of the analytical sensor.
Additional information on the physical nature of the surface would
be obtained. Belowsurface samples might be possible. One, or at
most two, pictures from the imaging system would be sufficient for
the operation.
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Tentative Conclusion
It is considered that a fully manually controlled sample-acquir-
ing mechanismis not feasible for the proposedMars landing space-
craft. Thealternatives are deploymentof the soil analysis sensor
or sensorsto the surface or someform of automatic sampleretrieval.
If the sampleretrieval is to be fully automatic (i.e., no Earth com-
mandor decision-makinginvolved except for initiating a sequence),
there appearto be few advantagesin providing a separate sample-
retrieval device over simply deploying the compositional analyzer
to the surface. A fully automatic sampleretriever is, therefore,
not recommended.Thereare distinct advantagesin someform of
samplingdevice, however,over the deploymentof an analyzer to tlle
surface, as indicated above. It is suggested, therefore, that con-
sideration be given to a semiautomaticsamplingdevice. Oneap-
proach to the design of such a piece of equipmentis given in the
following subsection.
Tentative Designof Semiautomatic
Soil SampleRetrival Apparatus
The designwill consist of an extendible device, suchas a
furlable tube, possessinga sampleretrieval container at its ex-
tremity. Theentire sequenceof desired operations will be per-
formedby an onboardprogram. Thesamplecontainer will be de-
signed to be openwhenthe apparatus is being extended, andclosed
whenit is retracted. Onreceipt of an extension command,the re-
trieval c,ontainer will extend an inch or two, during which it opens
and extension continues. Onreceiving n rctr _ction command, the
container will first retract about 7_ in. before it closes and re-
traction continues.
The apparatus will be mounted on the sp_cL, cr,_ft and oriented
so that the elevation of the extension device is fixed. Its ele-
vation altitude will be established beL;ore flight so thnt inter-
section of the sampling device with the nomin:_l Martian surface
occurs when extension is approximately two-thirds of the maximum
possible. At this distance, the contact with the, Mnrtian surface
will be within the field of view of the imaging syst_'m of the
spacecraft. The device wi]l be rotated in azimuth by an electric
motor or other means, and will so rotate automatically, except
that it may be stopped at _in azimuth position that is stored in
the onboard program on Earth comm;u_d. When this direction has
been entered in the sampler comm,_nd s<'qucnce, power-on and exe-
cute commands to the sampling d¢_vi<:¢_will cause it to rotate to
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the selected azimuth position, extend to the surface until a force-
limiting device stops its extension (in the Martian soil). It will
then retract (closing the soil container) and rotate to the posi-
tion required for the sampleto be placed in the soil processing
apparatus. At this time, it will be given an extend commandso
that the container will openand the soil samplebe ejected in the
processing apparatus. Thedevice will return to its starting point
and switch off. It is desirable that it be possible to reactivate
the device, having stored a different azimuth angle to perform the
whole sequenceagain.
A tentative design is shownin figure D133. Furlable tubes are
described in references D37and D38. Theweight of the samplingde-
vice alone maybe in the range of 3 to 4 lb. Electric motors work-
ing on 20 to 30 Vdcare usedto movethe device; it is expectedthat
they will require _ to ½A of current during the operating cycle.
Theentire samplingcycle should occupya few minutes of time.
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